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Abstract 

  
 Drawing from interdisciplinary ideologies, I discuss written, audio, and visual storylines 

that center women and/or queer Latinxs while challenging heteronormative and ethnocentric 

tenets in mainstream media. My analysis focuses on the ways the media represent intersectional 

Latinx identities; I pay special attention to the complex interplay of ethnicity, race, gender, and 

sexuality. The purpose of this study is to explore how critical storytelling combats ethnocentric, 

racist, sexist, and homophobic norms promoted in the media. To that end, I compare critical 

retellings against their traditional versions by closely reading the former to analyze how Latinx 

representation is impacted by the complex ways a person’s identity categories act upon each 

other.  

 To demonstrate the ubiquity of racist, sexist, ethnocentric, and homophobic storytelling 

in both classical and critical narratives, this dissertation analyzes different media (i.e. children’s 

literature, Television programming, and music) by content creators from three geographic 

locations (i.e. Cuba, Brazil, and the U.S.) using English, Spanglish, Spanish and /or Portuguese. 

Chapter I provides an overview of the socializing functions of children’s literature, and a 

discussion of Había una vez a Spanish-language Cuban fairy tale series written with a 

multiethnic and feminist perspective. From my analysis, I determine that inserting marginalized 

individuals into dominant narratives results in stereotypical or prejudicial representations that 

justify dominant cultures and Eurocentric ideologies established during colonialism. Chapter II 

focuses on an examination of gender variance in Brazilian telenovelas and eletrofunk music that 

are broadcasted in Portuguese. The discussion in this chapter demonstrates that reworked 

storylines or retellings do not transcend biases in mainstream narratives when marginalized 

characters substitute standard or dominant protagonists. Instead, these types of substitutions 
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communicate to audiences that power is attainable through assimilation to heteronormative and 

ethnocentric constructs—validating binary gender, compulsory heterosexuality, and European 

beauty standards. In Chapter III, I discuss the representation of U.S. Latinxs in U.S. media and 

focus on the five Latinx-focused television series of 2018, particularly on the show Vida’s ability 

to transcend ethnic and gender biases. I use Vida’s storytelling advances and limitations to 

delineate three praxes for critical storytelling designed to navigate narratives away from 

oppressive social norms and the type of storytelling they seek to challenge.  

 I argue for critical storytelling to undertake all of the following three praxes: (1) have 

groups represented in numerical parity in all aspects of storytelling, (2) present narratives that 

deconstruct the social logic of oppressive norms, and (3) create new social imaginaries 

transcending oppressive storytelling and social norms. In other words, I argue for critical 

narratives written for, by, and about the groups being depicted to counter prejudices, 

homogenizing troupes, and stereotypes that are employed by traditional storytelling. Secondly, I 

propose that narratives directly challenge prejudicial ideologies and highlight power inequalities 

woven into dominant cultures and the media. Lastly, I argue that narratives provide new possible 

futures for marginalized groups by creating new imaginaries or looking to those of marginalized 

groups as viable alternatives. Thus, critical retellings can be realized by tapping into the promise 

of fantasy, an ever-present creative potential and the genre’s driving characteristic—creating the 

yet unknown. 
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Introduction 

 Storytelling and Nomenclature 
 

 Avid and casual viewers, listeners and readers of mass media have general expectations 

of each genre’s storytelling tendencies regardless of the platform used to disseminate its 

narratives. Shared tropes, storylines, and standard characters unify genres and make it possible to 

categorize them. In different ways, some storytelling retells standardized and popular narratives, 

while others retell normalized narratives with varying degrees of modifications. The distance 

each retelling traverses away from its standard narrative varies greatly and produces different 

effects. Some retellings modify a mainstream narrative in a manner that challenges the genre’s 

customary messaging (e.g. independent heroines) and the audience’s expectations (e.g. marriage 

as a happy ending); these retellings may highlight, contradict, and reimagine systems of 

inequality and oppression depicted in normalized storytelling. Other retellings reiterate well-

known normalized narratives and messages even when the storyline and its characteristic 

elements are altered.  

 

Overview 

My interest in these narratives emerged when I came across retellings that reimagined 

traditional narratives and critically engaged with their social norms or offered alternative ones. In 

2018, I noticed various popular culture products retelling classical narratives in ways that 

engaged in dialogue with the traditional storytelling of different genres and on distinct platforms. 

Some of these retellings challenged social norms while others resorted to recycling or updating 

problematic tropes. The retellings I came across were delivered to users with different media and 

had their own established standards. However, all the retellings seemed occupied with similar 
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heteronormative and Eurocentric social discourses; some retellings reinforced these ideologies 

others critically confronted them.  

The focus of this dissertation is on those critical retellings that activate fantasy’s potential 

to reimagine popular narratives, their protagonists, and other essential elements of established 

storylines and genres. Of particular interest is how storytelling in critical retellings questions 

normalized narratives and naturalized social models advocated in classical storytelling. These 

reimagined narratives or retellings are important because they create spaces where those 

marginalized in traditional storylines can be incorporated, celebrated and centered. For retellings 

to undermine oppressive narratives requires self-representation, storytelling by diverse groups 

and exploring new imaginaries existing outside of established narratives. This project has two 

main objectives: expanding on the work of scholars who explore the impact of media on a 

singular marginalized identity, and evaluating retellings that attempt to challenge gender, ethnic 

and sexuality norms established in traditional narratives. Although the studies mentioned and 

various scholars investigate media and marginalized identities, my discussion centers on 

intersectional identities and the compounding impact multiple marginalized identities have on 

Latinx representations. For this reason, I discuss the ways media impact Latinxs whose 

intersectional identities make them part of multiple marginalized groups. To this end, I explore 

how women and queer Latinx identities are depicted in the media, and how these are further 

complicated by in- and out group prejudices related to race, ethnicity and sexuality. Secondly, I 

explore how media that attempt to challenge heteronormative and ethnocentric representations of 

Latinxs attempt to transcend the binary social models in established narratives. I investigate both 

retellings of traditional narratives that are either critical or progressive as well as those retellings 

that repeat normative and oppressive ideologies. The objective is to identify what works and 
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what does not work in retellings so future counter discourses that intend to will actually question, 

challenge or oppose traditional narratives and social models.  

My aim in this project is to complicate storytelling in general and critical retellings 

specifically by considering the relationship between representation and intersectional identities. I 

argue that attempts to reframe established plots, refract a multivocal world with varied 

characters, and reflect on oppressive ideals are insufficient counter discursive tools. Although 

many retellings propose a more progressive version of an established narrative, not all retellings 

avoid reinforcing the social hierarchies, norms and unequal power relations that are central to 

traditional narratives. Modifications, transformations and changes to storytelling are not enough 

to transcend traditional narratives if critical retellings leave prejudicial ideologies and their 

values unchallenged. For example, some retellings reframe established plots in various ways, by 

changing the gender of the hero to make women and girl characters active agents in narratives. 

However, some of these fail to challenge heteronormative and ethnocentric ideologies, nor do 

they offer distinct imaginaries free of the norms and stereotypes in established tales. These non-

transformative retellings proceed with an established series of actions that lead to 

heteronormative unions while a critical retelling challenges normalized expectations or averts 

them altogether. 

 

Brief Theoretical Framework  

Once I began exploring retellings, I found that scholars from various disciplines have 

studied how the media impacts the audience’s own identity and how they are perceived by other 

individuals. George Gerbner’s Cultivation Theory linked higher television watching to viewers’ 

belief in the accuracy of the social realities they watched, including stereotypes about ethnic 
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groups. In their mass media studies, Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton explore the media’s role 

in identity construction, as does social psychiatrist Henri Tajfel in his Social Identity Theory. 

Other scholars have focused on the disparate impact of media on dominant versus marginalized 

groups. Elisabeth Grosz considers the relationship between media and heteronormativity1 

through a psychoanalytical and feminist frame. Film and Latin American scholar Charles 

Ramirez Berg explores the representation of Latinxs in the media; his work highlights power 

inequalities and the social value assigned to different ethnic groups through storytelling. With 

different approaches and from distinct disciplines, these and other scholars have determined that 

heteronormative and ethnocentric media negatively impacts marginalized groups. In light of the 

media’s influence as pointed out by these scholars, I sought studies that proposed alternatives to 

the prejudicial impact of media on individual and group identities. 

Each chapter in this project explores case studies that see the media as a tool to 

potentially ameliorate the social inequalities advocated in traditional storytelling. That is, mass 

media performs both oppressive and subversive functions making storytelling a potential 

solution to the unequal power dynamics depicted in traditional media. Some compelling studies 

about narrative techniques that challenge prejudicial ideologies and oppressive social norms 

were conducted by Christine Bacchilega and Nick Zipes, both of which focused on literary 

strategies of resistance. Likewise, academics studying gender and sexuality José Esteban Muñoz, 

Mary Louise Pratt and Jotería Studies scholars, urge marginalized individuals to tell their own 

stories with the purpose of countering stereotypical and prejudicial representations in classical 

narratives. Thus, it is important to understand how Latin American counter discourses succeed in 

                                                
1 Heteronormativity will be discussed in detail later in this section. 
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challenging heteronormative and ethnocentric ideologies that result in the unequal treatment of 

ethnic, gender and sexuality minorities in the media.  

Due to the complexity of identity categories and the way they act upon each other, an 

individual’s intersectional identity must be considered when examining counter/discourses, in 

addition to regional, historic, and socioeconomic messaging that challenges social hierarchies 

and prejudices. These impact intersectional identities distinctly within different cultural contexts 

including in Latin American cultures. For instance, anti-African sentiments are expressed 

through social implications attached to skin and eye color as well as hair color and texture; 

collectively, these prejudices establish unequal power relations and biases known as colorism. 

Additional complexities result when gender and sexuality are taken into account as demonstrated 

by the sexualization of Afro-Latinas or mulatas in Brazil. 

To analyze retellings and their driving ideologies, the following interdisciplinary 

discussion makes use of theoretical knowledge and studies from distinct academic fields. Central 

to my analysis are feminist, queer and literary theories that delineate prejudicial and hierarchical 

ideologies regarding Latinx genders and sexualities depicted in the media. Although some 

vocabulary is common amongst scholars, there is discipline specific nomenclature and different 

meanings attributed to identity terminology. Hence a discussion about terminology is necessary 

before proceeding to an introduction of the case studies. In this section, I will proceed to review 

identity terms and discuss some important and relevant nuances. Additionally, I will identify the 

terms I have chosen to use throughout this project and explain my reasoning. This preparatory 

work will allow me to contextualize identity categories and review existing literature on identity 

studies related to ethnicity, race and gender. 
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To evaluate the ideological messages about identity and representation communicated by 

media texts, I will employ an analytical tool developed as part of Queer Studies. The practice of 

“queer reading” or simply referred to as queering is a tool to evaluate texts through a lens that 

challenges their logic and/or questions their heteronormative ideological foundations and 

assumptions. Like other cultural studies scholars, I will expand the use of queering beyond its 

initial use to also evaluate ethnocentric and racist tenets. Armed with this analytical tool, I will 

discuss how retellings actually denounce normalized narratives and provide alternative 

imaginaries. 

 

Identity Terminology: Political and Intentional 

In academia as well as in quotidian use, many identity terms are employed to categorize 

and identify social groups. Some individual identities are complex and linked to political and 

historical tensions that change over time. Furthermore, identity terms are encapsulated in unequal 

power relations especially when an outside or dominant group assigns another group’s identity. 

Sometimes assigned identities conflict with an individual’s self-identification, which becomes 

even more complex when an individual identifies with multiple marginalized identities that 

compound and act upon each other. These are some of the reasons why identity continues to be a 

complicated and sometimes contentious issue for marginalized groups and various individuals. 

Although there may be multiple terms available in some instances, for clarity, this project will 

consistently use specific terms unless directly quoting a source. 
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 In certain cases, words such as Hispanic, Latino/a, Latinx,2 Mexican, Mexican-American 

and Chicano/a can be used to identify the same person, but each term’s meaning has important 

nuances that connote particular histories and politics. The existence of multiple and overlapping 

terms and their historical changes are evidence of the gravity attributed to nomenclature in the 

roles of meaning making, power and identity. Some terms are contentious and related to 

institutional and political praxes, whereas the use of others is an intentional act of resistance.  

The terms Chicano, Chicana and Latinx have received varying degrees of legitimacy in 

speech, dictionaries, and the media. One such example is exemplified by the terms Chicano and 

Chicana. These have an established history linked to Mexican-American social movements that 

took place in the Southwestern U.S. from the 1960s onward. Members of the movement adopted 

the previously derogatory terms Chicano and Chicana to self-identify. From this social 

movement, Chicano Studies were generated which is an academic discipline focused on the 

group’s experiences. Latinx is a 21st century term that is accepted in some social realms and by 

limited groups including some U.S. academics, social media users, and the youth. Others, 

however, resist or outright reject the term Latinx preferring Latino, particularly, Latinx groups 

originating or residing outside the U.S. and adults unaccustomed to the term. Disagreement and 

conflict regarding these terms demonstrate there is still work necessary to address power 

inequalities related to identity categories that refer to ethnicities and genders. Nonetheless, it is 

clear that marginalized groups are empowered when they self-identify.  

                                                
2 Although defining what is Latin America and who is Latin American, Latino/a, and Latinx can 
be a contentious topic, I consider Brazil and Brazilians undeniable members because of 
important cultural, historic and other similarities resulting from colonization. 
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Although the term is imperfect, this project makes use of the word Latinx in place of the 

terms Latinos, Latino/as3, Latin@s or Latin Americans. Latinx is used as an inclusive term 

because it avoids privileging one of two heteronormative gender categories, woman or man. The 

vowel endings “a” or “o” of Latina and Latino, respectively, are grammatical impositions of 

Romance languages Spanish and Portuguese. Both languages require assigning a gender to all 

nouns including people. This gender assignment is limited to only two binary options, feminine 

and masculine, which ignores the existence of other genders. When referring to an all-masculine 

group or a mixed gender group, the use of Latinos is required which privileges men over women 

and other genders. The masculine form of nouns is used in Romance languages as a universal 

default. When replacing the masculine “o” and the feminine “a” endings with the “x” ending, 

binary gender constructions are rejected and the existence of other genders is acknowledged. 

Substituting the masculine “o” for the gender neutral “x” has the added benefit of avoiding 

employing a masculine noun as the universal standard for an entire group. No single identity is 

centered and all genders are accounted for by “x” endings. 

Although not ubiquitous or long in use, the word Latinx was recorded beginning in 2008 

(Dent) and has been incorporated into multiple English-language dictionaries. The term first 

appeared in the American dictionary Merriam-Webster in September 2018, and it is defined as a 

term related to Latin American heritage that is used as a gender-neutral alternative to Latino and 

Latina. Latinx is also defined in both the Cambridge and Oxford English dictionaries, but these 

entries explicitly relate the term to U.S. Latin Americans. However, the term’s increasing use 

and acceptance in the English-speaking world is not mirrored in the Spanish-speaking world. 

                                                
3 Recorded from 2000 in the Oxford English Dictionary Dent, Jonathon. “New Words in the 
OED: March 2019.” OED, public.oed.com/blog/new-words-in-the-oed-march-2019/. 
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The international body regulating the Spanish language, Real Academia Española [Royal 

Spanish Academy (RAE)], accepts grammatical changes and new words after conferring with the 

other 21 language academies located in countries with Spanish-speaking communities, including 

the U.S. The RAE has yet to accept the word Latinx into Spanish dictionaries. In a 2010 

publication titled Diccionario de americanismos [“Dictionary of Americanisms”], RAE explains 

“el trabajo de las academias de la lengua, constituye un repertorio léxico que pretende recoger 

todas las palabras propias del español de América” [“the work by the language academies is 

made up of a lexical catalogue that attempts to collect all words belonging to Spanish in Latin 

America”] (RAE ). The book’s glossary includes Anglicisms such as “Tuit,” “Yutubero,” and 

“guasap,” which are entries for recent technological practices to tweet, YouTuber and Whatsapp, 

respectively. As highlighted by journalist Patricia Sulbarán Lovera, the RAE accepts new words 

related to technological changes but it has not done the same with words referring to social 

experiences and identity like Latinx. In a separate publication published in 2018, Libro de estilo 

de la lengua española [Spanish Language Style Book], the RAE states that Spanish does not 

accept gender neutral terms such as Latinx or Latin@. The section titled “Cuestiones 

gramaticales” [grammatical questions] begins by addressing gender rules. In the 2018 grammar 

reference, the RAE unequivocally states “No se considera válido el uso de la arroba, la e o la x 

para hacer referencia a los dos sexos: l@s niñ@s, les niñes, lxs niñxs” [It is considered 

unacceptable to use the at symbol, “e” or “a” to refer to both sexes: l@s niñ@s, les niñes, lxs 

niñxs] because their use contradicts Spanish spelling and morphological rules (“Libro de estilo” 

Real Academia 21).  

Although Spanish language scholars differ in their support for the term, some agree that 

Latinx accommodates experiences that would otherwise be left out—such as the identities of 
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U.S. Latinxs and those who do not identify as either a man or a woman. Psychology professor 

Lera Boroditsky states the word Latinx can challenge the reality of the social structure but 

linguistic changes can derive from disconformity with the existing system that does not align 

with all personal experiences (as cited by Lovera). That is, modifying the language use of gender 

can put into question restrictive categories of gender, masculine and feminine as there are 

additional lived experiences not reflected by this gender binary. Echoing already stated concerns, 

ethnicity and race scholar Ed Morales notes that the use of the “x” is not representative of the 

Spanish language but concedes a benefit. Morales acknowledges, “the X, which is so strange and 

is not Spanish, sort of marks this new hybrid idea” (as cited by De León). The term encompasses 

an array of identities that share ethnic, cultural and historic experiences under a single term, 

while including a multitude of hyphenated (e.g. Mexican-American and Dominican-American) 

and non-cisgender identities. 

To not perpetuate the notion that gender is oppositional and binary, the umbrella term 

Latinx is intentionally employed throughout this dissertation instead of the terms Latino/a or 

Latin@—unless referring to an individual Latin American woman or man. Although the endings 

“o/a” and “@” are intended to avoid not privileging one oppositional gender over the other, these 

endings perpetuate the notion that there are only two genders. This and other heteronormative 

tenets are challenged throughout this text, as is the belief that oppositional and binary gender 

expressions are the only natural and inherent human expressions. Instead, this discussion departs 

from Judith Butler’s concept of  “gender performativity” which challenges the notion that either 

a masculine or feminine gender is inherent to all individuals and dependent on biological sex. 

Butler understands gender expression as a continual, intentional and constructed self-

presentation. Therefore, it is not natural but artificial and furthermore gender is not limited to the 
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two defined by heteronormative social models. The use of Latinx renounces the heteronormative 

connection between gender expression, biological sex and sexual desire. Thus, transgender 

individuals and all sexual orientations as well as genders are included in the term Latinx.  

Perhaps the term written out as Latin* is an even more inclusive option, for it rejects 

residual references to gender, biology and sexuality, which “o/a,” “@” and “x” endings attempt 

to transcend. Argentinian intersex and transgender activist, Mauro Cabral, suggests the use of the 

term Latin* in the book Interdicciones: Escrituras de la intersexualidad en castellano. The text 

is about those sexualities that transcend the limited biological categories male and female 

because these exclude many intersex and transgender individuals, which are part of naturally 

occurring biological variance. Cabral supports the use of the asterisk, as it does not cause 

grammatical or linguistic disruption because it is not pronounced and does not combine gender-

related grammatical endings; unlike the “x,” the asterisk does not seem to cancel anything out 

(14). Furthermore, Cabral infuses the asterisk with symbolic meanings by associating it with a 

spider web, a hole and a star, and when typed the asterisk (*) appears as superscript forcing one 

outside a line of text (Cabral 14). It is a symbolic and physical transgression that rejects 

remaining within designated and predefined spaces. The symbol has the added benefit of 

resembling the anus; a body part that is not used to signify socially constructed identities and 

which can be applied to all humans. By adopting the asterisk ending instead of other options, 

biological sex and gender stop being central to identity plus Latin* incorporates all intersex and 

genderqueer people who are otherwise left out. The asterisk does important work by sidestepping 

social binaries based on gender and reproductive organs that are imposed by linguistic, social 

and other systems. In spite of all the benefits of using the asterisk, I prefer the “x” because 

writing it is an act of resistance that reaffirms my rejection and intentional crossing-out of 
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institutionalized and restrictive social constructs. Every time I use Latinx I assert my agency to 

self-identify and to resist social, political and historic impositions from various groups including 

those to which I belong.    

As the focus of this dissertation is the representation of Latinx women and queer 

individuals, a discussion of this and related ethnic terms is necessary. Although the term is 

imprecise and homogenizes ethnic groups, Latinx is used to refer to members regardless of their 

phenotype or race. While members of this diverse group share a history of colonization and 

various cultural elements, some members both share additional experiences and have their own 

stories. These include the violence experienced by indigenous and Black Africans upon contact 

with European groups, which has had specific impacts on different ethnic groups in distinct ways 

within the greater Latinx experience. Consequently, when relevant, this discussion employs 

terms such as Black Latinx to account for such an intersectional identity and underscore the 

distinct experiences of specific Latinx members. Additionally, as an umbrella term, Latinx is 

preferred because it accounts for group similarities, does not privilege Spanish culture, and 

acknowledges the autonomous roots of ethnic groups that existed in Latin America and Africa 

long before the European invasions against which these groups were deemed as an inferior 

“other.”  

When pertinent to the discussion, hyphenated ethnic identities associated with specific 

nations are used. For instance, the term Mexican-American may be employed when referring to 

Latinxs whose ethnicity is influenced by both U.S. and Mexican cultures. If discussing Latinx 

individuals in the U.S. as a whole, the term U.S. Latinx is employed. The designation Hispanic is 

not applied except when quoting U.S. census data or other sources. The term Hispanic “began to 

be widely disseminated by [U.S.] state agencies after 1970” to refer to a diverse Latinx 
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population whose racial designations may or may not align with racial categories (Oboler xiii-

xxi). The federal government and others continue to use the artificial designation Hispanic that is 

imposed on many heterogeneous groups. Hispanic is defined as an adjective meaning “Spanish; 

of or relating to Spanish-speaking Latin America; of or relating to people of Spanish-speaking 

descent” or a noun meaning “a citizen or resident of the United States who is of Spanish or 

Spanish-speaking Latin American descent” (dictionary.com). The imposition of this term is 

problematic because the constructed designation was forced onto groups, the word Hispanic 

ignores linguistic, historical and geographic differences between Latinxs at large while 

privileging Spanish influences over these groups. The Eurocentric term validates centering the 

Spanish language and culture that have displaced thousands of Amerindian and African 

languages and cultures practiced in the Americas and Africa before European conquests and 

colonization.  

The discussion thus far has shown how an identity term can conflate nationality, 

ethnicity, gender, and race. Thus, some exploration of race categories and their impact on 

intersectional identity is useful at this point. Considering that Black and White are identity 

categories and refer to cultural groups, I intentionally capitalize both Black and White as I would 

other terms used to refer to racial and ethnic identities even though doing so does not align with 

English language conventions. Moreover, it is important to capitalize White to avoid ignoring the 

fact that it is not a universal identity but rather one of many ethnic groups with its own 

intersectional identity workings. When relevant and/or to further specify, references to ethnic or 

geographic groups including Latinx, Arab, Asian, or African may be important to the discussion 

because of shared histories and cultural practices such as language, food, music, social values 

and celebrations. When germane to the discussion, instead of using race as a form of shorthand 
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for phenotypic characteristics, the relevant physical attribute will be specifically identified. The 

need to specify is due to the fact that racial and ethnic identities are used to refer to a range of 

individuals who are distinct amongst themselves, and these terms are and have been applied 

differently by distinct groups.   

It is important to note that race is a social construction without consistent scientific 

distinctions upon which to differentiate and categorize human populations. According to social 

anthropologists Audrey and Brian D. Smedley, “racial distinctions fail on all three counts—that 

is, they are not genetically discrete, are not reliably measured, and are not scientifically 

meaningful” (16). Despite the fact that the nonexistence of genetically disparate races has been 

scientifically established, there are real burdens and punishments suffered by various groups; 

these are based on the presumed existence of distinct ethnicities or races, which are shorthand for 

a group of phenotypic variations in humans. Furthermore, legal scholar and critical race theorist 

Patricia J. Williams states that not only do racial stereotypes masquerade as scientific categories 

but that “popular culture in every era has mythologised racial myth into a kind of felt normativity 

powerful enough to trump even the most compelling empirical data” (64). While popular culture 

contributes to racism and other biases, in some instances, popular culture strives to fight such 

prejudices. The following chapters will explore popular culture’s role in recycling, spreading and 

sometimes challenging stereotypes based on physical and other attributes.  

In the media and society, various physical human attributes that are not associated with 

whiteness are assigned stereotypical characteristics; these are used to justify prejudicial 

assumptions about various groups. The resulting stereotypes and value systems are used to 

uphold white supremacist social hierarchies in which whiteness is deemed a universal ideal. 

Consequently, there is a range of disadvantages and prejudices experienced by non-White 
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people. For example, some Black people encounter barriers to advancing professionally because 

certain protective hairstyles do not conform to European beauty standards or notions of 

professionalism. At times, individual and institutionalized prejudices devalue the lives of Black 

people and culminate with fatal interactions and police brutalities like those that erupted in 

Ferguson, Missouri in 2014 and developed into the social justice movement #BlackLivesMatter. 

Although these examples are specific to Black people, there are distinct biases against different 

social groups based on White supremacy ideology. To further discuss racism and the centering of 

whiteness, this section explores critical race theory about the lived experience of Black people 

while other chapters will expand the impact of race on different identities, including ethnicity, 

gender, and sexuality.  

Racism as a system of oppression is more complicated than the dislike, mistreatment or 

preference of one race over another race. Celebrated race relations writer Ijeoma Oluo defines 

racism as “a prejudice against someone based on race, when those prejudices are reinforced by 

systems of power” (27); the racial system is designed to result in “racial bigotry that supports the 

continued oppression of people of color” (29-30). Again, racism does not express a personal 

preference and it is much more than a single violence against an individual. Oluo contends that 

“racism was designed to support an economic and social system for those at the very top...The 

ultimate goal of racism was the profit and comfort of the white race, specifically, of rich white 

men” (32). In her expanded and nuanced definition of racism, Oluo alludes to intersectional 

identity or the interplay of various identity categories (e.g. gender and class) within the multi-

layered and institutionalized power dynamics established by racism.  

Understanding the unequal power dynamics at work and the cultural capital of whiteness 

is central to understanding racist ideologies. Critical race theorist and professor of civil rights 
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and civil liberties Cheryl I. Harris explains whiteness as “the set of assumptions, privileges, and 

benefits that accompany the status of being white [which] have become a valuable asset” (277). 

White people benefit from whiteness because non-White people are disadvantaged the further 

away they are perceived to be from whiteness. The institutionalization of this prejudice is 

another important aspect and proof of its ubiquity and wide-reaching acceptance. Harris sheds 

light on whiteness by highlighting that historically “these expectations have been affirmed, 

legitimated, and protected by the law” to the extent that calling a White person Black was once 

considered defamation because “the allegation was likely to cause harm” (282). However, calling 

a Black person White was not a suable offense demonstrating that whiteness was historically and 

continues to be advantageous in various situations. 

The value placed on whiteness impacts the social hierarchy of all individuals whose value 

is based on the entire composition of their intersectional identity. Oluo explains how the racist 

act of centering whiteness impacts the lives of non-white individuals. In the following excerpt, 

Oluo exemplifies the ubiquity of not only centering but also universalizing whiteness. She states,  

We live in a culture defined by whiteness, which means that any time you’re not talking 

about race, you are talking about whiteness. What you’re basically saying is everything is 

white until I deem it otherwise. And you’re saying, here people of color, you navigate 

that. You navigate that 24 hours a day until I am comfortable enough to ask if maybe it 

doesn’t always suit you. (“So You Want”) 

An individual’s social capital increases as their proximity to whiteness increases; this occurs as 

an individual navigates White culture and physically resembles European beauty standards based 

on idealized White phenotypes. Some non-White individuals can benefit from limited privileges 
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and decreased disadvantages if they share attributes physical or otherwise that are associated 

with whiteness.   

Overgeneralizations based on appearance lead to stereotypical characterizations of some 

members of a race and to other groups. Of particular interest to this discussion are race, gender 

and sexuality based tropes and stereotypes of Black people based on “myths [that] offer 

distorted, dehumanized creatures whose bodies—color of skin, shape of nose and lips, type of 

hair, size of hips—are already distinguished from the white norm of beauty whose fearful sexual 

activities are deemed disgusting, dirty, or funky and considered less acceptable” (West 82). 

Critical race theorist Cornel West provides a list of American tropes that evolved from a specific 

history of race relations in the U.S., which demonstrates that stereotypes are nuanced due to their 

geographic and historic origins. West expands upon specific characterizations of Black people 

and declares that these mostly gender-sexuality-race tropes are the product of a: 

dominant myth [that] draws black women and men either as threatening creatures who 

have the potential for sexual power over whites, or as harmless, desexted underlings of a 

white culture. There is Jezebel (the seductive temptress), Sapphire (the evil, manipulative 

bitch), or Aunt Jemima (the sexless, long-suffering nurturer). There is Bigger Thomas 

(the mad and mean predatory craver of white women), Hack Johnson, the super 

performer—be it in athletics, entertainment, or sex—who excels other naturally and 

prefers women of a lighter hue), or Uncle Tome (the spineless, sexless—or is it 

impotent?—side-kick of whites). (82) 

In this description, West demonstrates how sex, gender, and race are fused with one another 

creating stereotypes and tropes that exclude and marginalize individuals away from the center of 

power and whiteness. As West demonstrates and was mentioned earlier, different racial, ethnic 
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and regional groups are plagued with their own distinct race-based power relations. 

Intersectional identities and power relations are impacted and complicated by other 

characteristics including class and citizenship. Nonetheless this project focuses on the interplay 

of ethnicity, race, gender and sexuality because these are closely intermingled and seem to highly 

impact individual representation in popular culture, specifically in relation to storytelling within 

established genres and heteronormative social norms.   

As demonstrated, gender and sexuality are important components of intersectional 

identity, and because they are complex some clarification is necessary. Sexuality or sexual 

orientation and gender are identity categories with several terms that require discussion due to 

the large number of terms and also the erroneous and common use of gender and sexuality terms 

as if they are interchangeable. To be clear, in this discussion, sexual orientation is understood as 

referring to an individual’s identity in relation to their object of sexual desire, while gender is 

one’s persistent behavior and personal expression. Due to the large number of relevant identity 

terms and the fact that this discussion will focus on the gender and sexuality of those who do not 

conform to the dominant culture’s heteronormative and ethnocentric models, this discussion will 

employ the umbrella term queer. Throughout this text, the term queer refers to non-

heteronormative or non-heterosexual identities, including those that form part of the commonly 

used acronym, at times used as an overarching category, LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and 

transgender). Queer also refers to less commonly recognized sexualities, such as pansexual, 

demisexual and asexual. Additionally, queer is applied to personal expressions linked to gender 

when they differ from heteronormative models, these may include agender, androgyne and 

genderfluid. Again, unless part of a direct quote, those who do not identify as a heterosexual 

woman or a man are identified generally as a queer person or with a more specific term when 
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known or relevant to the discussion. Although the term was used in the twentieth-century to 

denigrate queer individuals, in this writing I align myself with those who reclaim the word queer 

to empower individuals that have been historically marginalized for not complying with 

prescribed notions of gender and sexuality.  

Like the terms for Latinxs, the terms employed to identify an array of genderqueer folks 

and individuals with non-heterosexual orientations continue to evolve and carry forward 

political, social and historical meanings. The tensions between identity categories and 

experiences—marked by histories of colonization, slavery and immigration—demonstrates that 

accounting for intersectional identities means many individuals do not fit neatly within 

oversimplified terms or a single identity. The contentions, complexities and limitations discussed 

thus far only hint at current and future struggles in identity politics. Structural inequalities based 

on identity categories continue to oppress different marginalized groups and have erupted into 

various 2020 social movements including Black Lives Matter in the U.S., feminist movements 

against femicide in Chile and Mexico, and indigenous people’s rejection of land incursion and 

assimilation in Brazil and Ecuador, to name a few. These are proof that counter narratives 

address a timely and urgent issue, but moreover that there is still much work to be done in the 

realm of identity categories and their challenge to dominant ideologies and biases. 

 The last term, heteronormativity is central to traditional storytelling and multiple social 

institutions. My understanding of the term is based on Celia Kitzinger’s work which states  

“Heteronormativity—[is] the suite of cultural, legal, and institutional practices that maintain 

normative assumptions that there are two and only two genders, that gender reflects biological 

sex, and that only sexual attraction between these ‘opposite’ genders is natural or acceptable” 

(Schilt and Westbrook 441). The ideological underpinnings of this social organization are more 
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complex as they impact additional identity categories. Not only does heteronormativity define 

only two role models and one lifestyle as normal, natural and desirable but it also views all other 

individual gender expressions, sexual practices, human biology and life trajectories as abnormal, 

unnatural and even monstrous. This social system aligns more than just gender, biological sex 

and sexual orientation in different times and places.  

 Essential to understanding heteronormativity is its patriarchal nature, the unequal 

relations it justifies, and how this social system aligns and assigns power in relation to other 

identity categories. This patriarchal social system is based on a triangular hierarchy with males 

that are masculine and heterosexual at the apex of power; these are depicted as the universal 

social norm. As individual identities move away from this universal norm, their power and social 

value diminishes. The positioning of individuals within this hierarchy is further diminished or 

increased depending on other social values that are historical, geographic and time specific 

including ethnicity, religion, capital resources and education. The way heteronormative 

ideologies act upon people in particular places and time periods is evident in Latin American 

cultures where the binary system emerged as a machismo that acts prejudicially upon indigenous, 

Black, non-Catholic, queer individuals and other groups.  

 

Overview of Chapters: Traditional Narratives, Retellings and Counter Discourses  

For the purpose of comparing the accomplishments and pitfalls of retellings that 

challenge some of the issues related to identity categories and social systems discussed thus far, 

standard or traditional storylines will be established. After identifying narrative standards in the 

media, the ways selected retellings modify traditional narratives to create critical storylines or 
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counter discourses will be identified. Next, retellings’ modifications and messaging will be 

compared against standard storylines.  

Approaching Latinx as intersectional identities, I will closely read retellings looking for 

three storytelling practices: (1) groups represented in numerical parity in all aspects of 

storytelling, (2) narratives deconstructing the social logic of oppressive norms, and (3) retellings 

offering new social imaginaries that transcend oppressive storytelling and social norms. To that 

end, the initial chapter explores the historical normalization of traditional storylines and social 

ideals based on fairy tales and their use as instructional tools intended to mold children into 

young citizens functioning in a system of multiple social hierarchies. The first and subsequent 

chapters move on to discuss how selected retellings challenge and/or repeat social norms that are 

supported in traditional storytelling. 

To demonstrate the ubiquity of such messaging and social norms, Chapters I, II and III 

discuss distinct Latinx popular culture mediums that retell traditional storylines produced by 

individuals from three distinct Latinx groups. This project takes into considers media from 

different countries and languages because Latinx groups are heterogeneous, located in many 

countries, and multilingual. The chapters focus on Latinx specificities related to the U.S., Cuba 

or Brazil—expressed in English, Spanglish, Spanish and /or Portuguese—in distinct storytelling 

genres including fantasy, superhero fiction, and melodramatic narratives; these are disseminated 

on various media platforms such as print, television, and music. Chapter summaries follow: 

● “Chapter I, Imagining New Possible Futures in Fantasy Literature,” begins by reviewing 

the mass medium that inducts many people into the world of social constructs about 

gender and sexuality—the European fairy tale. The first chapter reviews existing 

scholarship on the literary genre and research related to heteronormative social models 
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and retellings. I draw upon an interdisciplinary framework to closely read and analyze a 

Spanish-language children’s literature series, Había una vez (2009), written by Cuban 

author Yanetiza Canetti. The discussion questions if and how the retellings deliver the 

critical type of fairy tale retelling promised in the titles and texts of individual books in 

the series. Regarding this point, I ask, do selected retellings mirror or challenge 

traditional values and norms when reframing classical narratives or substituting standard 

protagonists in favor of voices that have been historically marginalized in the genre? 

●  “Chapter II, Re-gendering Storylines in Brazilian Telenovelas and Funk Music” 

discusses the heteronormative and ethnocentric norms established in Latin American 

genres via Brazilian telenovelas and eletrofunk rap music. There have been attempts to 

challenge some of the established norms and representations traditionally depicted by 

these media; I view these as counter discourses because they include, albeit limited, the 

representation of marginalized groups. Brazilian telenovelas are evaluated because of 

their national and international popularity as well as an increase in the representation of 

queer characters. I explore the role of women in this discussion because Brazilian 

eletrofunk is a type of rap that has been dominated by and established as a man centered 

genre. For this purpose, I discuss MC Mayara’s 2018 retelling of a superhero narrative in 

her music video “Ai como eu to bandida dois.” In this chapter, I ask: Are attempts to 

include previously marginalized content creators (i.e. women and queer individuals) and 

diversify stereotypical representations doing enough work to reflect on and transform 

traditional narratives? 

● “Chapter III, Giving Vida and Diversity to U.S. Latinxs in Television” focuses on the 

representation of Latinx women and queer individuals in U.S. television series. 
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Storytelling about Latinx, women, and queer individuals relies heavily on stereotypes, 

whether these characters are primary or secondary characters. For this reason and because 

TV series, in general, grossly underrepresent marginalized identities, I focus on how the 

five U.S. Latinx-focused television shows of 2018 resist stereotypical representations, 

and depict heterogeneous representations of Latinxs and gender. For this discussion I ask, 

do critical narratives created by, about and for Latinx audiences transcend traditional 

narratives about these groups, reimagine established storytelling, and challenge social 

conventions? 
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Chapter I 

Imagining New Possible Futures in Fantasy Literature 
 

 Fairy tales take place in imagined worlds where magic is present in various mysterious 

forms, and it makes the improbable and impossible work. In their power to produce the 

imaginative, wondrous and strange—fantasy storytelling may offer the promise of new possible 

futures for marginalized individuals who do not see themselves reflected in diverse and 

culturally accurate ways in literature. As various studies demonstrate, fantasy’s transformative 

power to imagine the unimagined has yet to reflect multicultural and multivocal experiences that 

both challenge and transcend problematic ideologies in children’s literature.4 The number of 

places and the ways children see themselves mirrored in literature is disparate and dependent on 

one’s ethnicity, gender, sexuality as well as other identity categories. A metaphor comparing 

books to reflective surfaces by Rudine Sims Bishop highlights the functions of children’s literary 

narratives; books reflect identities, permit views of different groups, and allow access into 

imaginary worlds (ix). According to Bishop, there is a disproportionately small portion of 

children’s literature that provides self-affirming “mirrors” for some marginalized readers, 

“windows” with views into ethnic or multiethnic realities, or “sliding glass doors” to access more 

complex and multiple worlds that are activated by one’s imagination.  

My purpose in this chapter is to further complicate critical retellings’ challenges to the 

ways classical fairy tales express gender. While so-called (post)feminist fairy tales attempt to 

expose and subvert misogynist, patriarchal and heteronormative messages in classical fairy tales, 

many of them tend to neglect addressing gender as an intersectional identity. Rather than a single 

fixed point, gender is like a spider web continuously shaped and reshaped by threads pulling 
                                                
4 The same heteronormative and ethnocentric ideologies are consumed by adults in this and other 
fantasy literatures as well as in various genres and media.  
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from an array of distinct positionalities with different social codes and values including 

ethnocentric and religious ones. As such, this chapter proposes an analytical discussion of 

storytelling techniques employed by critical reiterations of classic tales that work to undermine 

and transcend oppressive ideals. My intervention focuses on the role of ethnicity and race in 

Spanish language retellings with particular attention to the construction and reinforcement of 

heteronormal social models, gender roles, and sexuality. The value systems related to these and 

other identity categories have threads that pull in the direction of prejudicial Eurocentrism and 

restrictive heteronormativity. I explore the imaginative character of fantasy storytelling as a tool 

that reproduces and reinforces normative narratives as well as a subversive tool of resistance. I 

argue that fairy tale retellings that address gender as a component of an intersectional identity 

challenge limits to sexuality marked by historic and location specific ethnocentrism.  

Following a historicization of fairy tales and remarking on their circulation, I will discuss 

a Latinx fairy tale series that claims to offer counter discursive narratives. Había otra vez is a 

collection of classical fairy tale retellings written in Spanish by the Cuban author, translator and 

editor Yanitzia Canetti. This series was published in 2009 by Everest, a Spanish publisher. The 

collection is composed of eight books narrating updated fairy tales with postfeminist approaches 

in prose. The book titles in the collection are Blanca Nieve y los siete gigantones [“Snow White 

and the Seven Giant Giants”] illustrated by Anne Decis, La fea durmiente [“The Hideous 

Sleeper”] illustrated by Gustavo Mazali, La peluca de Rapunzel [“Rapunzel’s Wig”] illustrated 

by Eva Vázquez, Ceniciento [“Cinderello”] illustrated by Teresa Herrero, Aladino y la lámpara 

espantosa [“Aladdin and the Scary Lamp”] illustrated by Olga Mir, El patito bello [“The 

Beautiful Duckling”] illustrated by Marta Costa, Pinocho no era el mentiroso [“Pinocchio was 
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Not the Liar”] illustrated by Carles Arbat and Caperucita descolorida [“Little Discolored Riding 

Hood”] illustrated by Luisa Vera. 5 

My discussion explores how Había otra vez narratives utilize Latinx remixes, hybrids, 

and/or creole fairy tale poetics that reinforce or destabilize stereotypes related to ideals about 

ethnicity, gender and sexuality. In particular, I discuss modifications to the genre’s signature 

marks in reiterations with postfeminist as well as postcolonial approaches. To do so, I focus on 

challenges to European beauty standards exemplified by charming princes and idealized 

princesses as well as heteronormal narratives and happily-ever-after (HEA) endings sealed in 

matrimonies. Guiding my discussion about the advances and limitations in critical retellings of 

classic fairy tales through a Latinx lens are the following questions: Are dominant group morals 

delineated in Manichean characters associated with particular physical characteristics that are 

linked to specific ethnic groups? How is the transformative potential of fairy tales impacted 

when an ‘other’ presents the narrative voice? What narrative techniques succeed in decolonizing 

knowledge and which ones bar or limit such structural destabilization? 

 

Literature Review: Fairy Tales and What They Do 

According to literary scholar Nick Zipes, folklore is an oral social praxis performed and 

influenced by storytellers in private homes from which the fairy tale split and separately evolved 

as a distinct genre. Both genres share the use of wonders or miracles, motifs and other elements. 

However, fairy tale narratives are usually attributed to a specific author and dispersed in fixed 

texts, unlike folklore. Despite these differences, defining the fairy tale as a genre has been 
                                                
5 As international collections of fairy tales (e.g. Angela Carter and Suzanne Barcher), fantasy 
literature (e.g. Marjorie Agosín) and Canetti’s retellings demonstrate, fairy tale production 
continues as does the genre’s influence on 21st century media in Asia, Africa and Latin 
America—not only in the European-American stronghold. 
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difficult for scholars because its functions are determined by where it was written and that area’s 

local history regardless of the genre’s imprecise name. 

The English term fairy tale is a translation derived from the French Contes de fee, which 

was first used in the title of Madame D’Aulnoy’s 1697 collection (Smith 9). However, not all 

narratives identified with the genre contain fairies, nor do all narratives have European origins. 

As noted by Zipes, “historical evidence that oral wonder tales were written down in India and 

Egypt thousands of years ago, and all kinds of folk motifs of magical transformation became part 

and parcel of national epics and myths throughout the world, the literary fairy tale did not really 

establish itself as a genre in Europe and later in North America” until after some important 

printing, reading preference and language changes that occurred from 1450 to 1700 (Zipes 

“Oxford” xx). 

 The trajectory of this fantasy literature has undergone various transformations beginning 

with medieval iterations that drew upon oral and literary sources to reiterations of classical fairy 

tales by better-known writers. Fairy tale changes include narrative sanitization by the likes of 

French Charles Perrault (1628-1703), some collection and editorial intervention by the German 

Brothers Jacob Ludwig Carl Grimm (1785-1863) and Wilhelm Carl Grimm (1786-1859), fairy 

tale compilation by Danish Hans Christian Anderson (1805-1875), and commercialization by 

American Walt Disney (1901-1966), whose work continues through multiplatform storytelling 

by the latter’s production companies. Today, the ubiquity of these fairy tales is due to the 

reactivation of known narratives in other platforms and the spread of fictional universes across 

multiple platforms.6 Established and classical narratives permeate into, are altered by, and used 

                                                
6 For additional information regarding storytelling about fictional universes across multiple 
platforms see Jenkins, Henry. Convergence Culture, Where Old And New Media Collide. NY: 
NYU Press, 2008. 
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as primary materials in adaptations to transform classics that engage in intertextual dialogue with 

multiple narrative versions. 

 Although Disney has initiated many contemporary readers and viewers into the magical 

land of fairy tales as well as its system of social values, gender norms and idealized life 

experiences, there have been many other contributors to and critical rewriters of fairy tales 

throughout the genre’s history. During its development, multiple reiterations of fairy tales were 

produced that both supported and challenged constructed social models and the genre itself. 

Some rewritings have produced versions that update classics with contemporary social values. 

Other critical rewritings challenge classical narratives by tapping into fantasy’s promise—an 

always existing productive potential and a creativity that produces the as of yet unimagined. 

Questions of and challenges to fairy tales have been produced by those in and outside the genre. 

These include works by the 17th and 18th centuries French conteuses (storytellers) Madame 

d’Aulnoy and Mlle. L’Héritier in adult salons, 18th and 19th century German women writers 

Benedikte Naubert and Bettina von Arnim, 19th century English writers the Brönte sisters as 

well as Jean Inglow Christina Rossetti, and Americans Louisa May Alcott and Emma Wolf. 

Writers belonging to and following the Angela Carter Generation, literary scholars from 

the 1970s and subsequent decades (e.g. Karen E. Rowe, Marina Warner, Bacchilega, Agosín, 

Jack Zipes and Bruno Bettelheim) and many others have questioned the genre and challenged 

oppressive elements common in classical fairy tales. These include complex and diverse 

storylines addressing gender and characterizations that incorporate individual agency and 

sexuality. Just as fairy tales differ by region, disruptive iterations must “situate the fairy tale’s 

treatment of gender in relation to the dynamics of history and the shifting boundaries of society, 

culture, and nation” (Haase xiii). 
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 Feminist studies and postmodern fairy tales presented their own challenges to the way 

classical fairy tales depict gender in the 20th century; they are notable for their critical 

discussions, attention to the genre’s socializing functions, and challenge to oppressive gender 

norms. Amongst themselves, literary theorists offer various ways for retellings to critically 

engage with established storylines. According to literary scholar Christina Bacchilega, 

postmodern studies “have advocated anti-humanistic conceptualizations of the subject, played 

with multiplicity in performance narrative, and struggled with the sexual and gender 

ramifications of problematizing identities and differences” (“Postmodern Fairy Tales”19). 

Bacchilega differentiates between postmodern fairy tales, or critical retellings, and fairy tales 

generally thus: “If the fairy tale symbolically seeks to represent some unquestionable natural 

state of being, postmodern fairy tales seek to expose this state’s generic and gendered ‘lie’ or 

artifice” (“Postmodern Fairy Tales” 35). For Cathy Lee Preston, postmodern fairy tale media 

“distur[b] the status of fixed meanings: those of genre and by extension gender” (199). Fairy 

tales produced within these literary and theoretical frames do not always offer entirely 

progressive narratives. In this way, retellings do not always modify or challenge the classical 

storyline. As noted by various fairy tale scholars, fairy tale rewrites “work in different ways not 

simply to contest but sometimes to reconfirm—and sometimes simultaneously to resist and 

reaffirm—the boundaries of gender and masculine authority associated with older fairy tales” 

(Haase xiii). To avoid supporting and repeating oppressive heteronormal models and because of 

“the fairy tale’s power to define gender,” critical rewrites must contend with the “canonization 

and institutional control of the classical fairy tales” (Haase xiii, 2). For fairy tale scholar Donald 

Haase, this means writers must question the domination of the genre by men, recover and 

discover alternative narratives, identify women’s voices, and study the relationship between the 
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audience’s socialization as related to the development of classical fairy tales and its geographic 

spread on multiple media platforms. These descriptions make evident that there are multiple 

approaches to critically retell fairy tales. 

Before discussing retellings, it is prudent to clarify what a fairy tale is and its functions. 

For some scholars, magic is the unifying element; Zipes states that magical transformation is the 

one constant in fairy tale literature whose origin can be traced to the wonder tale (“Oxford” xix). 

Although everyone and everything can be magically transformed, there are two magic staples in 

fairy tales. Zipes explains that magic transforms the status of ‘good’ protagonists, while villains 

abuse magic for their selfish benefit (“Oxford” xvii-xix). Fantasy’s imaginary can transform the 

world we know into a new, unknown realm distinct from reality. “The tales nurture the 

imagination with alternative possibilities to life at ‘home’” in which the protagonist is not 

transformed; instead, there is a “realization of more ideal settings,” where “home is always a 

transformed home opening the way to a different future or destiny than to the hero or heroine” 

(“Oxford” xix). 

For the reader, fairy tales function as an escape from and a place to work out real-world 

difficulties. The psychological benefits of the genre are the focus of Freudian psychologist 

Bettelheim’s fairy tale studies in The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance of 

Fairy Tales. He focuses on both the psychological meanings of fairy tales and symbols, 

addressing internal unconscious pressures that conflict with social expectations. Bettelheim 

argues that fairy tale narratives acknowledge readers’ socially unacceptable desires and furnishes 

them with resolutions that are outside the possibilities available in society. He proposes the 

following example. A child may view a parent as a giant barring their freedom, and in anger, 

may desire the death of that giant. In fairy tales, the hero overcomes various tyrants including 
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giants, scary ogres, powerful witches, cruel sorcerers, and a slew of other monstrous beings. For 

Bettelheim, the solutions used in such triumphs are useful for the reader’s imagination because 

they exceed realistic options and conclude happily. He appreciates fantasy for its power to 

induce alternatives that contradict a reader’s reality and clash with social norms. For those who 

do not see themselves reflected in such fantasies, fairy tale’s magic and power to transform along 

with the praxis of creative mental exercises have the capacity to expand representation and 

impact social change.  

Regardless of the fairy tale’s limitless creativity and storytelling magic, the conventional 

plot pattern is a recognizable element of the genre. For many readers, “Once upon a time” is a 

fairy tale prompt followed by predictable characters and events neatly tied up with a “happily 

ever after” ending; these magical words work as bookends to open and close the fantasy realm. 

As such, a classical fairy tale narrative may be easier to identify by its established narrative 

norms and its standard protagonists and antagonists. The narrative takes place in a fantasy land, 

where disbelief in unrealistic elements is suspended through a basic plot. According to Zipes, a 

protagonist violates an interdiction or prohibition that leads to banishment or is assigned a task 

and three challenges that will mark their identity and destiny (“Oxford” xvi-xvii). The 

protagonist encounters various characters, receives magical gifts, and helps different creatures, 

who offer to repay the protagonist in their quest against inimical forces (Zipes “Oxford” xvi-

xvii). Following a temporary setback, the protagonist’s fortune is magically reversed after they 

overcome three battles with a villain; this success leads to marriage and wealth (“Oxford” xvi-

xvii). Thus, end traditional fairy tales. 
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Peopling Fairy Tales: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 

The characters that populate fairy tales—whether fantastical creatures, magical animals 

or Manichean archetypes—are another recognizable element of the genre. Peopling norms often 

make use of distressed damsels, charming men, evildoers, and helpful magical beings.   

Los héroes marcan los límites de aquello que se considera normal. Todos aquellos seres  

que son antropomórficos y que son más grandes, más feos o más fuertes que los héroes 

son monstruos y entran en oposición con ellos. Los seres que no se ajustan a los patrones 

de normalidad establecidos por el héroe pertenecen al mundo fantástico. A menudo los 

gigantes, y siempre las brujas, poseen poderes mágicos. (Poveda 15)  

[“The heroes delimit what is considered normal. All other beings that are 

anthropomorphic and that are larger, uglier, or stronger than the heroes are monsters and 

oppose them. The beings that do not adjust to normal patterns established by heroes 

belong to the fantastic world. Often giants, and always witches, possess magical 

powers.”]7 

Multiple binaries are established by such norm-setting tales including who is good, bad, woman, 

man, normal, and/or abnormal. These ideals, based in opposition, create few acceptable role 

models, exclude many subjectivities, and establish social power hierarchies.  

Undesirable personalities and abilities are linked to physical characteristics, which 

facilitate differentiating an idealized protagonist from an undesirable character in classical fairy 

tales. That is, one need only observe what a character looks like to know whether or not they are 

desirable. Monsters, witches, ogres, and other “cuerpos grotescos” [“grotesque bodies”] fulfill 

the roles of villains whose hooked noses, unnaturally colored skin, traditionally unattractive 

                                                
7 All translations are mine. 
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faces, or differently-formed bodies symbolically represent socially unacceptable and 

reprehensible behaviors. Aside from oversimplifying individuals, these models imply that 

goodness and badness are inherent qualities. The embodiment of “bad” as a characteristic 

establishes prejudices against various bodies and justifies biases against them. When these 

“grotesque bodies” appear, they are ostracized, hunted, and eliminated in fantastical realms as 

well as in the real world. Interestingly, as literary scholar Jaume Albero Poveda points out, those 

with the magic to transform are represented as abnormal. In line with traditional fairy tale 

sentiments, this can be taken to mean rejected bodies and unwanted personalities have the power 

to make themselves desirable by changing and becoming “normal.” Implying that being what is 

considered normal is a choice. However, one can require more of magic and view marginalized 

characters as powerful producers of new and diverse imaginaries in which the “abnormal” are 

valued and included. 

In fairy tales, additional emphasis on physical appearance is linked to gender, which 

results in a feminine beauty ideal marked by ageism, classism, sexism, and ethnocentrism 

amongst other biases. Various scholars, including Naomi Wolf, Lori Baker-Sperry and Liz 

Grauerholz, view the feminine beauty ideal “largely as an oppressive, patriarchal practice that 

objectifies, devalues, and subordinates women” (Baker-Sperry and Grauerholz 711). In 

particular, these scholars discuss how the feminine beauty ideal relates to the treatment of 

women in the media. According to Wolf, “For a woman to go public means she must face being 

subjected to invasive physical scrutiny;” because “the media routinely gives accounts of 

women’s appearance in a way that trivializes or discredits what they say” (274). Baker-Sperry 

and Grauerholz tracked references to a character’s attractiveness in the reproduction of Grimm 

brothers’ stories. They found that “several patterns emerged, including the association between 
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beauty and economic privilege, beauty and race, beauty and goodness, and beauty and danger” 

(Baker-Sperry and Grauerholz 716) as well as a clear link between ugliness and evil (718). 

Baker-Sperry and Grauerholz found women’s beauty is highlighted more than men’s, as is the 

beauty of younger women versus older women “in terms of the number of references to beauty, 

the ways it is portrayed, and the role feminine beauty plays in moving the story along” (718-

719). Furthermore, “Beauty is often associated with being white, economically privileged, and 

virtuous” in Grimm fairy tale reproductions, including Disney classic films (Baker-Sperry and 

Grauerholz 722). These and other scholars relate the feminine beauty ideal to many real life 

oppressive functions and resulting effects including the reproduction of gender inequality, 

normative means of social control, the impediment to women’s solidarity, the absorption of 

women’s resources, a system of rewards and punishments, and social hierarchies, as well as 

impacting social status and self-esteem.  

The way the feminine beauty ideal works in the mundane human world is by “us[ing] 

images of female beauty as a political weapon against women’s advancement” (Wolf 10). 

According to Wolf, the increased political, economic and social power women have gained is 

curtailed by increasing pressure to adhere to unrealistic and ever-changing beauty ideals that are 

heavily influenced by commercial pressures and mass media as well as pornography. Such 

images spread to various media and genres beyond the women’s magazines mentioned by Wolf. 

Wolf states this ideal leads a woman to accept and also impart upon herself pain and violence in 

various forms including starvation and cosmetic surgery. The beauty ideal as understood by Wolf 

negatively impacts women’s sexuality because “[w]hat little girls learn is not the desire for the 

other, but the desire to be desired” (157). To put it another way, girls and women are trained to 
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seek and crave the male gaze—a type of looking that centers heterosexuality and men without 

regard for the pleasure of women or their desires.  

 The interplay between ideal models for men and women in the media and society extends 

to gendered behavior; particularly telling is the disparate treatment of heroes and heroines. In 

what Wolf calls “men’s culture,” “[a] beautiful heroine is a contradiction in terms, since heroism 

is about individuality, interesting and ever changing, while ‘beauty’ is generic, boring, and inert” 

(59). Classical fairy tales that support binary gender norms depict socially acceptable men and 

boys taking active roles, while women and girls wait for “dependable and temperate male 

governance over whimsical female naiveté” (Zipes 50). Conforming to the heteronormative 

romantic myth, such narrative actions center a man who interacts with various characters and 

participates in resolving the tale’s conflict; clearly, he is the fairytale hero. According to Stone, 

translations of Brothers Grimm fairy tales, especially by Walt Disney classics, confine 

protagonists to gendered roles, which is less common by oral narrators (45). Folklore and 

storytelling scholar Kay Stone describes the unequal treatment of women and girls compared to 

men and boys in fairy tales in relation to physical attributes and actions. Stone explains the 

difference: 

Heroes succeed because they act, not because they are. They are judged not by their 

appearance or inherent sweet nature but by their ability to overcome obstacles, even if 

these obstacles are defects in their own characters. Heroines are not allowed any defects, 

nor are they required to develop, since they are already perfect. The only tests of most 

heroines require nothing beyond what they are born with: a beautiful face, tiny feet, or a 

pleasing temperament. (45) 
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While the heroine exists as a fixed prop, the hero participates in the narrative as an active suitor, 

pursuing and wooing a submissive, helpless, and idealized “good” woman. Rowe argues that 

such a heroine is impotent; she does not act independently or self-assertively but instead relies on 

external agents for rescue, binding her to a man while restricting her ambitions to hearth and 

nursery (239). These narratives relegate women and girls to life experiences in which they wait 

for and accept life consequences that result from men’s actions. Failure to critically read classical 

narratives about princesses and princes leads to accepting fairy tales as models of ideal 

heteronormative relationships instead of critically interrogating the development of love between 

two strangers. Consequently, this encourages women and girls to receive and respect patriarchal 

rule over their lives without question, as they wait for their prince charming.  

A critical feminist reading of Freud understands romance in fairytales about heterosexual 

love as rescue fantasies that demonstrate men as agents in an event’s progress, while women are 

love objects who fulfill a passive role. In these relationships, women function as objects to be 

admired and conquered. Elizabeth Grosz explains that the serial romantic seeks “loving the 

woman and ‘producing’ her as an ideal for himself who he can love as he loves himself” (130). 

Grosz expands on the idea of romance, stating, “the anaclitic lover directs all his ardour and 

passion to a woman whose unique identity, ‘personality,’ and beauty are his avowed [love] 

objects. However her identity is surprisingly irrelevant to his passion” (Grosz 129). These 

statements do much to clarify how fairy tale protagonists go from an initial glance, dance, or 

unconsented kiss to marital bliss. The fairy tale couple, like the reader, falls in love with an 

idealized damsel or charming prince who embody heteronormative gender models and not 

necessarily with a specific individual. 
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In addition to depicting men and women in opposing roles related to engagements, 

courtships and heteronormative pairings, some classical fairy tales depict women in dual polarity 

as either good or bad with correlating physical and personal characteristics. According to Wolf, 

“Culture stereotypes women to fit the [female beauty] myth by flattening feminine into beauty-

without-intelligence or intelligence-without-beauty; women are allowed a mind or a body but not 

both” (59). This convention negates the desirability of smart women and makes dubious the 

intelligence of attractive women. In either case, a woman’s worth is diminished and can be taken 

to corroborate a man’s social dominance. Fairy tales often have a “stereotyped conflict between 

the passive, beautiful woman and the aggressive, ugly one” (Stone 46). Doing so pits woman 

against woman and clearly identifies a favorite for the audience to rally behind—marked by 

traditionally attractive physical features. For Stone, the conflict between pretty princess-types 

and crones is related to the younger women’s puberty and reveals “anxiety about competition 

with other women that increased sexuality offers” (47). Stone’s interpretation of the antagonism 

between these archetypes views the strife as a fear of women’s sexuality and efforts to control 

her budding desire and power in classics including Cinderella, Snow White, Rapunzel and 

Sleeping Beauty. 

Rowe summarizes the depiction of heroines as young, naive, and obedient princesses and 

dependent girls who are noble or good; otherwise, good women are maternal figures, portrayed 

by mothers and grandmothers or their substitutes, which include fairy godmothers and magical 

objects linked to a missing mother. The non-biological mothering and solidarity presented by 

fairies pose potential alternatives to direct patriarchal subservience, although they are depicted as 

acting in the benevolent service of characters seeking success in patriarchal narratives. At the 

opposite end of the value-laden plurality are “bad” women and girls. Women’s cleverness, will 
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power, and manipulative skills are associated with vanity, shrewishness, and ugliness when they 

act in ways that do not support fairytale ideals; furthermore, the assertiveness of knowledgeable 

and individualistic women is sabotaged in fairy tales (Rowe 247). That is, active women and girl 

characters who work against the romantic myth and its underlying ideologies are bad and 

subsequently punished in fairy tale narratives. Readers are dissuaded from following in the steps 

of “bad” women and warned that nonconforming women are punished. These demonized women 

meet with horrific deaths, including witches burning in ovens and stepmothers that dance to their 

ends in iron-hot shoes. The punishment of “bad” women in the form of gruesome annihilation or, 

less severely, in banishment, makes clear that nonconformity is socially unacceptable and leads 

to rejection. 

 The use of these well-known fantasyland residents communicates heteronormative 

expectations and normalizes correlating romantic myths and some social norms. The romantic 

myth, supported by many classical fairy tales and various reiterations, normalizes binary gender 

expressions and heterosexual desire that are naturalized by religious beliefs. “Traditional fairy 

tales fuse morality with romantic fantasy in order to portray cultural ideals for human 

relationships” (Rowe 237). This observation refers to marriages between heteronormative 

individuals in patriarchal and Christian societies as the culmination of a fairy tale and its 

narrative resolution. Nuptials are a socially acceptable personal aim that presumes fertility and 

centers biological, heterosexual reproduction and familial formations—even if sexuality is rarely 

alluded to symbolically if at all. For women and girls, presenting this romantic myth in fairy tales 

as the only desirable lifestyle “dooms female protagonists (and readers) to pursue adult potentials 

in one way only: the heroine dreamily anticipates conformity to those predestined roles of wife 

and mother” (Rowe 243). This myth and correlating lifestyle severely limits the possible futures 
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for girls and women to only socially accepted roles in motherhood and domesticity. This 

patriarchal system also restricts a woman’s personal agency by requiring paternal subservience to 

the men in her family and later on to her husband. 

In addition to gender norms and personal goals, hegemonic ideals define a specific 

roadmap for social achievement through a heteronormative union. Women who adopt 

conventional gender-based virtues and submit to patriarchal needs are awarded with “a guarantee 

of social and financial security through marriage” (Rowe 246). Although there are heroines who 

are initially repulsed by a frog-prince or enchanted beast, in classical fairy tales the “good” 

women succumb to the patriarchal order and are incorporated into its social fold through 

marriage. The idealized or “good” protagonists obtain success by marrying up while maintaining 

patriarchal stability even when at odds with their individual needs. Rowe summarizes the 

problem stating “fairy tales are not just entertaining fantasies, but powerful transmitters of 

romantic myths which encourage women to internalize only aspirations deemed appropriate to 

our ‘real’ sexual functions within a patriarchy” (239). Fairy tales offer very few routes for 

women to achieve social ascension or material wealth, which severely limits their possible 

futures. 

 Those sparse futures are further restricted or even impossible to attain for individuals 

who do not conform to heteronormative models of gender, sexuality or social roles. Within the 

heteronormative system biological sex, gender and desire coincide, which results in only two 

acceptable options—heterosexual, masculine male or heterosexual feminine female—a man or a 

woman, respectively. “The differentiation is accomplished through the practices of heterosexual 

desire. The act of differentiating the two oppositional moments of the binary results in a 

consolidation of each term, the respective internal coherence of sex, gender, and desire” (Butler 
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31). Once an individual is identified by one of these terms their identity excludes all 

characteristics related to the opposing term. Additionally, this categorization neglects the life 

experience of individuals whose reality requires changes to these elements. Those individuals 

whose identity, roles or value systems are outside the economies of patriarchy are hard-pressed 

to find a space in classical fairy tales. Furthermore, closed endings and/or standard storylines 

restrict the creative potential of fantasy by preventing audiences from envisioning other possible 

resolutions, gender expressions, power dynamics and roles; most importantly, audiences transfer 

those constraints to their lives and selves.  

The mutual support and influence flowing between traditional media storytelling and 

heteronormative social models uphold binary gender and sexuality ideals that are challenged by 

feminist ideologies. Some of Judith Butler’s gender and Adrienne Rich’s sexuality theories are 

particularly potent tools to deconstruct both classical fairy tale plots, idealized princesses and 

princes as well as social norms mirrored by narratives culminate in heteronormal unions. These 

scholars challenge the assumptions that heterosexuality and binary gender are both normal and 

natural to all humans. Butler contends, “There is no gender identity behind the expressions of 

gender; that identity is performativity constituted by the very ‘expression’ that are said to be its 

results” (34). It is insufficient to declare oneself a gender; individuals must continually present 

themselves and behave in ways that correspond with social perceptions of acceptable genders. 

These constructs differ by society and time period, and other people determine the accuracy of 

such productions. Therefore gender is not inherent, normal or natural. Those genders that 

combine behavior, self-expression, and self-presentation as binary, men and women, are 

heteronormative constructs of gender. 
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Similarly, Rich challenges compulsory heterosexuality, a heteronormative tenet. 

Specifically, Rich identifies ways male power manifests to enforce heterosexuality in women; 

these are a “cluster of forces within which women have been convinced that marriage, and sexual 

orientation toward men, are inevitable, even if unsatisfying or oppressive components of their 

lives” (640). The link Rich makes between women’s sexuality and male-centered power 

highlights the essential function of heteronormativity in patriarchal systems. She also challenges 

the idea that gender, biology and sexuality have a causal relationship from which only two 

models are deemed natural and normal. In “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian 

Existence,” the feminist scholar challenges the heteronormative assumption that heterosexuality 

is normal and natural as well as the notion that lesbianism is unnatural, deviant and a farce. 

Furthermore, Rich proposes two terms to support her argument that heterosexuality for 

women may not be preferred due to the violent ways heterosexuality is imposed on them. The 

first term is lesbian existence which accounts for the historical presence of lesbians and the 

evolving meaning of that identity. The second term, lesbian continuum contends that “women-

identified” experiences range from “genital sexual experience with other women” to “bonding 

against male tyranny;” this concept also acknowledges continual changes in the types of contact 

women experience in their lives and historically (Rich 648-649). In addition to incorporating 

experiences of patriarchal resistance and women’s’ solidarity, the term proposes sexuality is not 

fixed or solely related to sexual experiences. These theories form the base from which to reject 

heteronormative ideas of normal sexuality and deviant sexuality.    

The existence of varied identities contradicts the heteronormative association between 

gender, biological sex and sexual desire. Butler states that in the reproduction of heterosexual 

identities, incongruences are produced that question the naturalness of each of these binaries and 
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expose them as fabricated (43). Incongruences abound that prove these categories are insufficient 

to identify an array of sex, gender, and desire combinations, expressions and behaviors. As the 

case of intersexual identities demonstrates—let alone queer identities—the two options presented 

as natural are artificial because they reflect a limited view of human biological sex, gender and 

desire. It is impossible to categorize an intersex person as either heterosexual or homosexual—as 

defined by the heteronormative social system. Intersex individuals defy a system that limits 

gender and sexuality to females and males because intersex means both and neither. Along with 

queer individuals, intersex people debunk the presumed naturalness of opposing terms 

man/woman, female/male, and heterosexual/homosexual. These terms are unable to capture 

identities that flow between or spillover, supposedly separate, binary categories. Similarly, 

heteronormative ideals are poorly suited to represent the human experience in storytelling.  

 

Critical Media Literacy and Retellings Beyond the West 

The practice of transferring heteronormative restrictions from the fairy tale realm to the 

real world has been the topic of many postmodern fairy tale and feminist scholars. Rowe notes 

the link between fantasy and reality; there is more to children and adult fascination with fairy 

tales and folktales as they “have always been one of culture’s primary mechanisms for 

inculcating roles and behaviors” (238). Similarly, Zipes, in his many literary publications, 

discusses fairy tales and what he calls the civilizing process, which defines for the reader 

prevailing social codes. The result is an internalization of prescribed mores and self-imposed 

restraints that produce a controlled society, specifically within predefined imaginaries and social 

hierarchies. As such, children’s literature establishes heteronormative storylines, gender and 

sexuality through fairy tale elements including the romantic myth, heteronormative models and 
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Manichean characters. Fairy tales’ socializing functions, ideals and social norms leave 

individuals who do not possess particular physical, cultural, social and/or geographical markers 

at a disadvantage and possibly marginalized. These aspects of the genre as well as closed fairy 

tale endings restrict the imaginative potential of fantasy and the possible futures of fairy tale 

consumers. 

The social instruction that initiates many children into society is both carried out by fairy 

tales and a phenomenon that helps incorporate people into dominant groups through mass media. 

Studies by sociologists Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Robert K. Merton found that mass media fulfills 

three social functions; it confers social status, enforces social norms, and stupefies the public into 

apathy with a flood of information (20-22). Managing the genre’s narrative elements is crucial 

when taking into account its socializing functions, spread of norms beyond Occidental societies, 

and that ethnic groups are assigned value based on media stereotypes (Charles Berg-Ramirez) as 

well as gender and sexuality. 

Some literary and cultural studies scholars have addressed the worldwide spread of 

homogeneous fairy tale elements and their influence in the construction of consumers and pupils 

of the genre. For example, Bacchilega discusses the migration of fairy tale narratives and social 

models onto various media platforms and the globalization of the Euro-American version of the 

genre. Writers and scholars, like Marjorie Agosín, have focused on Latin American takes on the 

fairy tale with special attention paid to critical reiterations and the genre’s impact on storytelling 

produced in Latin American cultures and on Latina writers. Patricia Anne Odber de Baubeta 

discusses intertextual elements and storytelling techniques or critical metaliterature used to write 

back “against patriarchal social structures” (144) as well as the use or distortion of fairy tale 

motifs in Latin American literature. Fiona Mackintosh explores 21st century Argentinian 
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women’s writing that deconstructs fairy tales, creates fantasy worlds “defiantly against the ‘real 

world,’” and questions “fixed patterns of discourse” (156-163). That is, some reiterations outside 

the Western world engage intertextual dialogues with Euro-American classical fairy tales. 

As previously noted, folk and fairy tales that flow from the Orient toward the Occident 

have impacted fantasy literature in other regions. Accordingly, some fairy tale scholars have 

focused on multicultural elements that result when literary productions or storytellers from 

different parts of the world come into contact. For instance, Lee Harrings explores the agency of 

women storytellers that are able to mediate multicultural elements or what she calls creolizing, 

particularly in contact zones. In his literary studies, Haase highlights the modifications suffered 

by non-European wonder tales stripped of cultural meanings through colonial translations. 

Sahana Naithani points out that work by a “colonizer-folklorist” is impacted by the colonial 

power structure, mutual linguistic and cultural ignorance of the collector and the narrators, and 

the resultant methodology of collection (2).  

The productive and transformative potential of the genre’s magic seems vital to new, 

inclusive and diverse storytelling in light of fairy tales’ restrictive socializing function, as well as 

the globalization and homogenization of children’s literature and related media worldwide. 

Various fairy tale scholars have explored the genre’s transformative qualities as a means to 

counter, challenge, and enter into intertextual dialogues. In “Yours, Mine and Ours,” Haase 

explains, “children’s responses are expected to conform to the external authority of the tales they 

read or hear” (396). In other words, Haase acknowledges that fairy tales are tools in what Zipes 

describes as a civilizing process. However, Haase discusses a way to break from such prescribed 

norms. For Haase, there are “two ways in which children can be awakened from this form of 

enchantment and helped to discover their individual ownership of fairy tales” (“Yours” 397). He 
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proposes offering children a “wider variety of fairy tales than is usually proffered” (“Yours” 397) 

and encouraging the creative interpretation of fairy tales by having children “make fairy tales 

their own by creating and recreating their own versions;” thus, audience members “assert their 

own proprietary rights to meaning” (“Yours” 399). Encouraging user-generated interpretations of 

classical fairy tales is in line with postmodern projects producing reiterations that are distinct 

from and challenge classic storylines. This also encourages readers and viewers to engage in the 

praxis of fantasy to imagine new futures. 

The importance of fairy tale storytellers in relation to the privileging and silencing of 

some voices has been the topic of literary studies in the work of Zipes, Kathleen Ragan and 

Warner as well as in related studies by scholars who were previously mentioned. Zipes 

acknowledges the fact that reiterations both reproduce and challenge classical fairy tales but also 

permit audiences to independently interpret fairy tale narratives or imagine their own. He writes, 

Many people learn to unravel the woven stories that bind them to particular confining 

destinies with the result that they find ways to liberate themselves and weave their own 

identities, while many others are stitched through closely woven stories to repeat and act 

out words that are not their own. In either case, the stories we tell, imagine, invent, hold 

to be true, and disseminate are conditioned by a force field of cultural production in a 

specific historical period. Within the force field, there are positions that we, as 

storytellers, choose or positions that are given to us that will determine the stories we 

need, prefer, and communicate. There will always be limitations to what we choose, tell, 

and want to become. (“Relentless Progress” 148) 

Zipes highlights the role of the past storyteller, whether maternal figures orally spinning 

malleable tales to children or men carefully curating tales that permanently align with the 
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author’s specific sensibilities. Warner presents a historical evaluation of women storytellers and 

their voices in literature. She focuses on the depiction of women storytellers as literary motifs, 

authors and fictional weavers of tall tales. In particular, Warner traces the dismissal of women’s 

voices as old wives tales and gossip since antiquity, beginning with Plato. In her discussion of 

some well-known fairy tales, Warner evaluates narratives from the point of view of “lived 

experience, with a slant towards the tribulations of women, and especially young women of 

marriageable age” (xix). For example, Warner demonstrates a link between fairy tale narratives 

and the concerns of various women such as brides to abusive husbands, older widows without 

resources, and second wives trying to secure their children’s future. In doing so, Warner 

reframes fairy tales within the real world, so readers may understand the plight of a young 

“beauty” who—without being consulted—is married off to a “beast” of a man.  

As previously noted, the narrative focus of a folktale is impacted by the identity of the 

storyteller, collectors and/or editors. From her quantitative study of 1,601 randomly selected 

folktales, Ragan concluded there was a “probable connection between the gender of protagonists 

of a tale and the gender of the editor, collector, and storyteller” (240). Ragan’s data found tales 

about women and girls made up 44% of the tales by women storytellers much less compared to 

8% of the tales by men storytellers (235). Similarly, more tales about women and girls were 

collected by women (33%) versus men (19%) (Ragan 236). As with other media, gatekeepers in 

the form of editors, networks and producers intentionally or unintentionally over- and 

underrepresent certain voices.  

The storyteller’s agency continues to be an important factor in today’s story remixers, 

multicultural hybrid taletellers, and multicultural creole narrative creators as well as with the new 

alchemists of magic. Literary and other media retellings do more than change superficial 
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elements of well-known classics; some retellings focus on the audience’s media literacy to 

redirect how they perceive normalized and naturalized narratives. These subversive retellings are 

“aimed at disturbing and jarring readers so that they lose their complacent attitude toward the 

status quo and envision ways to realize their individuality within collective and democratic 

contexts” (Zipes 177). Unexpected iterations unsettle and question readers’ expectations, forcing 

them to reevaluate predictable imaginaries and incite the creation of new ones. That is, the reader 

is encouraged to assess fairy tale norms and wield fantasy as a tool to delink from restrictive 

scripts. Spurring the creation of imaginative alternatives and critically (re)reading fairy tales 

requires a reader that is familiar with classic versions in order to “break, shift, debunk or 

rearrange the traditional motifs to liberate the reader from the contrived and programmed mode 

of literary reception” (Zipes 177).  

For Bacchilega, postmodern retellings are distinguished by their “narrative strategies 

(doubling as both deconstructive and reconstructive mimicry) and subject representations (self-

contradictory versions of the self in performance)” (“Postmodern” 141). Bacchilega identifies 

three storytelling techniques used in such critical retellings: reframing, reflecting, and refracting. 

Bacchilega states the following, “Assuming that a [narrative] frame always selects, shapes, 

(dis)places, limits, and (de)centers the image in the mirror, postmodern retellings focus precisely 

on this frame to unmake the mimetic fiction” (“Postmodern Fairy Tales” 35-36). Some 

modifications reframe classical narratives to focus the audience’s attention away from 

normalized characters, setting and/or narrative toward unexpected elements and to (re)read a 

familiar story differently. Some newer fairy tale reiterations reflect on older versions and/or use 

metaliterary elements to encourage the audience to contemplate the genre, critically (re)read 

earlier versions, and evaluate the ideologies supported by the genre’s norms. Other rewrites 
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diversify a fairy tale’s aesthetics, characters and/or settings to demonstrate that social values are 

culturally relative; these refract non-Western or marginalized experiences within the dominant 

genre. In view of the fairy tale’s socializing function as well as mass media’s conferring of social 

status and enforcement of social norms, the ways different identities are depicted are as relevant 

as how often they are absent from narratives or fulfill a secondary or minor role. Demystifying 

the magic of fairy tales makes visible for audiences the contrived messages and artificial 

constructs that are presented as normal and natural. 

Central to Bacchilega’s discussion about critical storytelling techniques is Meike Bal’s 

narrative study On Storytelling. In particular, Bacchilega makes use of Bal’s focus on how fairy 

tale “narrative frames, voice, focalization, and agency intersect and reflect on one another” 

(Bacchilega 140). These are based on Bal’s discussion of focalization, which seeks to reveal who 

sees and what is seen in a story; understanding this helps the reader identify the content 

privileged in a text as well as the content that is ignored. This information is useful when 

determining who has or lacks agency in a narrative, which highlights unequal power structures. 

Focusing on the speaker in a narration—i.e. who has a voice versus who is silenced—exposes 

the political project of the author and the lessons a fairy tale presents to its reader as part of the 

civilizing process. Identifying a fairy tale’s narrative focus, power structure, and contribution to 

the civilizing process following Bal’s example can help audiences of all media determine the 

underlying ideologies this and other genre support as well as those challenged by retellings.  

Although the terms are referred to throughout her analysis of the work done by 

postmodern fairy tales, Bacchilega does not provide definitions of and clear differentiation 

between refracting, reflecting, and reframing. Perhaps for Bacchilega the three are linked or act 

upon each other in such a way that they are interwoven and indistinguishable. Alternatively, my 
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interpretation of these three critical modifications is distinct from Bacchilega’s interpretation 

while also informed by Bal. For my discussion and later analysis, I will use the following 

definitions of these terms and the results I associate with them: 

● Refract: Fairytale retellings contemplate non-Western realities and/or non-stereotypical 

depictions of various identities to produce multivocal representations. This move toward 

inclusion and diversity is achieved with changes and modifications to standard 

protagonists, narrative settings, social norms, value systems, and/or storytelling 

aesthetics. 

● Reflect: Metaliterary elements within fairy tale retellings continue intertextual or dialogic 

conversations with previous versions of fairy tales and (re)evaluate various elements of 

standardized storytelling, including heteronormative values, genders and sexualities. The 

purpose of metaliterary and intertextual elements is to make obvious, challenge or oppose 

a narrative’s underlying ideologies and the social limitations an imaginary supports. 

● Reframe: Fairy tale elements are substituted and/or modified to focus the reader’s 

attention to an unexpected or less common point of view; the result can diversify 

storytelling and/or present a critical evaluation of classical fairy tale messages. 

 To focus my critical eye on ethnocentrism and heteronormativity, I too will make use of 

the way Bal determines a text’s focalization when considering how Había otra vez reframes, 

reflects on and refracts the standardized storytelling of classical fairy tales. In conjunction with 

the elements I borrow from Bal and those repurposed from Bacchilega, I will consider these 

narratives as zones of contact between Euro-American and Latinx storytelling. Enriching the 

discussion of representation with cultural and ethnic elements is necessary as these influence 

intersectional identities, and are less often addressed in retellings.  
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Of particular interest to my discussion on Latinx retellings is the way the European 

beauty standard and feminine beauty ideal manifest in the series Había otra vez including in its 

illustrations and narrations. Retooling Bal’s focalization questions, I will ask the following of 

Canetti’s fairy tale retellings: What do idealized characters look, act and sound like? Who is the 

hero or heroine? Who are the secondary characters? What are these characters’ intersectional 

identities? These ethnically focused questions are important, for they reveal the social ideology a 

narrative champions including what makes a character (and by extension the reader) pleasing 

and/or valued. These questions also reveal what personal and physical traits are less desirable, as 

well as which the reader is told should be hidden or transformed.  

When relating fairy tale beauty and social ideals to real world events and sentiments, the 

support of a Eurocentric social hierarchy in storytelling is made obvious. This bias is paired with 

prejudice that represents European culture and stereotypical phenotypes as ideal while other 

ethnicities are represented as flawed, inferior and in need of assimilation. In the human realm, 

these biases materialize in many ways including colorism, European beauty standards, white 

privilege and white supremacy. For instance, ethnocentric and phenotype biases drive the actions 

of some women as they pursue the European beauty ideal.  

In The Beauty Myth, Wolf writes about surgical body modifications aimed at reducing 

physical aspects that are associated with non-European groups in favor of those associated with 

European beauty ideals. Wolf describes the surgical intervention, some women invest in as they 

work toward embodying the female beauty myth, as seeped in a “stench of eugenics” that is 

based on “biological supremacy” (266). Responding to social preferences, prejudices and biases 

some women seek surgical modifications to appear more European. Although problematic, Wolf 

considers cosmetic surgery a reasonable reaction to a beauty system plagued by the 
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discrimination of certain physical traits, and that sees “nonwhite” racial features as deformities 

(264-265). Undesirable features “corrected” by cosmetic surgeons include the “Oriental eyelid” 

that is seen as lacking a supratarsal fold, and Asian and Afro-Caribbean flat, fat and/or rounded 

noses (Wolf 264). Surgeons reshaping eyes and noses aim for Western, read White, facial 

features. These facial reconstructions may seem extreme and only pursued by a small number of 

women who can afford the extravagance, yet numerous women take different steps toward a 

European physical ideal, daily. Many women transform their non-European phenotypes and/or 

less-than-feminine features in more commonplace ways. To appear more European or feminine, 

some women reshape their facial features with contouring make-up, modify the shape of their 

bodies with Spandex and padding, chemically alter the structure of their hair and/or remove 

melanin from their skin in preparation for their day.   

In addition to physical traits, the cultures of marginalized groups are depicted in 

narratives as developing, underdeveloped, uncivilized or as outright savage akin to animals. For 

example, cultural biases understand some religious ideologies as divine faiths, others as myths, 

and some are laden with disparaging and offensive nomenclature including barbaric, pagan and 

heathen. Along with the cultural practices of some groups, the literature produced by some ethnic 

groups is devalued or exotified when compared to the treatment of classical fairy tales. 

Bacchilega explains that,  

the emergence in seventeenth-century Europe of the fairy tale as a newly named print 

genre (conte defées) depended not only on the fictionalization of so-called outmoded 

belief systems and ways of life—the transformation of ‘wonder’ into modern ‘magic’ 

within a more scientifically oriented Europe—but also on a political inequality that (in 

and out of Europe both) devalued orality as illiteracy, the quintessential sign of the 
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premodern, at the very same time that it appropriated or simulated storytelling on the 

page and through translation” (Bacchilega “Fairy Tales Transformed?” 22). 

In spite of the fact that fairy tales have and continue to borrow elements from various cultures, 

Bacchilega and Zipes agree that fairy tales are still generally understood as European and North 

American. Bacchilega explains that fairy tales from the rest of the world are viewed as potential 

“‘folktales’ that can become ‘fairy tales,’ but are not yet” (“Fairy Tales Transformed” 21). 

Zipes notes that the fairy tale genre is still used to reinforce social norms that are 

patriarchal “despite the continual efforts of women to make their voices heard in the formation 

and diffusion of the western fairy tale, the canon of fairy tales was, indeed, largely determined by 

men and played (and continues to play) a key role in the civilizing process of Europe and North 

America” (Relentless 125-126). Consequently, the production of fairy tales “was and is still 

largely predicated on male values, social codes, literary standards, and needs, consistent with the 

development of capitalism and its processes and operations” (Zipes Relentless 125-126). Thus, 

the particular social, political and economic ideologies are all reflected in fairy tales. This centers 

and amplifies the experience of privileged, White, heterosexual and cisgender men and boys 

from the U.S. and Europe; those who do not identify with that experience are at best minimized 

or ignored, and at worst misconstrued, devalued and rejected. 

Due to proscriptive ethnic, gender and sexuality norms outlined in this and other media, 

critical fairy tale iterations produced by those with marginalized identities must contend with the 

value systems presented in classics. However, diverse self-representation and original 

imaginaries that challenge unequal power dynamics must also be part of critical retellings. For 

that purpose, retellings can make use of literary creolization or hybrid storytelling. Nevertheless, 

as Bacchilega notes, mixing elements of classical fairy tales with non-Western poetics of wonder 
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through hybridizing or creolizing narratives does not have the same effect. Bacchilega explains 

that, 

Unlike, hybridity, the generalized grafting process that characterizes creativity where  

cultures clash, creolization brings about the rearticulation of the fairy tale’s rhetorical  

world mapping from the perspective of local histories oppressed traditions, whereby the  

‘other’ is positioned as the producer of decolonizing knowledges [sic]. (“Fairy Tales  

Transformed?” 29) 

Consequently, creolization seems to do more work than hybridity in terms of critically reframing 

and refracting fairy tale narratives. Narratives with heteronormative and ethnocentric norms can 

be decentered so that “creolizing strategies crack the delusion of universality often associated 

with the cultural landscape of the fairy tale” and “provincialize the Perrault and Grimm printed 

tales” (Bacchilega “Fairy Tales Transformed?” 45). The production of multivocal rewrites helps 

diversify representations and include identities that are placed beyond limiting ideals. According 

to Bacchilega, “This historical transformation is key to enabling some fairy-tale fiction writers, 

regardless of gender, to articulate desires and imagine possibilities that were marginalized in or 

excluded from the genre’s predominantly heteronormative and Western canon” (“Fairy Tales 

Transformed?” 28).  

Incorporating indigenous, Black, genderqueer and other marginalized Latinxs in fairy 

tales requires reframing, refracting and reflecting on classical fairy tales because the diverse and 

intersectional identities of some Latinxs clash with European beauty standards and norms. 

Replacing the characters of the blond and blue-eyed Prince Charming and ivory skinned Snow 

White with melanated substitutes who are housed far from beautiful hilltop castles challenges 

established social structures and uses fantasy to transform restrictive power dynamics. 
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Diversifying imaginaries and articulating cultural differences is not equivalent to peddling 

Eurocentric story time wares that are dressed in exotified symbols and sounds from settings 

depicted as far off and strange places. That is, using idealized characters to tell the tales of 

marginalized characters does not equate to inclusion or diversity. Instead, critical iterations must 

utilize fairy tale poetics while articulating multiple Latinx positionalities and confronting 

Ethnocentric and heteronormative ideologies. The need for such diverse imaginaries, and non-

stereotypical or non-homogenized representations are evident when considering children’s 

literature. 

 

Under-, Over- and Misrepresentation in Children’s Literature 

The infographic “Diversity in Children’s Books 2018” demonstrates numerically and 

symbolically with distinct reflective surfaces (i.e. mirrors including pocket-sized, cracked one’s 

as well as those on ceilings and in picture frames) that the representation of different identities is 

not equal or equitable. The size and variety of each group’s mirrored image underscores that 

some ethnic groups’ representation is limited, while the dominant group appears as common and 

diverse in children’s literature. Per the statistics gathered by the Cooperative Children’s Book 

Center (CCBC),8 White children see themselves reflected in numerous texts and a variety of 

positive futures. The infographic summarizes preliminary data about the main characters in 2018 

children’s literature as 50% White, 27% animals/others, 10% African/African American, 7% 

Asian Pacific Islander/Asian Pacific American, 5% Latinx, and 1% American Indians/First 

                                                
8 The CCBC is part of the School of Education, at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
dedicated to collecting and documenting diverse children’s literature. The project began in 1985 
and tracks the number of children’s books containing content about “black” people. Collecting 
efforts did not expand to content about other “people of color and First/Native Nations” until 
1994, then to “LGBT” folks in 2017 and gender in 2018.  
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Nations. Using updated data and excluding non-human protagonists, I recalculated information 

about the characters depicted in children’s literature; doing so exposes a larger disparity than the 

graphic suggests. After adjusting the CCBC’s January 30, 2020 data and only focusing on the 

ethnicity of human protagonists, the main characters in 2018 children’s literature is as follows: 

68.2% White, 13.3% African/African American, 9.9% Asian Pacific Islander/Asian Pacific 

American, 7.5% Latinx, and 1% American Indians/ First Nations. Thus, the overrepresentation 

of White characters becomes clearer. 

Fig. 1.1 Huyck, David and Sarah Park Dahlen. “Diversity in Children’s Books 2018.” 
sarahpark.com, 19 Jun. 2019, readingspark.wordpress.com/2019/06/19/picture-this-diversity- 

in-childrens-books-2018-infographic/.9 
 

                                                
9 According to sarahpark.com, this infographic was created in consultation with Edith Campbell, 
Molly Beth Griffin, K. T. Horning, Debbie Reese, Ebony Elizabeth Thomas, and Madeline 
Tyner, with statistics compiled by the Cooperative Children’s Book Center retrieved from 
ccbc.education.wisc.edu/books/pcstats.asp. 
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From their research, the CCBC concluded that “while numbers are important, they are far from 

the only important thing to consider” about multicultural literature; furthermore, it is clear that 

“there is still a long way to go before publishing for children and teens reflects the rich diversity 

of perspectives and experiences within and across race and culture” (“Frequently Asked”). Issues 

related to accuracy and authenticity documented in CCBC data point to a complex void in 

children’s literature for some cultures and ethnicities which requires a large increase in plentiful, 

diverse and non-stereotypical narratives. 

Mis-, under- and over- representations of ethnic groups negatively impact all children. As 

Bishop reminds us, “When children cannot find themselves reflected in the books they read, or 

when the images they see are distorted, negative or laughable, they learn a powerful lesson about 

how they are devalued in the society of which they are a part” (1). For these groups, their skewed 

representation leads to understanding they are undervalued in the world and have limited future 

possibilities, while the White and readers belonging to other dominant groups seem to 

understand reality in a distinctly skewed way. Per Bishop, children from dominant groups have 

suffered from a lack of books about other ethnic groups and need such books as windows into a 

more diverse reality. I would argue dominant groups would also benefit from access to the 

experiences of those who do not belong to dominant identities such as cisgender, Christian, and 

heterosexual. The advantages of multicultural literacy for dominant groups include 

understanding the diverse nature of the world and their connection to all other humans while 

combating an exaggerated sense of one’s importance and value (Bishop 1). The unbalanced 

representation of some marginalized groups limits their depictions leading to homogenizing 

overgeneralizations and biased stereotypes that reinforce the ideologies and values of dominant 

groups.  
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When comparing the U.S. population with the representation and/or production of 

various ethnic groups in children’s literature, some ethnic groups are overstated while other 

groups are understated; this is demonstrated by the number of primary characters, authors and 

illustrators of various ethnicities. The data in the following figure compares ethnicity with book 

content, primary characters, illustrators and writers as well as notes when book illustrators and/or 

writers belong to the same ethnic group as a book’s primary character. I constructed figure 1.2 by 

utilizing U.S. Census Bureau data and CCBC’s data about 3,336 children’s books published in 

2018 by U.S. publishers.10  The CCBC data used in this graph was the most current collected by 

the center as of January 29, 2020 and was used to update the infographic data in figure 1.1. 

Although the CCBC tracks this and other data, it has not tracked the representation of characters, 

contributing authors or illustrators with two or more ethnicities or texts with significant white 

content in the same way. For these reasons, the graph has blank spaces for CCBC data about two 

or more ethnicities, but it includes this sizable U.S. population to highlight that information 

about this group is needed, as are their stories. Demographic estimates were retrieved from the 

“Race and Hispanic Origin” report of 2018, which was prepared and published by the U.S. 

Census Bureau. This more current data was used instead of figures from the 2010 U.S. Census 

due to notable changes in the ethnic make-up of the national population throughout the decade.  

                                                
10 While data about the groups that are missing and those that are overrepresented in Latinx 
children’s literature would be preferable to discuss Latinx narratives, a research center and/or 
public data compiling and publicly disseminating information about the production of children’s 
literature from over a dozen Latin American countries was not readily available.  
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Tab. 1 Comparison of 2018 U.S. population demographics with the ethnicity of characters, and 
ethnicity of illustrators and/or writers of children’s books based on data compiled by the CCBC 
about U.S. publishers (updated January 2020). U.S. Population data was compiled by the U.S. 
Census Bureau and reported as part of “2018: ACS 1-Year Estimates Comparison Profile.”  
 

The first row of CCBC data notes the percentage of books with significant content about 

an ethnic group, but data for White individuals and those of two or more races is not 

documented. Not documenting White content supports the flawed White supremacist assumption 

that views White groups and culture as a universal default. In an email communication, CCBC’s 

Madeline Tyler explains how the center defines significant content: 

A book is counted as being “about” if it has a primary character, significant secondary 

character, or subject that falls under a certain category. For instance, a book with a 

Mexican American protagonist or significant secondary character, a book set in Mexico, 
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and a book about Dia de los Muertos would all fall under the “about” Latinx category 

[sic]. 

As noted in the chart, of the books collected by the CCBC, those with significant ethnic content 

are as follows: American Indian/First Nation 1%, Hispanic or Latino 7.3%, Asian and Pacific 

Islander/American 8.6%, and Black or African American 7.3%. For most ethnic groups, the 

occurrence of significant content and primary characters as a percent is very close to their actual 

US population. The largest difference in terms of primary characters occurs with the Black or 

African American group whose related significant content appears at a rate of 7.3% but primary 

characters at 13.3 %. This means that Black or African American characters appear in books 

with significant content dedicated to other groups, which bodes well for the inclusion of this 

group in multiple and diverse narratives. On the contrary, the inclusion of primary characters 

from American Indian/First Nation, Hispanic or Latino, and Asian and Pacific Islander/American 

groups are almost exclusively limited to narratives whose content is dedicated to the same group. 

As such, aside from depicting the latter groups in a small percentage of books, they are not 

populating the storylines of books with other ethnicities, not even as secondary characters. This 

maintains marginalized communities in literary enclaves and invisible when they are not a 

narrative focus, contributing to a reduced and specific audience. In other words, most books were 

about White characters some of which had secondary Black characters but rarely if at all any 

other ethnic groups appeared in White narratives. When books were about non-White characters 

it was in books whose content was directly focused on a particular non-White group. From such 

data, one can conclude that White supremacy and ethnic segregation continue to reign in the 

narrative worlds of children’s literature.  
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The second row with CCBC figures (Human Primary Characters) lists the percentage of 

2018 children’s books with at least one primary character of the ethnicity indicated. The 

representation of each ethnic group as a percentage—as a portion of human characters—of its 

actual population is as follows: American Indian/First Nation 80%, Hispanic or Latino 37.4%, 

Asian and Pacific Islander/American 133%, Black or African American11 97%, white non-

Hispanic or non-Latino 114%. This means that Asian and White groups are overrepresented to 

varying degrees, an occurrence that will be elucidated by other CCBC data. Black individuals are 

depicted very near to the demographic data. Meanwhile, representations of indigenous and 

Latinx individuals are lacking. Latinxs are the least visible ethnic group of those tracked by 

CCBC in children’s literature who does not track Arab groups or multicultural representation. 

The most underrepresented group is Latinxs, which is proof of a serious deficit in Latinx 

representation and narratives. 

The underrepresentation of some groups and overrepresentation of others via primary 

characters leads one to the question, who is writing and illustrating children’s literature? Data 

from the CCBC helps clarify this. As a percent of all contributing illustrators and authors, the 

breakdown is: 79.1% white, 5.4% Black or African American, 9.5 % Asian and Pacific Islander, 

5.4% Latinx, and 0.6% American Indians/First Nations. The majority of illustrators and authors 

are White, similar to the primary characters. The second largest group of illustrators and authors 

are Asian; the percentage of creators is almost equal to their depiction as primary characters. It is 

important to note that both overrepresented ethnic groups are also overrepresented as image 

creators and storytellers. On the contrary, Latinx, Black or African American and indigenous 

                                                
11 To maintain consistency with the rest of this dissertation, I will use the term Black in my 
discussion to designate the groups that CBC refers to as African/African American and when not 
referring to CCBC data. 
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content creators make-up a small portion of all book contributors. While these groups are a 

minority of the total population, as illustrators and writers, they participate in content creation at 

a rate lower than they appear in the U.S. population—U.S/Latinxs at less than one-third, Black or 

African Americans at lower than two-fifths and indigenous individuals at lower than one-half. 

These figures demonstrate that children’s literature lacks diversity within its creative labor force, 

which is negatively impacting the representation of certain groups. However, the number of 

creators and ethic representation are not equal, meaning other issues are impacting inequalities in 

representation, such as publishers who function as gatekeepers limiting the storytellers and 

content to certain groups. Secondly, one may ask who is writing narratives about ethnic groups 

whose creative labor is underrepresented, if not themselves? Are there a few Latinx, Black and 

indigenous content creators writing and illustrating stories about the same group or are other 

groups writing the stories of the underrepresented groups? Moreover, does it matter whom the 

creative talent is when considering numeric, non-stereotypical and diverse representations of 

these marginalized groups? 

None of the groups are creating all their own stories and/or illustrations, which means all 

groups are being represented by members of another group but at varying degrees. Per the 

CCBC’s updated data, books with at least one primary character and one author and/or illustrator 

of the same group are as follows: 43.5% White, 3.7% Black or African American, 3.1% Asian 

and Pacific Islander/Asian Pacific American, 2.5% Latinx, and 0.4% American Indians/First 

Nations. When comparing these figures to the ethnicity of each primary character, the data 

clarifies questions regarding group representation, specifically whether groups are telling their 

own stories. Some conclusions can be drawn by comparing the data, some groups exercise 

agency over a majority of their narratives, while other groups are engaged in only a minimal 
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portion of their own storytelling. White individuals are contributing to the majority of their own 

representation at a rate of 72%, while the second highest self-representation is by Asian 

individuals at a rate of 50.8%. This is to be expected, for these groups make-up the two largest 

groups of content creators. Meanwhile Black, Latinx and indigenous groups are self-representing 

in children’s literature at a rate of only 27.6%, 13.7% and 30.7%, respectively. Again, from the 

overrepresentation of Asian and White groups and minimal content contribution by Black, 

Latinx and indigenous groups, it can be inferred that as the number of content creators from a 

group increases, so does that group’s representation in children’s literature in the form of 

primary characters. One can reason that with increased illustrations and narratives about a group 

complexities and diversity will lead to a decrease in homogeneous depictions of the group and 

reliance on stereotypes in storytelling. To recall Bishop’s metaphor, marginalized groups benefit 

from being reframed and refracted in a multitude of literature and self-representations, whereas 

overrepresented groups benefit from books that provide doorways into less often portrayed 

multiethnic realities and rarely activated in literary imaginaries.  

For decades, educators have voiced concerns about ethnic representation and literary 

diversification as exemplified by the discussion Bishop’s article sparked in the 1970s. Bishop’s 

and related concerns have spread and some have evolved into social movements. Recent public 

discourse decries the lack of diverse voices and representation of ethnic groups has developed 

into distinct efforts seeking change by educators, librarians, researchers, content creators and 

others. Libraries, including the CCBC, local libraries and library associations like the 

Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC) as well as various social and educational 

movements actively promote distinct aspects of literary production. Discussions on social media 

developed into concerns over who should document a group’s experience and/or represent them 
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as well as barriers to inclusion in publishing and the lack of support for underrepresented content 

creators. These issues have become contentious and their complexities questioned. Some of these 

online discussions started as Twitter tags that later developed into movements with organizations 

calling for changes in children’s literature. These include #disrupttexts, teacher led grassroot 

efforts to diversify the traditional literary canon, #diversityjedi, an industry-wide commitment to 

justice, diversity, equity and inclusion, and #weneeddiversebooks, a non-profit and grassroots 

organization that advocates for changes in the publishing industry. 

From these Twitter tags and efforts to transform children’s literature at various aspects of 

production, the storyteller’s identity has led to polemic discourses especially when a content 

creator represents marginalized groups. The identity of the storyteller has been used as a reason 

to question the accuracy and authenticity of a particular narrative. As such, #ownvoices 

developed into a social movement advocating for the support of storytelling by groups that 

belong to the marginalized groups they write about. Work by #ownvoices supporters’s actions 

range from retweeting adverts for books by marginalized authors to spreading knowledge about 

existing voids in representation to data collection and research about children’s literature. 

The #ownvoices movement began on September 6, 2015,with a tweet by Corinne Duyvis: 

“#ownvoices, to recommend kidlit about diverse characters written by authors from that same 

diverse group” (@corinneduyvis). In the FAQ section of www.corinneduyvis.net, the purpose of 

the hashtag is explained with a copy of a tweet by @corinneduyvis which states, “All the 

#ownvoices does is center the voices that should matter most: those being written about.” 

Following the original tweet, using the hashtag Own Voices (#ownvoices) to promote anyone 

who feels marginalized spread as did controversy over who could or should write about a 
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particular identity or group. Specificity and nuance regarding which books are designated as “by 

and about” a marginalized group is addressed by Tyler. She explains that for the CCBC,  

Own Voices’ numbers are very broad: for example, books about people of Asian descent 

written by people of Asian descent. The number will not take into account specific 

cultural or ethnic identities. So, a book about a Japanese character, written by a Korean 

American author, would be included in this number, as they are both of Asian descent” 

(Tyler).  

Therefore, the data titled “CCBC illustrator and/or writer from same ethnic group” in figure 1.2 

may or may not adhere to individual definitions of #ownvoices, but it does document diversity in 

the content of children’s literature and content creators. 

 

Fig. 1.3 Maya Gonzalez and Matthew S.G. “A Look at the Last 4 Years12.” 

 

                                                
12 This infographics summarizing changes in the publication of children’s literature related to 
authors of different ethnic groups and belonging to the LGBTQ+ community, are based on 
statistics CCBC and retrieved from http://ccbc.education.wisc.edu/books/pcstats.asp. 
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 Although historically children’s literature has been missing texts about and/or by ethnic 

groups, discrepancies are slowly decreasing. Figure 1.3 infographic summarizes data for U.S. 

and international publishers from 2015-2018. Nonetheless, a representation deficit of certain 

ethnic groups persists. Various movements, organizations and praxis have sought to remedy the 

shortfall for decades. For example, the ALSC has granted the Jack Ezra Keats awards for 

“emerging writers and illustrators whose books reflect our diverse culture” (“A History of the 

Ezra Jack Keats Foundation”) since 1985 and Pura Belpré awards writers and illustrators that 

“affirm and celebrate the Latino cultural experience” (“(Pura) Belpré Award”) since 1996. Local 

and national libraries have curated recommended booklists that focus on diversity, such as the 

queer content Rainbow Project, since 2008. Online booklists are also generated by librarians, 

research centers and users like those posted on CCBC’s “Diversity Resources: Multicultural 

Literature” web page and Good Read’s “Listopia” book recommendations. 

 The languages groups speak are an important component of shared ethnic distinctiveness 

that move beyond non-stereotypical representations through images and cultural content. While 

the CCBC does not track information about the languages books are written in, it is relevant to 

the formation of diverse and inclusive literature which is a sentiment supported by population 

data. In multi-year studies between census years, the U.S. Census Bureau lists all languages 

spoken in counties with populations of 100,000 or more and 25,000 or more speakers of 

languages other than English and Spanish. Findings are published online, and the most current 

sampling is titled American Community Survey (ACS) 2009-2013. This report includes 

information about 39 languages and language groups spoken by those over five years old 

amounting to 291,484,482 people in the U.S. Of that group, 60,361,574 people or 20.7% of the 

population over five were reported as speaking a language other than English. Spanish made up 
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the bulk as the second most spoken language as 12.9% of the population or 37,458,624 

individuals. Placing at a very distant third is Tagalog with 0.55% of the population or 1,613,346 

speakers. For particular ethnic groups, communication in languages other than English is 

common and is linked to prejudices experienced at the hand of some monolingual English 

speakers. Additional prejudices linked to language are institutional including a history of laws 

and school districts banning the use of languages other than English for instruction. 

Consequently, producing literature in Spanish and Spanglish is a subversive praxis combatting 

underrepresentation and ethnocentrism similar to the production of Latinx centered narratives 

and illustrations.   

 These linguistic and ethnic representation gaps could be filled by translated texts or 

imports from publishers outside the U.S., but they are not necessarily easy to access or readily 

available. Despite not having publication data, it has become clear from personal observations 

that Latinx and Spanish language children’s literature is not readily available and abundant in the 

U.S. even in areas with high Latinx concentrations and/or near the U.S.-Mexico border. While 

compiling samples for this research, difficulties were encountered in collecting children’s 

literature centering Latinx narratives and/or written in Spanish or Spanglish. This required 

multiple international trips including travelling 60 miles from Tucson, Arizona whose population 

is 43.2% Latinx, to bookstores in Nogales, Sonora, Mexico, and 115 miles from Riverside, 

California whose population is 53.3% Latinx, to Tijuana, Baja California Norte, Mexico (“Quick 

Facts”).13 Books were also collected while in Puerto Rico, other Latin American and European 

countries, and ordered online or requested from other universities’ libraries through interlibrary 

loan services. In view of the obstacles encountered by a researcher with multiple resources and 

                                                
13 Percentages reflect U.S. Census Bureau estimates from sample data for 2019. 
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actively seeking out such texts, for adults searching for Latinx children’s narratives or Latinx 

youth, all these obstacles in addition to their socioeconomic circumstances may further prevent 

access to ethnic and multicultural representation in literature. 

  The problem’s complexity is compounded for those identifying with multiple 

marginalized identities like Black Latinxs, and queer or differently-abled minorities. Such 

uneven representation is problematic because it excludes these and other identities and their 

imaginaries as possible futures, whereas overemphasized identities are perceived as natural and 

normal default ideals. Under- and misrepresented group members are ignored, undervalued, 

homogenized and/or stereotypically represented in storytelling when they appear. Canetti’s 

retellings are discussed to expand upon the underlying Eurocentric, patriarchal, homophobic and 

Christian ideals impacting skewed depictions and the construction of norms.  

 

Fairy Tale Relocation and Multivocality in Había otra vez  

 Referring to her childhood practice of changing storylines, Canetti states the praxis as 

proof of “mi espíritu inconforme” [“my maverick spirit”] (Cuatrogatos). Regarding her habit of 

retelling classical tales, Canetti explains,  

Tenía por costumbre cambiar los cuentos para ajustarlos a lo que me hubiera gustado 

que ocurriera. Cambiaba unos personajes por otros. Cambiaba el principio o, por lo 

general, el final. Imaginaba a esos mismos personajes en otro escenario, situación o 

contexto (Cuatrogatos). 

[“As a habit, I changed stories adjusting them to what I would have liked to occur. I 

would change the characters for different ones. I would change the beginning or, usually, 
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the ending. I would imagine those same characters in different settings, situations and 

contexts.”] 

From this description of her childhood modifications to stories, it is evident that Canetti has long 

practiced reframing normalized storylines, altering expected story trajectories, and adjusting 

points of view. It is unknown if those early reimagined situations, altered characters and distinct 

settings diverged enough to result in refracting normalized fairy tale elements or reflecting on the 

genre. However, Canetti’s series of retold fairy tales is available for a critical analysis; it reveals 

that reframing, refracting and reflecting retellings as non-Western narratives advance critical 

storytelling and in limited ways, make use of fantasy’s imaginary potential.  

This series was selected for analysis due to Canetti’s deliberate relocation of multiple 

well-known classics to express located knowledge from diverse locations found in the Global 

South.14 In so doing, the narratives challenge canonical storylines and decenter some elements of 

heteronormative and Eurocentric authorities. The author commences her narrative and cultural 

intervention before readers have even opened the book. The collection’s title Había otra vez 

roughly translates to upon another time, which contradicts the authoritative opening line of 

classical fairy tales. Instead of proclaiming a singular version of a narrative, Canetti announces to 

readers her rejection of a singular authority based on classical fairy tales and her promise to 

make use of fantasy’s imaginative potential to create multiple alternative narratives. 

                                                
14 Global South refers to low-income and often politically or culturally marginalized countries. 
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Gender Swap: Ceniciento 

 

Fig. 1.4 Cover for Había otra vez: Ceniciento written by Yanitzia Canetti. 

 
Canetti’s challenge to the authority of classical fairy tales is woven throughout the series; 

it is also the premise for her retelling of Cinderella, which is explained in the first stanzas and 

sets the critical tone of the narrative. The story, in rhyme, begins thus: 

Había una vez  

que había otra vez, 

un cuento derecho  

y otro al revés. 

 

Pero los cuentos  

pues cuentos son: 

unos tienen sentido  

en otros no hay razón. 

 

Once upon a time  

there was another time, 

a straight tale 

and a backward one. 

 

But, tales  

are tales: 

some make sense  

in others there is no logic. 
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Ya no hay más Cenicientas, 

queridos, lo lamento, 

porque esta vez le toca 

el turno a Ceniciento. (“Ceniciento” 2) 

There are no more Cinderellas, 

dears, I am sorry, 

because this time the turn 

belongs to Cinderello. 

 
The author pulls the reader into the narrative with the words that announce the beginning of 

many fairy tales, “[h]abía una vez” [“once upon a time”]. Nevertheless, Canetti quickly alters 

readers’ expectations by informing them that this story is about “otra vez” [“a different time”]. In 

this line, she informs readers of simultaneously existing versions. Canetti explains that some 

narratives follow expected paths or are derechos [“straight” or “without curves”], while others 

follow unexpected routes that are al revés [“backwards” or “turned around”] (“Ceniciento” 2). 

These lines inform the reader that although this story makes use of some parts of the well-known 

narrative, it is not simply a translation of the beloved fairy tale Cinderella by the likes of Disney, 

Perrault or Brothers Grimm. In fact, Canetti’s version is meant as a critical companion 

challenging such prior iterations as well as their narrative authority. Due to its intertextual nature, 

familiarity with the classic is necessary for readers to benefit from the social critique furnished in 

the creolized retelling, understand how each version reflects on others, and determine which is 

“al revés.” 

By reflecting on the genre, Canetti modifies assumptions related to classical fairy tale 

readings, and in the second stanza, insinuates a task for the reader that goes beyond visiting the 

realm of fantasy. The author intends to do more than demonstrate social norms via fairy tales. 

Canetti’s retelling cultivates a critical reader by stating that some stories make sense and others 

do not. This invites the reader to think critically and question normalized fairytale elements. 

Throughout the retelling, phrases and images remind fairy tale readers’ about the classics. These 
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memory joggers appear intermittently to link the multiple versions, engage in an intertextual 

dialogue and keep the classical version ever present in the reader’s mind with details like glass 

slippers and cinder. The same lines provide a method to test the straightforwardness or 

backwardness of a tale. The question the audience is encouraged to ask is, does this make sense 

and which version makes more sense to me? To form a response, the introduction promotes 

comparing fairy tale versions and critically analyzing each one. Forcing the reader to engage 

critically with fairy tales transcends the genre beyond its civilizing function. 

Presumably, Ceniciento will not impose social norms, but instead require readers to 

determine which narrative version to model. Readers are prompted to engage with the narratives 

and evaluate the texts using their own criteria, instead of presuming that texts are accurate 

reflections of social truths, models to imitate, or harmless entertainment. This challenges the 

complacency of readers who see themselves ubiquitously and diversely reflected in many 

narratives. Furthermore, readers whose likeness, values or cultures are missing or represented in 

limited ways are empowered to question imaginaries that erase them at the same time as their 

sentiments of marginalization are validated. 

         The story’s protagonist, Ceniciento, and for whom the story is named, is presented as one 

of those marginalized characters. When he is introduced in the story, readers are made aware that 

in this alternative version neither the story’s protagonist or hero are a damsel or charming prince, 

respectively. Instead, Canetti tells the tale of a young man because Cinderellas no longer exist 

and “porque está vez le toca el turno a Ceniciento” [“because this time it’s Ceniciento’s turn”] 

(“Ceniciento” 4). The heteronormative ideals supported in classical versions are deemed out-of-

date, as are their idyllic rural settings. With this urban and contemporary protagonist, the reader 

has access to an unanticipated point of view that is derived from an unconventional fairytale 
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location. Changes to the fairytale setting and characters refract storytelling from commonplace 

characters to include a more diverse and, possibly, inclusive character representation. 

Simultaneously, the reader’s attention is redirected from limited classical social norms and 

imaginaries to non-classical possibilities. By making the narrative contemporary and changing 

the gender and setting, readers unfamiliar with far away places find more relatable narrative 

worlds. 

Various changes employed by Canetti invert classical fairy tale gender norms and/or 

update these to depict contemporary social values. In limited ways, these modifications disturb 

the romantic myth often driving fairytale storytelling. In Ceniciento, the hardworking and 

underappreciated protagonist is a young man participating as a contestant on a dating show 

against his two “bad” cousins. The hero is a woman, Anastasia. She saves her worthy love-

interest from poverty and offers him social and economic ascension as do boy and men heroes in 

traditional versions. In effect, Canetti intervenes in classic storytelling by inverting the gender of 

the damsel and the savior. Gender switches do not end with this substitution.  

Ceniciento is industrious and praised for his care of private spaces, which is work 

traditionally reserved for women. By juxtaposing him to his vain, wasteful and unproductive 

cousins Ivan and Igor, the narrative voice applauds Ceniciento’s adoption of gendered roles and 

behaviors associated with women. Be that as it may, Ceniciento does not completely stray from 

duties traditionally assigned to men. In addition to fulfilling housekeeping chores, he is also a 

handyman and chimney sweep. Ceniciento straddles traditionally masculine and feminine labor 

and sentiments. He is humble, grateful, caring and romantic. Aside from being hardworking and 

a good person, this commendable young man is also smart and wants to pursue higher education 

to help cleanup the environment. In many ways, Canetti depicts Cenciento as an ideal, modern 
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man whose character highlights changing social norms. Contemporary readers may identify with 

this young city-dweller who earns a living from his labor and less with a young princess who 

receives all she needs as a birthright or reward for her unusual beauty, morality or lineage.  

The other men in the retelling are filled by the protagonist’s relatives, Uncle Yuri and 

cousins, whose genders were swapped. There is no supernatural fairy godmother guiding an 

orphaned protagonist through hardships. Rather, Ceniciento benefits from the kindness of a 

human, Uncle Yuri, through whom Canetti modifies the character of the substitute parent and the 

benevolent helper. These two identities are collapsed and depicted as a single supportive man 

instead of two separate women, one evil and one kind. Uncle Yuri is also the father of 

Ceniciento’s cousins, Igor and Iván. These two are the antitheses to Ceniciento because they are 

lazy, selfish, vain and spend their father’s hard-earned money on designer clothes. The brothers 

fulfill the parts traditionally filled by evil stepsisters. By comparison, their poor values and 

behavior elevate Ceniciento’s. The cousins compete with Ceniciento for the story’s idealized and 

heterosexual bachelorette. Fitting to their role, Igor and Ivan attempt to intervene in Ceniciento’s 

success. All three young men compete to engage in a romantic relationship with Anastasia, the 

perfect woman, and the opportunity for future success she offers the winner. In this iteration, the 

men are primary characters, while the only woman in the story plays the limited role of a 

traditionally charming prince. She selects her love interest and recipient of security and social 

ascension she offers in exchange for a heteronormative union.  

By substituting characters and changing normalized roles and behavior, Canetti attempts 

to divert gendered elements of the romantic myth. This retelling sidesteps classical narratives led 

by active princes, dwarves, huntsmen, and other patriarchal authorities who determine much of 

girls’ and women’s life trajectories. This Cinderella iteration does not focus on the domestication 
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of women limited to lives that revolve around matrimony and maternity in private spaces. 

Effectively, Canetti challenges the populating of fairy tales by characters, whom Zipes describes 

as “women [that] cannot chart their own lives without male manipulation and intervention” (“Art 

of Subversion” 202). In this retelling, readers are not provided classical Cinderella-like ideals of 

beauty, patience, kindness and obedience, nor are they presented with supernatural guides that 

remunerate heteronormative conformity with the miracle of love and security of marriage.  

The only young woman of the tale is Anastasia an intelligent, beautiful, bright-eyed, and 

sweet-voiced writer and journalist who is “la chica con la que todos soñaban” [“the girl whom 

everyone dreamt about”] (“Ceniciento” 11). Unlike classical versions, Anastasia’s father does 

not find an adequate husband for his daughter. Men do not answer the king’s call for suitors 

where a joust winner, dragon killer or princess rescuer is awarded the young and beautiful 

maiden’s hand. Readers of Ceniciento witness men shift from competitors to contestants as the 

retelling locates the reader in a more familiar contemporary setting, a televised dating game 

show. In the updated retelling, the woman seeks her own partner. An empowered Anastasia 

determines how to evaluate potential love objects and tests each suitor. For that purpose, 

Anastasia publicly announces her quest for a suitor on television and is in control of her search 

for the bravest suitor—markedly different from disseminating a royal decree sent out by a king. 

In various ways, girl and women readers are provided a role model who exhibits self-

determination and independence. She voices her own interests as well as pursues potential 

partners and aspirations outside the home—all based on desires that lie within accepted 

heteronormative standards. 

This narrative differs from classical portrayals of the romantic myth in that Anastasia 

does not seek a suitor based on wealth and status. Instead of men demonstrating to women 
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security and safety that is proven with material wealth and completing dangerous tasks, the 

contestants must convince Anastasia of their good nature and values. Hyperbolic promises of “un 

sol cubierto de oro y hasta la luna plateada” [“a sun covered in gold and even a silver moon”] 

are not considered sweet nothings spoken by a romantic suitor; rather, they are outrageous 

exaggerations. Another suitor’s offer of matrimony and a diamond ring are devalued rather than 

considered romantic gestures garnering excitement. Through the narrator, the retelling critically 

reflects on the praxis of wooing a potential mate with promises of wealth and matrimony. The 

narrator opines that such promises are “cosas muy tontas y exageradas” [“very silly and 

exaggerated things”] and exclaims of the contestants “¡qué aburrido y arrogante!” [“How boring 

and arrogant!”] (“Ceniciento” 18). With this retelling, young girls and boys as well as adults are 

disabused of notions that generous gift-giving demonstrates one’s love and that wealth is 

necessary for happiness. 

Anastasia’s criteria for selecting suitors and the practice of learning about them prior to 

selecting one seems to share much with contemporary ideals and courting rituals. This makes 

Anastasia a revised heteronormative role model for women but, unfortunately, not an alternative 

to Snow White, Sleeping Beauty or Rapunzel. Furthermore, for those who believe the only way 

to secure a relationship is with a marriage proposal delivered on bended knee while cradling an 

engagement ring may be jarred by Anastasia’s rejection of such an offer. None of these promises 

impress this modern woman and as the narrator insinuates, the reader is to consider these 

romantic propositions out-of-date. When compared to behaviors that comply with classical fairy 

tales, the reader may conclude they are less valuable than once thought. 

For those well acquainted with fairy tales, the rejection and mockery of such offers from 

promising heteronormative suitors is unusual. It presents an unexpected storytelling that veers 
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from the genre’s standard sequence of events. Although not expanded upon, these lines and the 

lack of nuptials at the end of this fairy tale challenge capitalist values upon which happily-ever-

after unions and marriage contracts have been based. The union in the retelling will presumably 

avoid a relationship built around an economic exchange that leads to unequal power dynamics 

between a materially wealthy royal and a poor but morally rich and talented partner.  

In this and other scenes, the retelling reflects on traditional romantic values. The beauty 

of heroines and strength of heroes often used to identify these characters as ideal models are 

replaced. The reader’s attention is redirected from these superficial traits to ones that allude to an 

emotional and cognitive maturity. Therefore, according to the narrator, the romantic words that 

woo this love object and new feminine role model are unexpected and not understood by the 

dating show audience in the tale. After proving their strength and valor, the contestants are asked 

to explain how they will make Anastasia happy. Following the hyperbolic promise of riches and 

marriage proposal of the other contestants, Ceniciento’s response is unforeseen. He says, “Te 

prometo lo que soy y lo que quisiera ser”  [“To you, I promise what I am and what I would like 

to become”]. For not offering unnecessary or useless gifts, but instead his best self, Ceniciento 

stands out as humble and sincere. His personal qualities rather than his socioeconomic condition 

seem to make him the most desirable contestant. Ceniciento follows his unexpected response by 

flattering Anastasia and subjugating himself to her superior education and career. He says: 

Pero es poco lo que doy  

por tan valiosa mujer.  

Así que a partir de hoy   

de ti quisiera aprender. (“Ceniciento” 19) 

But, I give little 

for such a valuable woman. 

As such, beginning today  

I would like to learn from you.  
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In contrast to his co-contestants and, possibly, any other fairy tale suitor, Ceniciento 

acknowledges the value of a woman not for her beauty or childbearing ability. He admires 

Anastasia’s knowledge and recognizes that he can learn from her. This is distinct from traditional 

tales because it is not solely for her beauty that Anastasia is placed on a proverbial pedestal, a 

trope from the Romance era. Ceniciento, who has not had the opportunity to attend college, 

recognizes that he can benefit from this writer and journalist.  

This is a new take on intelligent women. Classical versions depict wise, independent 

women as witches, whose elimination permits the reestablishment of a patriarchal stability that 

such women disturb. In these lines, the patriarchal gender hierarchy and the good/bad divide are 

debunked. This representation of women and men in fairy tales reevaluates women’s knowledge 

and what a good man is. The retelling modifies the depiction of smart and independent women to 

redirect their characterization away from ugly and evil. Including non-stereotypical men and 

women diversifies the realm of fantasy and presents readers with gender representations that are 

less restrictive and take small steps away from binary gender models. 

Subsequently, the trajectory of their relationship differs from the romantic climax marked 

by marriage. It is delayed some years, allowing for a lengthy courtship and for Ceniciento to 

make use of the university scholarship he won as part of the television contest. Nonetheless, this 

heterosexual couple’s relationship only detours from normalized heteronormative unions as 

depicted in classical fairy tales by adding higher education and professional career pit stops for 

both partners. The temporary diversion allows for the incorporation of modern day values and 

milestones. Afterward, the narrative continues as expected on to the delayed resolution, a 

heteronormative marriage between ideal heteronormative models.  
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Before that occurs, the enduring requirements of money and status are fulfilled to make 

Ceniciento an ideal suitor. Albeit in the retelling, and today, these components are confirmed by 

professional careers and university degrees—not castles and crowns. When informed that the 

contestant chosen by Anastasia also wins a scholarship, Ceniciento expresses his gratitude for the 

opportunity to fulfill his dream of obtaining a higher education. He states, “Quisiera ser 

ingeniero, yo me quiero superar” [“I would like to be an engineer, I want to better myself”] 

(“Ceniciento” 29). The implication is that his physical labor and service work—the causes of his 

dusty and dirty appearance and for which he is named—are inferior to knowledge-intensive work 

performed in an office. The values of contemporary societies are reflected in a socioeconomic 

hierarchy that is somewhat different from that in fairy tales. The social pyramid topped with 

nobles and rich individuals held-up by serfs and peasants is refitted to reflect contemporary 

socioeconomic values. For contemporary readers and Ceniciento to become ideal, suitors must 

“better” themselves by exchanging low-status, low-paying and physical, service labor for a high-

status and cognitive-intensive profession that is financially lucrative. Access to wealth and 

security impact the suitability of potential partners today just as it did in many of the long-gone 

societies depicted in classical fairy tales.   

Although Ceniciento clearly possesses a long list of positive characteristics and displays 

no negative traits, he is not good enough or ready to wed when he first meets Anastasia. The 

couple could have married while Ceniciento is employed as a laborer, but good people without 

wealth are presented as unacceptable spouses. The fairy tale had to transform the social condition 

of Ceniciento to make him an acceptable spouse for initially, he was too young, too poor, too 

unknown, too low class and lacked socioeconomic potential. For Canetti, anyone can become the 

prince or princess of their own narrative by being a good person who pursues a professional 
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career and/or higher education. Idealized role models and contemporary readers are required to 

wait for suitors to “better themselves” in contrast to wealthy royals in classical fairy tales who 

are born acceptable. The lesson here is a remnant from Cinderella; that is, if you are good, 

industrious and patient, you too will be selected to join the ranks of the superior social class 

leading to security and financial stability. 

Ceniciento is, initially, not the best-suited to advance from successful contestant to ideal 

spouse so he must be transformed. In the tale, Ceniciento is transformed not from frog to prince, 

but from dirty laborer to prestigious and highly paid professional. Fortunately for the protagonist, 

the narrative provides a way for Ceniciento to satisfy these requirements and win over the ideal 

woman. A scholarship bestows Ceniciento with a way to gain wealth and change his social status 

to become an ideal suitor. Ceniciento announces that he will take advantage of the scholarship to 

become an engineer who focuses on environmental issues. In response to his career plans and 

humanitarianism, Anastasia reacts thus, 

—Ay, Ceniciento, qué bueno,  

será algo innovador 

—comentó la periodista  

mirándolo con amor. (“Ceniciento” 29) 

“Oh, Ceniciento, that’s great, 

it’ll be innovative,” 

commented the journalist 

looking at him with love. 

 

This exchange highlights prestigious professions and demonstrates a shift in Anastasia’s feelings 

for Ceniciento. Before this moment, she was excited by the prospect of meeting the contestant 

who possessed the best personality. Afterward, Anastasia lovingly gazes at someone who is still 

a stranger to her, albeit a stranger with a promising career plan. Although Ceniciento has 

expressed a desire to help humanity, Anastasia complements the act that will make her suitor 
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individually acclaimed, professionally successful and, possibly, very wealthy. The love in her 

eyes seems motivated by the anticipated wealth and status of Ceniciento’s promising career path.  

The important link between socioeconomic status and marriage is reinforced by another 

character. Years later, on the day of their wedding, Uncle Yuri expresses “...con profundo 

sentimiento: —Mi sobrino es ingeniero, ¡ay, qué orgulloso me siento!” [“...with great emotion, 

‘My nephew is an engineer. Oh, how proud I feel!’”] (“Ceniciento” 31). At the celebration of his 

nephew’s marriage, Uncle Yuri focuses on Ceniciento’s socioeconomic and professional 

ascension as opposed to the new union or his positive characteristics that will produce a happy 

marriage. The focus on the transformed Ceniciento during a scene depicting the blossoming 

relationship between the idealized couple is telling of contemporary values related to idealized 

partners and the value placed on wealth.  

Unlike normalized narrative progressions that take couples quickly from a meeting to a 

wedding, the retelling delays nuptials for years, making updates to the civilizing process 

performed by fairy tales. The modifications express contemporary social norms to readers while 

simultaneously reflecting on the romantic myth and the trajectory of romantic relationships in 

classics. For example, the retelling informs readers that it is inappropriate to wed a stranger 

regardless of their seemingly good nature, status or wealth. Long courtships permit one to 

become acquainted with a suitor and allow time for partners to transform their socioeconomic 

conditions in line with ideal models. The common magical transformation of a protagonist’s 

condition in classical fairy tales is limited only to special characters in the realm of fantasy. 

Contrastingly, the retelling presents a transformation process that is available to a larger 

audience, supporting the sentiment that education is the great equalizer of all people. However, 

the sector of the population with access to higher education is largely privileged and wealthy. 
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Neither gender is portrayed as inherently superior or in need of rescue. Instead, low-

income and low-class protagonists are rescued and allowed to transform into better selves. The 

act of “rescuing” someone from physical labor reveals that this fairy tale has established a 

hierarchy in which the educated and privileged become rescuers and low socioeconomic 

conditions the danger from which one needs rescuing. In essence, Canetti swapped gender for 

socioeconomic status as the factor that determines unequal power relationships in the romantic 

myth. In spite of not depicting gender-based discrimination, Canetti’s modification to the classic 

fairy tale continues the devaluation of laborers, which extends to those without access to higher 

education or wealth.    

At first glance, Canetti’s modifications give the impression that the fairy tale is 

progressing away from patriarchal norms, gender roles and socioeconomic values. The writer 

reframes and refracts the well-known Cinderella fairytale exposing the constructed nature of 

identity and power relations as written in canonical versions. The idealized couple, Ceniciento 

and Anastasia, models contemporary ideals and gender norms that are contrary to those in 

classical fairy tales. Aside from expanding heteronormative depictions of gender, little else 

changes in this retelling. However, the core of heteronormative gender and life trajectories that 

are central to the romantic myth remain intact. The alterations to the classical result in a retelling 

that conveys current ideals, Ceniciento does not transcend them or offer alternative possibilities.  

In this updated tale, the supposedly superior mate rescues an inferior partner not with 

might but by awarding a means to increase his capital and class. Two ideal, attractive and 

heterosexual youth stumble upon the miracle of love helped by a human and benevolent being at 

an unlikely meeting on a television show. A good-natured and deserving young person is 

awarded with a rise in class and access to wealth through a union with another good-natured 
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young person whose privilege permits upward mobility. Heteronormativity and capitalism 

continue to be central to the society in Ceniciento; this updated imaginary really is just a classical 

realm otra vez [“another time”]. 

 

Relocating Eurocentrism: Blanca Nieve y los siete gigantones and Aladino y la lámpara 

espantosa 

  

Fig. 1.5 Cover art for Había otra vez: Blanca Nieve y los siete gigantes and Fig. 1.6 Cover art for 
Había otra vez: Aladino y la lámpara espantosa 

 

 The eight book series only has two human protagonists that are not White. One of these is 

Arab, as in the original version, whereas the other is changed from White to a Black African 

character by Canetti. Generally, in the series, there is a main modification to each retelling’s 

protagonists that impacts the narrative and other elements. However, Blanca Nieve y los siete 

gigantes is the only fairy tale with a change to the protagonist’s race and ethnicity. In this story, 

the guiding modification is the substitution of a traditionally White character for a Black one. 

Initially, it seems Canetti attempts to diversify fairy tale characters and expand portrayals of 
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idealized beauty. Not counting the only animal protagonist in the ugly duckling tale, illustrations 

depict White protagonists even though their ethnicity is not explicitly stated in Canneti’s 

versions of Sleeping Beauty, Little Red Riding Hood, Pinocchio, Rapunzel and Cinderella. 

 The settings for the Snow White and Aladdin retellings are unspecified, exotic geographic 

spaces. These are distinct from the undefined rural green spaces, where classical fairy tales take 

place. In her retellings, Canetti places well-known characters and stories in unexpected 

surroundings like deserts, tropics and grasslands to refract non-Western realities in children’s 

literature. These settings are used in addition to the aforementioned city in Ceniciento marked 

with skyscrapers, smokestacks and sidewalks. These three narratives diversify fairy tale settings 

and simultaneously incorporate more diverse groups in the genre. Although these settings help 

expand traditional fairy tale locations, they lack group specificity and result in the 

homogenization of African and so-called Arab geographical spaces.  

In addition to a lack of specificity, in the retelling Aladino, stereotypical attributes of the 

Middle East15 and Orient16 are used interchangeably and exotified. Adding to the fantastic 

elements of the retelling, but resulting in an unspecified location, the narrator in Aladino begins 

the tale with these words, “Allá por las lejanas tierras del Medio Oriente ocurrieron mil y una 

historias sorprendentes” [“Over there, in the far off land of the Middle East took place one 

thousand and one astonishing stories”] (“Aladino” 2). These lines emphasize the physical and 

                                                
15 According to dictionary.com, the Middle East is loosely the area from Libya East to 
Afghanistan, usually including Egypt, Sudan, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, Iraq, Iran, 
Saudi Arabia, and the other countries of the Arabian Peninsula; this term previously included 
Iran, Afghanistan, India, Tibet, and Burma. The term lacks consistency and these countries do 
not seem to share an obvious point of reference, which speaks to its problematic and artificial 
nature. 
16 According to dictionary.com, the word Orient refers to Asia, especially East Asia and, 
formerly to the countries East of the Mediterranean. Again, this term is problematic because it 
lacks fixity, a defining character and is imposed by those outside the geographic area. 
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cultural distance between the perceived reader and the foreign setting so distant that its location 

is simply far. This “window” into the “Medio oriente” [“Middle East”] begins by framing the 

location and by extension its culture, as unusual, not in promoting the inclusion of the Middle 

East in fairy tales or diversifying stereotypical representations of the region. This part of the 

world and other distant places that are difficult, if not impossible, for many Americans to locate 

on a map have been lumped together, confused and homogenized. The tale’s accompanying map 

illustration places the narrative in Egypt and Jordan, but the other visual and literary elements do 

not clarify exactly what group or groups are being represented in the retelling. Nonetheless, the 

foreignness, extravagance and uniqueness of the setting and its inhabitants is clear to the 

reader—an ‘other’ unlike the presumed reader is the subject of Aladino. A lack of such group 

specificity and the muddling of non-White cultures in the genre is a practice problematized by 

Bacchilega. In the Western imaginary, the Middle East has been constructed as a concept 

referred to as the Orient,17 and through The Thousand and One Nights, became identified with 

exotic magic and fantasy (Bacchilega “Fairy Tales Transformed?” 21). Whoever the residents of 

this far off place are, the distance between the reader and this undefined ‘other’ is enhanced 

further by storytelling elements that focus on differences instead of inclusion. 

In Aladino, the narrative and the illustrations jumble culturally relevant details from Arab 

and Indian cultures. The retelling makes use of the undefined setting to mix Middle Eastern with 

Indian cultures by awkwardly inserting a garment from the Indian subcontinent, the sari (a 

draping women’s wrap), one from the Arab world, the babuchas [middle eastern slippers], and 

one common in both areas, the turban. In addition, camels and flying carpets transport characters. 

The outdoor markets could be Indian haats or Arab souqs. The blue-walled dwellings could 

                                                
17 For more on the construction of the Orient in the Occidental imaginary see Orientalism by 
Edward Said. 
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reference the large city of Jodhpur, India, but more closely resembles the Moroccan town of 

Chefchaouen, located in Arab Africa. Added to these places are buildings that look like the 

famed Taj Mahal in India, rounded mud structures in the desert, and white-washed cave 

dwellings like those found in Andalucía, Spain, as well as minaret towers similar to those on 

Islamic mosques. The retellng’s setting includes a diverse group of undefined and inconsistent 

settlements that do not help the reader identify a location or solidify the narrative’s location, but 

do contribute to producing a sense of the unfamiliar. By not defining a geographic space and not 

being faithful to a specific group, the artifacts and places lose their cultural context and meaning. 

Nonetheless, the reader is presented with settings distinct from commonplace castles and 

enchanted forests found in many traditional fairy tales. 

Details in Canetti’s rendition of Snow White diversify the cultural elements associated 

with fairy tale residents. Simultaneously, this retelling lumps together Black groups and cultures 

including groups that were forcibly taken to the Americas during the transatlantic slave trade. In 

Blanca, these elements include toucans, bananas, mangos, pineapples, watermelon, cacti, palm 

trees, and Sub-Saharan African print fabrics. The retelling substitutes important storytelling 

elements from the classic version with elements relevant to rural Africa and other areas where 

some groups from the African diaspora reside. For instance, Blanca chokes on a bite of “sandía” 

[“watermelon”] instead of an apple (“Blanca” 22). To their marriage, the idealized couple wear 

“trajes multicolores” [“multi-colored outfits”] with Sub-saharan African prints, and guests play 

“tambores” [“drums”] (“Blanca” 32). The setting portrays Black groups living in primitive 

dwellings and undeveloped lands. The narrative states Blanca lives in a hut and the gigantones 

[“giant giants”] live in a cabin. The supporting images set these structures in isolated rural 

grasslands and tropical areas. The colorful objects, simple structures, as well as the undeveloped 
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tropical and rural areas stereotypically depict Black cultures and groups as inferior to and less 

developed than other groups. 

The evil stepmother Falsina, whose name is derived from the Spanish word for false or 

deceptive, is depicted as uncivilized. When seeking to confirm her supreme beauty, Falsina does 

not speak with a magic mirror. Rather, the “madrastra hechicera” [“witch stepmother”] confers 

with a “charco” [“puddle” or “pond”] (“Blanca” 8). The fairy tale land that Falsina inhabits 

appears to be a non-industrialized area, where mirrors have not been developed. Falsina’s 

reflective magic surface is a small pond of water outdoors instead of a lavishly framed mirror 

hanging on the walls of an opulent castle. Her closeness to nature adds to the overall effect of 

portraying Black people and the places they inhabit as less civilized and contributing to White 

supremacy ideology.  

        

Fig. 1.7 Illustration of the wicked stepmother, Falsina, from Blanca Nieves y los siete gigantones 
(9) and Fig. 1.8 screenshot from Walt Disney film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937). 
 

When reacting to the news that they no longer are the most beautiful women in the realm, 

the evil stepmothers, in the versions created by Disney, Brothers Grimm or Perrault, are upset 

but controlled. Their anger and jealousy are made evident to the reader, but their reactions are 

not explosive. For example, in the 1937 Disney film Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the evil 
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stepmother and queen is portrayed as angry but carries herself in a dignified and composed 

manner. As captured in the screenshot above (fig. 1.8), this queen reacts to the news by standing 

tall and raising her head with dignity and restraint. In her posture, her balled-up fists and arched 

eyes and brows are the only indication of her jealous rage. 

On the contrary, the Black sorceress and stepmother in Blanca, Falsina is depicted very 

differently from the calm, poised and calculating wicked White stepmothers. The portrayal of 

Falsina makes use of the “angry black woman”18 motif both in the illustration and text. Falsina 

reacts violently when the magic pond tells her that Blanca has surpassed her beauty and the 

status associated with feminine beauty. The narrative explains that, “La madrastra, furiosa, al 

charco se metió y loca de la rabia chapoteó y chapoteó” [“The furious stepmother got into the 

pond and, crazy with rage, splashed and sloshed”] (“Blanca” 8). The idea that Falsina is illogical 

and crazy is supported by her senseless and violent kicking at water when provoked by jealousy. 

Characterizing Falsina as angry, out of control, aggressive and brutal paints her negatively; at 

worst, she is stereotypically an angry Black woman and, at best, a child having a tantrum. 

The racist treatment of the Black stepmother in comparison to the White stepmothers 

radiates out to those around her. All the jealous stepmothers summon a henchman after their 

magic mirrors inform them that the stepmothers’ beauty is surpassed by their stepdaughter’s. A 

frenzied Falsina summons her neighbor, the wicked Macaco [“macaque monkey”] instead of a 

huntsman to help eliminate her feminine rival. The word macaco is the name of a subfamily of 

                                                
18 According to race scholars Trina Jones and Kimberly Jade Norwood, this so-called “Angry 
Black Woman” is the physical embodiment of some of the worst negative stereotypes of Black 
women—she is out of control, disagreeable, overly aggressive, physically threatening, loud 
(even when she speaks softly), and to be feared (2049). She will not stay in her “place.” She is 
not human. Importantly, the “Angry . . . Woman” label is assigned almost exclusively to Black 
women. The salience of this trope comes from the combination of blackness and non-conforming 
femininity.  
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monkeys. The animalization of the Black neighbor makes use of racist references to Black 

people as monkeys, apes, gorillas and the like. These are offensive slurs used to negate the 

humanity of Black people to support White supremacy ideology. The connotation associated 

with these terms is that African people are savage, and more akin to animals than to humans. 

Historically, this racist ideology has been used to justify the enslavement, colonization, and 

slaughter of various groups including Black people from Africa. This abominable word choice, 

in addition to depicting Falsina as an angry Black woman, facilitates framing her and Macaco’s 

criminal behavior as self-serving and immoral as well as inhuman. 

Offensive racist stereotypes are used in the depiction of “bad” African characters in the 

retelling, which are not used for White evil doers in traditional fairy tales. Some of the worst 

negative tropes and stereotypes about Black people are employed to describe the evil characters 

in Blanca. The White evil doers’ crimes are explained away by mental illness or insanity 

indicated with maniacal laughter. The latter group’s humanity is never questioned, whereas the 

former group’s criminality is linked to beastly behavior and a presumed inferiority.  

Even though Canetti expands the characters of the fairytale realm, her attempts to include 

Black and Arab cultures and characters are depicted in relation to traditional fairy tale norms, 

which includes European beauty standards. As is common in fairy tales, very little if anything is 

mentioned about the physical appearance of men; Aladino is no exception. The narrative only 

mentions changes to his clothes that denote wealth and class. Canetti does not describe Aladino, 

but she does describe Blanca throughout the retelling. Initially, her physical features are 

glamorized for being unusual, and later, the narrative attempts to whiten Blanca’s features. In 

both types of descriptions, Blanca is othered; she is not depicted as simply a fairy tale resident. 
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When Blanca is first introduced to the reader, her dark features are highlighted and 

exotified. The description makes use of some offensive terms, and her beauty is described in 

relation to whiteness. The problematic fairy tale retelling begins with these words,  

Había una vez 

una choza 

donde nació una niña 

saludable y hermosa. 

 

Tenía ojos rasgados 

y de color caramelo, 

su piel como chocolate 

y muy crespo su pelo. 

 

—Le pondré Blanca Nieve, 

es un nombre ideal 

—comentó su mamá 

que era muy original. (“Blanca Nieve” 2) 

Once upon a time 

there was a hut 

where a girl was born 

healthy and beautiful. 

 

She had slanted 

and caramel colored eyes, 

skin like chocolate 

and kinky hair. 

 

“I will call her Snow White, 

it’s an ideal name,” 

her mom commented 

that it was very original. 

 
As with classical fairy tales, the retelling affirms that Blanca has some of the necessary attributes 

to be a role model for girls and women; she is attractive, healthy and able-bodied. Furthermore, 

the description of the protagonist supports the Eurocentric feminine beauty myth. In these 

stanzas, Blanca’s attributes are glamorized for being attractive as well as unusual or foreign. 

Some of her physical attributes that are not associated with White people are disparaged. 
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For instance, the writer uses the offensive term “ojos rasgados” [“slanted eyes”] when 

she means hooded eyes or narrow eyes. The problematic term relates to a history of 

discrimination against Asian people by mocking the shape of their eyes, which continues today. 

In early 2020, the “fox eye” video challenge depicted celebrities and other people pulling at their 

temples to exaggerate a make-up trend that shaped eyes diagonally toward the temple. In 

February of the same year, there were over four million views of the #FoxEye videos on the 

video-sharing social network TikTok (Díaz “People”). Some Asian people have found the videos 

offensive and see a connection between the gestures in the videos and the way they have been 

mocked in real life. These sentiments and opposition to the TikTok challenge are declared in 

multiple #FoxEye videos. Objections are summarized thus, “Before the upturned eye was 

considered beautiful and fashionable, people would slant their eyes to disparage the Asian 

community. That was a deliberate act of oppression to perpetuate Asian immigrants’ perpetual 

foreigner status” (Moya “Our True”). In the retelling, Canetti’s word choice demonstrates a lack 

of sensitivity to such racist mocking and the deliberate othering of some Asian groups. 

The description of Blanca’s eyes continues. This beauty has “ojos pardos y dulces como 

la miel” [“brown eyes sweet like honey”] that are also described as “de color caramelo” 

[“caramel colored”] (“Blanca Nieve” 26, 2) later in the tale. The darkness of her eyes is 

acknowledged, but multiple modifiers push the color away from the original “pardo” [“brown”] 

toward the much lighter colors of translucent amber and golden yellow. These modifiers result in 

lightening the dark eyes of the protagonist, making her beauty align more closely to whiteness 

and an idealized protagonist. These descriptors do double work because they also define 

Blanca’s character in line with personality traits of traditional princesses. Aside from designating 

colors, the adjectives sweet, honey and caramel insinuate that Blanca is pleasant or agreeable. 
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With the same words, Blanca’s personality is likened to those of ideal girls and women in 

traditional fairy tales, and her beauty is presented within European standards of beauty. 

Readers are told Blanca is Black, but the narrative works from the perception that brown 

eyes, Afro-textured hair, and other features associated with Black people are unattractive and 

undesirable. Qualifying Blanca’s beauty with adjectives that lighten her darkness or focus on her 

features as foreign equates to the thinly veiled prejudicial statement “pretty for a Black girl.” 

This problematic phrase is a racist expression that means a Black woman or girl is attractive 

despite being of a race considered undesirable and unattractive. The retelling’s description of the 

beautiful protagonist does not praise her dark features and Afro-texture hair as attractive based 

on their inherent characters. The reader’s attention is not focused on perfect tiny ringlets, or 

flawless and richly melanated skin and eyes. Rather, the text attempts to either align Blanca’s 

physical features with European beauty standards or distance her features from these ideals to 

describe them as attractive simply for being foreign. Even the protagonist’s name doubles its 

efforts to center whiteness. Although her name means otherwise, Blanca has dark skin and eyes. 

Her name translates to white snow and is a carryover from the classic fairy tale. It is redundant 

and unnecessary to describe a white object using the adjective white. For all Canetti’s efforts to 

depict a beautiful Black protagonist, lightening, minimizing and exotifying her features amounts 

to their rejection.    

 The description moves on to Blanca’s hair, which is called “crespo” or kinky, revealing 

shade-ism in Black communities and colorism prevalent in Latinx and other communities.19 

Colorism is “skin-color privilege [that] has benefitted light-skinned Latino/as often at the 

expense of darker[ed] skin Latino/as” (Chavez-Dueñas et al. 17). It is a system of racist 

                                                
19 These unequal power relations within and between groups will be further discussed in the 
following chapters. 
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prejudices and unearned privileges received by an individual based on their eye and skin color, 

and hair type when these approximate whiteness and European beauty standards. The cultural 

capital one does or does not receive as well as the un/favorable treatment is based on a color 

hierarchy with whiteness at its pinnacle. The cultural capital bestowed upon those expressing or 

near whiteness amounts to unearned advantages and favorable treatment benefitted is known as 

White privilege. On the other hand, shade-ism and colorism manifest as biases against physical 

traits—including Afro-textured hair—and discrimination against Black groups and the cultural 

practices associated with them. Latinx communities use the Spanish phrase “pelo malo” [“bad 

hair”] when expressing such sentiments about Afro-textured hair. The phrase denotes hair that is 

considered unruly and/or difficult to comb or manage. The adjective malo [“bad”] is used to 

describe hair that is neither straight nor considered pretty. The Eurocentric connotation is that 

Afro-textured hair needs to be tamed and/or conquered, so its texture and aesthetic conform to 

European beauty standards. Regarding discrimination against Afro-texture hair, stylist and 

creative consultant Solange Franklin Reed notes that, “It’s very strange because we don’t ask too 

many other cultures to change something physical about what they are born with” (Lawrence). 

The rejection of “pelo malo” or Afro-textured hair is part of anti-Black sentiment prevalent in 

Latinx and other communities that has serious impacts on Black communities and individuals. 

In some instances, not conforming one’s Afro-texture hair to European beauty standards 

makes individuals vulnerable to social and institutionalized racism. Discrimination based on 

prejudice against Afro-texture hair is widespread and a serious problem not only in Latinx 

communities, but also in the U.S. In 2019, the California state senate found it necessary to pass 

Senate Bill no. 188, known as The CROWN Act: Creating a Respectful and Open Workplace for 

Natural Hair. Similar legislation was passed or introduced in other states. The California bill 
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acknowledges that “The history of our nation is riddled with laws and societal norms that 

equated ‘blackness,’ and the associated physical traits, for example, dark skin, kinky and curly 

hair to a badge of inferiority, sometimes subject to separate and unequal treatment” (California 

State Senate Bill No. 188). For these reasons, character descriptions are important especially 

when referring to marginalized groups. 

It matters who and how groups are depicted in fairy tales, their many spin-offs, on 

various platforms, and in media generally. For individuals with one or multiple marginalized 

identities, their representation in the media can either promote existing prejudice or challenge 

biases. Both types of representation have real-world consequences. The language used by Canetti 

exposes biases related to her background, proof that the person and the way content creators 

portray marginalized groups matters. Illustrations are also important tools in representation. Like 

Canetti, most of the series’ illustrators appear to be White or White-presenting Spaniards and 

Latinxs. They include an Argentinian man, French woman, Spanish man, four Spanish women, 

and unidentified, Olga Mir. The images prepared by the illustrators for the collection 

subordinate, marginalize and erase many groups that do not mirror European beauty standards 

when the narrative does not clearly incorporate non-White groups. All primary, secondary and 

unnamed background human characters are White except for the two instances when the 

narrative indicates otherwise. It is important to highlight that unless specifically directed by the 

narrative, illustrators depicted characters like themselves, White, to populate the narrative instead 

of reflecting a multicultural world. The illustrators and the narratives contribute to the 

normalization of White characters as fairy tale residents and the othering of non-White groups. 

The presence of White characters is ubiquitous and the universal standard that makes all other 

groups non-existent or exotified when present. 
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Further biases are revealed when content creators represent intersectional identities and 

those with multiple marginal identities. Each identity category adds a layer of complexity to the 

subjugation of some groups. For instance, in the U.S., the sexism experienced by a White woman 

is different from the sexism experienced by a Black woman. The prejudice the latter experiences 

is modified by her perceived race resulting in various stereotypes including the “angry Black 

woman” or the racist non-complement “pretty for a Black girl.” As the example of the Black 

evildoer Falsina demonstrates, prejudice against an individual is further complicated and 

manifested distinctly in response to different identity combinations. In addition to an individual’s 

sexual orientation, class, religion, and other identity categories, the representation of 

marginalized individuals is further impacted by the cultural biases of content creators and 

industry gatekeepers, which includes publishers and editors. 

Taking into consideration the social norms and ideals depicted in literature, one can 

presume that additional marginal identities further impacts who is seen, written about and 

illustrated. Additional data about cultural elements (e.g. religion and multiethnic identities) and 

other identity categories (e.g. citizenship and sexual orientation) would be useful to flesh out the 

complex representation of intersectional identities. Although CCBC began data collection in 

1985 to track representation of Black people in children’s books, their efforts expanded to some 

other racial and ethnic groups in 1994, “LGBT” folks were added in 2017, and gender first 

appeared in 2018. Data collection about several racial, ethnic and gender groups are missing, as 

is information about multiethnic, multilingual and other identity categories. Extrapolating from 

the data presented and my personal observations, little information about the representation of 

some marginalized identities (e.g. differently-abled, queer, Muslim, as well as multicultural and 

multilingual individuals) is missing because these groups are missing in children’s literature.  
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Although Había otra vez relies on stereotypical details to contextualize the geographic 

and cultural relocation of fairy tales, Canetti’s efforts to expand the fairytale landscape provides 

some visibility to previously ignored groups and undervalued places. The collection does some 

limited work toward diversifying fairy tales by adding unexpected protagonists to the intertextual 

fairy tale universe of Cinderella and Snow White. The characters of Ceniciento and Blanca add 

multivocal narratives to the classics; their presence legitimizes some marginalized groups and 

incorporates ignored ones into the universalizing canon. These retellings provide readers with 

“windows” into Arab and Black spaces, and the lives of independent women and modern men 

who display both traditionally feminine and masculine traits.  

Unfortunately, the retellings’ narratives and illustrations support both heteronormative 

and Eurocentric norms. The texts question some social power structures and restrictive identity 

norms but simultaneously support heteronormative and Eurocentric social standards. Canetti 

reactivates prejudicial biases even as she attempts to distance her versions from problematic 

gender and racial elements found in the classical versions. In some instances, Canetti expresses 

critical feminist sentiments but these suffer from her and the illustrators’ Eurocentric, 

heteronormative and other prejudices. Critical storytelling must contend with their own biases as 

they address intersectional identities and meticulously exam the manner these are depicted in 

storytelling. The representational failings hinder Canetti’s social critiques, as does her failure to 

move beyond simply updating fairy tales to reflect contemporary values and norms. 

In the retelling of Cinderella, Ceniciento appears to forge an initial break with the 

patriarchal social system, its coinciding family values, capitalism, and gender norms as 

expressed in classical tales. In their majority, when age appropriate for the protagonists, the 

stories of the collection produce heteronormative familial structures. The three stories that do not 
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end in marriage have non-adult protagonists, the duckling, Pinocchio and Riding Hood. Canetti 

did not include marriage plans for the young characters perhaps because child marriage and 

betrothals are shunned upon in Western societies. Therefore providing young readers with a 

possibility in which children marry was inappropriate. However, the remaining five stories 

conclude with a happily-ever-after ending, as do the classics. The closed endings produce a 

heteronormal pairing with married couples or plans to marry for Ceniciento, Blanca Nieve, 

Aladino, Rapunzel and the hideous sleeper. Despite challenging fairytale motifs like the 

domestication of women and the motif that fairy tale heroes are men or boys, Canetti’s retellings 

with adult protagonists all lead to heteronormative unions. The series delivers on the storytelling 

promise implied by the title “there was another time,” by providing readers with another version 

of traditional ideals as appropriate for our times. The series does not make use of fantasy’s 

potential to create new imaginaries. Audiences receive another or updated version of classical 

tales not a new imaginary of a different time or new possible futures.  

Canetti’s retellings take on some feminist but not postcolonial points of contention. 

Critical storytelling about representation must address intersectional representation (class, 

ethnicity, gender, etc.) including Eurocentric ideals. These oversights limit her critique, as does 

her failure to imagine new realities beyond simply updating fairy tales to reflect contemporary 

values and norms. One way Canetti diversifies fairy tales not addressed in this discussion is in 

her language choice. The author who is also a professional translator and editor of Spanish and 

English children’s literature managed to supplement the many English-language fairy tales with 

her Spanish versions. Nonetheless, Canetti who is a Cuban-immigrant to the U.S. missed the 

opportunity to address problematic issues in representation linked to Latin America’s colonial 

history.  
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Arguably the most important work Canetti does is to invite readers to question 

imaginaries and demonstrate how to challenge established imaginaries by modifying well-known 

narratives. This increases those engaged in critically (re)reading fairy tales but also it is a crucial 

step toward creating new and alternative imaginaries. Canetti teaches and encourages readers to 

reframe narrative focuses, refract diverse voices and reflect on the way fairytale versions engage 

in intertextual dialogue however it is not enough. As explained by Bacchilega, retellings have the 

potential “to shatter a certain uniform reception of fairy tales, to reexamine the elements of the 

classical fairy tales, and to reconsider their function and meaning and whether it might not be 

better to alter them” (Zipes 188). For these reasons, retellings of fairy tales are important cultural 

tools of resistance and subversion. It teaches audiences to practice critical reading skills and 

engage actively in intertextual dialogues that empower readers and media-users with the tools to 

challenge objectionable and unequal power, which has been normalized by society and 

reinforced by commercialized media. By activating the promise of fantasy, its eternal fountain 

can replenish the existing “impoverished poetics of magic” (Transformed 6) to do more than 

rethink, but instead think up new possible futures for both marginalized and privileged identities. 
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Chapter II 

Re-gendering Storylines in Brazilian Telenovelas and Funk Music 
 

While the Latin American nation has made legal strides to ensure the rights of queer Brazilians, 

gender conformity continues to be a contentious and a dangerous issue for queer individuals and 

women, nationally. In November 2017, then Presidential candidate and congressman, Jair 

Bolsonaro was fined for his previously televised hate speech against homosexuality. The 

presiding judge in the case stated Bolsonaro abused his freedom of expression by deliberately 

insulting and humiliating the queer20 community, a crime exacerbated by the fact that Bolsonaro 

was fulfilling his official role as an elected member of the Brazilian legislature during the 

incident. The same month, world renowned theorist Judith Butler, who is (in)famous for her 

scholarship questioning binary models of gender and sexuality, was verbally attacked and burned 

in effigy in Brazil. The protests in Campinas, São Paulo, were held at a conference that Butler 

helped organize. Protesters associate the de-legitimization of a binary gender system with the 

weakening of heteronormative family values based on Christian beliefs.21 These incidents are 

evidence of gender-based tensions in Brazil that materialize as anti-feminist and anti-queer 

sentiments; supporters of Bolsonaro, the 38th Brazilian President, and Butler’s protestors 

advocate for the continued and normalized policing of gender. 

                                                
20 As explained in the Introduction, the term queer is used as an inclusive acronym referring to 
non-cisgender and/or non-heterosexual individuals. 
21 Protesters depicted Butler as Satan on handheld signs and demanded of fellow Brazilians, 
“Defenda a família enquanto é tempo” [“Defend families while there is time”], and implored 
“Buzine em favor do casamento como Deus fez: 1 homem + 1 mulher” [“Honk in favor of 
marriage as God intended: 1 man + 1 woman”]. Similar concerns were voiced in response to a 
national campaign to implement “Ideologia de Gênero” [“Gender Ideology”] meant to educate 
students on diversity, improve coexistence in schools, combat gender and sexuality-based 
prejudice and discrimination (Castro “Ministério da Educação”).  
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Popular culture in various media contribute to both supporting as well as opposing the 

enforcement of gender norms and attempt to transcend rigid models some Brazilians work to 

preserve. Critical or modified traditional storylines have the potential to present new imaginaries 

that surpass traditional gender models but may fall into patterns that in whole or part reinforce 

heteronormative ideologies. IBOPE (Brazilian Institute of Public Opinion and Statistics) 

analyses of audience responses to such storylines via polls and YouTube user comments 

demonstrate that heteronormative counter discourses and mainstream representations of non-

cisgender individuals have work to do. Furthermore, law enforcement data collected by the 

Brazilian Secretariat for Human Rights of the Presidency of the Republic (SHR from here 

forward) has documented an increase in human rights violations and hate crimes in Brazil. These 

serious and dangerous crimes against genderqueer people highlight the ways discourses that 

normalize restrictive heteronormative social models lead to prejudice and violence against 

marginalized individuals.  

 There are some critical narratives that attempt to address normalized social models used 

to oppress and marginalize different groups; however, some reworkings produce limited 

challenges and at times contradicting messages. Both standard and reworked narratives are 

important because Brazilian media have a history of depicting heteronormative storytelling that 

is prejudicial in various ways (e.g. sexist, homophobic and racist) and is linked to the national 

identity and foundational myths. Over the years, telenovelas22 or Latin American soap operas 

have claimed to challenge these prejudices by including queer characters in narratives while funk 

music has seen an increase in women rappers who assert they are empowered by the genre. For 

                                                
22 Latin American telenovelas are historic or fictional melodramas that last for 6-18 months. 
Well-known singers and actors may portray characters, and the content is intended for various 
ages, social classes and genders. 
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instance, various producers of popular Brazilian television programs and funk music attempt to 

incorporate or rework traditional storylines by including marginalized groups. Limitations and 

advantages to social critiques in reworked telenovela programming and funk music are evident in 

the attempts to insert marginalized identities into traditional storylines or replace dominant 

characters with marginalized ones. Inserting marginalized groups into popular narratives 

provides them with visibility; however, reworked television and music narratives may not 

address heteronormative ideologies much less confront or modify dominant social models and 

narratives that reinforce prejudices against some groups.  

 To better understand if and how Brazilian storytelling transcends gender and sexuality 

stereotypes, it is essential to consider the representation of queer people and women when these 

are inserted into existing telenovelas and funk music narratives, respectively. First, this 

discussion will utilize a comparison between these popular genres’ standard narratives with 

reworked narratives to analyze the different ways marginalized groups are represented and 

written into telenovelas. The comparison will allow me to consider the social and narrative 

critiques presented by telenovelas who incorporate queer characters into standard narratives. To 

this end, I will analyze the different ways queer sexualities and relationships are depicted in 

relation to heteronormative ones, and in storylines generally. Of particular interest to this 

discussion is when, how and in what number queer characters appear in telenovelas. Secondly, to 

consider women in funk, I intend to review general trends of distinct types of funk videos posted 

online to explore how women are both present and represented in funk. I will focus on how funk 

impacts the representation of women in the favelas, in funk performed and/or composed by 

women rappers. To discuss attempts to rework the established roles of women in funk, I will 

analyze the music video “Ai Como Eu Tô Bandida Dois” [“Oh, What a Scoundrel I am, Two”] 
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because it seems to make some strides to challenge binary gender norms and surpass rigid 

heteronormative models. My consideration will question the assertion that feminine funk opens a 

new dialogue of feminism for women in Brazil by examining both lyrical and non-lyrical aspects 

of funk. Of both telenovelas and funk music, my central question asks whether inserting 

marginalized characters into prejudicial storylines challenges or reinforces heteronormative 

ideologies prevalent in popular mainstream media. 

 

Gender Policing in Brazil 

The rational for this study is supported by academic and government data documenting that an 

individual whose gender expression does not coincide with heteronormative social expectations 

is met with prejudice and violence. Official government reports compiled by the SHR provide 

quantitative data to support scholars’ claims. According to SHR data from 2011 to 2012, there 

were 85,803 police reports of assaults on queer individuals in Brazil. SHR reported “biologically 

male” individuals are the most affected, making up 95.2% of victims of hate crimes, while 4.8% 

were “biologically female” (45). Of the 82.98% of victims that chose to provide personal 

information, victims selected the following identify categories23: 60.44% gay, 37.59% lesbian, 

1.47% “transvestite,” and 0.49% transsexual (47). These figures are eclipsed by the fact that, in 

Brazil, crimes against queer individuals result in a death every 28 hours (Araújo). The following 

table summarizes SHR hate crime statistics (Secretaria 11):  

                                                
23 Some Brazilian Portuguese identity terms related to race, gender and sexuality do not carry the 
same cultural meanings that make similar terms offensive in US English. 
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Fig. 2.1 Relatório sobre violência homofóbica no Brasil: Ano de 2013 published by the 
Secretariat for Human Rights of the Presidency of the Republic. 

 
The SHR reports victims suffer multiple attacks, and the rate of attacks increased exponentially 

in 2012, when compared to the previous year. Victims suffered an average of 3.23 violations, 

and crime reporting increased by 166.09%. The astonishing growth in complaints may be due to 

the existence of more victims or more attackers, indicating a worsening of the precarious 

situation of queer Brazilians. On the other hand, SHR states that reporting and/or complaints are 

impacted by a boost in the visibility of queer folk, resources and support groups for people who 

suffer discrimination. SHR attributes additional reporting to the spread of information via the 

internet and a surge in the visibility of hate crimes (Secretaria 37). News sites, blogs and social 

networks expand access to stories about hate crimes and the violation of the human rights of the 

queer community. However, SHR indicates more crimes occur than those that are reported 

because sometimes hate crimes are justified by the victims themselves; “ocorre a naturalização 

da violência como único tratamento possível, ou a auto-culpabilização” [“violence is naturalized 

and assumed the only possible treatment, or there is self blame”] (14). Also, some victims do not 

report hate crimes because they fear additional legal, physical or social repercussions, and re-

victimization by law enforcement officials when denouncing assaults. Victims lack faith in the 

criminal justice system and fear additional discrimination from other public and private 

institutions—including the media, religious institutions and family. That is, the violation of queer 

individual’s civil and human rights materialize in several forms of prejudice and violence 
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perpetrated by public and private institutions, and in social and familial interactions. Gender 

based prejudices of queer individuals are perpetuated and supported by underlying 

heteronormative ideologies broadcasted in mainstream media. Of particular importance are 

gender preconceptions and heteronormative expectations in Brazil’s most watched storylines, 

telenovelas.  

 

Telenovelas Brasileiras that Reinforce Heteronormativity in Mainstream Media   

 Brazilian telenovelas dominate prime time audiences24 by maintaining a prominent 

position in popular culture and mainstream media according to IBOPE, as reported on November 

28, 2017. Scholars from the international research group Observatorio Iberoamericano de la 

Ficción Televisiva (OBITEL), funded by Globo (also known as Rede Globo, the largest 

Brazilian media conglomerate) studied twelve Ibero-American countries for ten years (2007-

2016). The television data collected substantiated that telenovelas are able to capture audiences 

on a grand scale, particularly in Brazil. The popularity of telenovelas in Brazil is evidenced by 

audience sizes and the number of titles produced in relation to other television fictions. Amongst 

the twelve countries, the largest audience of 2016’s top ten most viewed programs were those 

viewing Brazilian national productions, seven telenovelas and one mini-series. The eight 

programs were viewed by audiences comprising 39.63% to 52.54% of all households watching 

television fiction. It is important to note that telenovela content appeals to various ages, genders 

and social classes25 across various platforms. The media study titled Gender Relations in 

                                                
24  See Appendix for television show titles, ratings (percentage of viewers across all platforms), 
and shares (percentage of television households or viewers actually watching the television 
show, inclusive of various platforms). 
25 See Appendix for audience statistics of the top ten most viewed Brazilian fiction titles by 
gender, age, and socioeconomic status. 
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Television Fiction documented and categorized the audience of the top ten most viewed 

Brazilian fiction titles. Regarding the audience members’ gender 60.5% to 64.6% were women 

and 35.4% to 39.5% were men. The percentage of viewers by age range is as follows: 4-11 year 

olds (6.8% - 8.4%), 12-17 year olds (7.5% - 8.9%), 18-24 year olds (9.1% - 11.6%), 25-34 year 

olds (16.1%-19.6%), 35-49 year olds (24.1%-27.3%), and 50 years old and over (28% - 35.6%) 

(Gender Relations 135). The popularity of telenovelas in Brazil is evident when compared to its 

U.S. counterpart, especially considering that nightly telenovela audiences can include the entire 

household. This is in contrast to daytime U.S. soap opera audiences. Contrary to its atrophying 

U.S. soap opera counterpart, telenovelas command a varied, and sizable portion of fiction 

television programming that spreads beyond national borders. From 2007 to 2016, of the 31 

national fiction programs offered on Brazilian television 15 were telenovelas and two were 

miniseries. Brazilian networks benefit from and produce fiction television for large audiences 

nationally and export telenovelas internationally, in conjunction with Mexico, they export 74% 

of fiction television shows (One Decade 50).  

 Previous studies claim telenovela content impacts national identity and promotes related 

public discourse amongst its large number of viewers across national territories. Beginning with 

and expanding Benedict Anderson’s understanding of imagined communities, political 

communications scholar Mauro Porto states there exists a “dialectic in which broader processes 

of political, economic and social change have been reflected in television fiction’s localized 

representations of the nation [Brazil] even as telenovelas shape the same processes and endow 

them with new meaning” (56). As previously noted, there is communication between the 

audience and producers of telenovelas through the collection of audience opinions in IBOPE 

studies, these are compiled and viewer statistics confirm audience approval of content. In turn, 
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the producers of telenovelas attempt to satisfy audiences by creating or altering content based on 

audience preferences. Although producers may incorporate non-heteronormative elements, social 

constructions on telenovelas are represented in-line with audience desires and/or expectations—

including gender, national identity, race, ethnicity, and social class. Telenovela storylines and 

content adjust to adhere to current standards as circumstances change audience expectations.  

Ideological underpinnings (e.g. sexism and White supremacy) imbued in character 

representations and woven into storylines are mediated through this form of popular culture.  

 Based on research into four decades of telenovelas and Brazilian nationhood, Porto 

compares popular culture and audiovisual media with mass ceremonies that create unified 

national public spaces across regional, class, and other social boundaries (55). Based on his 

studies, Porto concludes that telenovelas impact Brazilian society in two ways: telenovelas echo 

society’s contemporary sentiments about the national identity while mediating between 

traditional and heterogeneous characteristics of the nation. Thus, in relation to images of the 

nation, telenovelas “should be viewed not only as a form of entertainment but also as an 

important source of symbolic representations of national identity” (Porto 64). This is important 

because such storytelling both identifies who does and does not belong to the national body 

while it amplifies dominant voices and minimizes marginalized ones. 

 Gender is one area in which telenovelas reinforce long-standing norms while attempting 

to negotiate nascent ideologies. According to the OBITEL study of gender representation in 

primetime broadcasting from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., telenovelas demonstrate that a gender hierarchy 

continues to control the genre’s storylines and portrayal of women, men and queer characters. 

According to Paim Gomes et al., before the 1970s, gender representations in Brazilian 

telenovelas limited gender expressions to men and women that reflected heteronormative and 
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binary ideologies (Gender Relations 149, 154). Today’s heterosexual representations of women 

and men mostly follow traditional gender norms, while queer characters often lack depth and 

respect. Using Império (2014) as a case study about common heteronormative couples in 

telenovelas, researchers noted that “with regards to heteronormative love...success depends on a 

more delicate and condescending female representation towards the figure of the man” (Gender 

Relations 153-154). Today, Telenovelas continue to feature romantic love between a subordinate 

feminine woman and a socially superior masculine man. In line with traditional family norms, 

couples seek to reproduce offspring while maintaining gendered behavior and expressions. In 

their study, Paim Gomes et al. note gender-based power inequalities in Império that exemplify 

uneven relationships. A main character, José Maria who appears to be about 50 years old is 

married and maintains an affair with 20-something year-old Isis. In addition to the two women 

vying for his sole attention, José Maria has an illegitimate child from a third woman. While 

pining for José Maria’s love, Isis “attends to all his wishes [and]...she appears selfless and in 

love;” Isis’ main goal is  “marrying or maintaining a stable union with José Maria” (Gender 

Relations 152). Sexist representations of women characters reinforce chauvinist and 

heteronormative ideologies that bolster the national identity: women further the nation by 

providing offspring and contributing their domestic labor. Due to rigid gender-based norms, the 

representation of genders in telenovelas, and in popular culture generally need to be critically 

reworked to transcend stereotypically restrictive storylines and represent all genders respectfully 

with well-rounded characters. 

 Another marginalized group whose poor portrayal helps to normalize heterosexual 

couples are queer people; they are depicted as deviant and in opposition to heteronormative 

models. Paim Gomes et al. summarize the representation of queer individuals in mainstream 
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television shows, “The tradition was that whenever gay characters appeared in the fiction stories, 

they were ridiculed, stereotyped or just presented as supporting characters” (One Decade 65). 

This type of characterization delegitimizes queer people and minimizes their stories and 

differences.  

 Since the 1960s, in Brazil, mainstream media has broadcasted narrow and problematic 

representations of queer characters. O Globo has continued to broadcast telenovelas with queer 

characters during peak viewing times. This is important because O Globo is the private 

broadcaster of the six broadcasters in Brazil, producing 22 of 31 national titles of fiction (Paim 

Gomes et al. One Decade 100). Although this seems like an increase in the visibility of queer 

individuals, one must consider the depiction and function of queer characters in relation to the 

overall storyline.  

 When queer characters appear in telenovelas, their storylines are limited: they function as 

agents of comic relief, taboo and sexual curiosities hinted at through watered-down romantic 

relationships and censored intimate exchanges. For example, the first kiss on the mouth between 

two women aired in Amor é Revolução (2011): the first kiss on the mouth between two men in a 

Brazilian telenovela was aired in the final chapter of Amor à Vida (2014) (“Final de ‘Amor à 

Vida”). However, subsequent kisses did not follow, because the broadcasting company (Sistema 

Brasileiro de Televisão) suppressed the second recorded kiss and prohibited further intimate 

recordings (“Luciana Vendramini”). Even the primetime telenovela with the most homosexual 

characters to date, A Lei do Amor (2017), failed to air footage of any of its three homosexual 

couples in affectionate interactions, kissing or touching (Frandaloso). Homosexual characters 

have not been physically affectionate with their on-air partners or spouses with the same 

frequency and explicitness as heterosexual characters indicating that audiences, networks and 
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sponsors privilege storylines that maintain patriarchal hierarchies and heteronormative 

narratives.  

 On June 12, 2016, Globo aired the first sex scene between a same-sex male couple, in the 

mini-series26 Liberdade, Liberdade [“Liberty, Liberty”] during the 11 p.m. time slot (Gender 

Relations 104). Although there were some shots of the male bodies laying naked together, the 

scene lacked many of the typical parts of a heterosexual sex scene. In Liberdade, Liberdade, 

neither character attempted to seduce or undress the other. They did not embrace or engage in 

foreplay leading up to intercourse. The much anticipated sex scene was deprived of any 

indications of genital stimulation or penetration. That is, there were no shots of the couple 

engaging in intercourse.27 Instead, pre and post coitus shots were aired instead of an elaborate 

sex scene typical of telenovelas. This attempt to represent sexual activities between queer 

characters on Brazilian mainstream television was aired off primetime and not depicted in the 

most watched genre, the telenovela. These decisions may have ensured a smaller audience and 

perhaps decreasing possible backlash against the network by more conservative audiences and 

sponsors. However, audiences did watch the episode. In fact, the rating points of the final 

episode with the underwhelming sex scene received the second highest audience views of all 

show’s episodes. Liberdade, Liberdade’s first episode received 27.1 points28 and the last episode 

received 26.6 points, as a percentage of all people who watched television that night. Ironically, 

a show titled Liberty, Liberty did not have the self-determination to air the first Brazilian 

                                                
26 A miniseries is similar to a telenovela in content but with fewer episodes. Miniseries have had 
less than ten and superseries had had no more than 70 episodes. Meanwhile telenovelas air about 
200 episodes, but the longest aired 807 episodes. 
27 Video available at: videos.sapo.pt/8ODTe8NEk5Q8v9z2kGqW 
28 Each 0.1 of a point is equal to 10,000 viewers. As reported at: 
www.formulatv.com/noticias/57746/television-brasilena-vive-primera-escena-sexo-gay-
telenovela-epoca 
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television sex scene between a gay couple as blatantly as the numerous sex scenes between 

heterosexual couples on primetime shows. As this example demonstrates, telenovelas are 

censored by unequal representations of queer characters in quality, quantity of queer points of 

view, and the privileging of heteronormative storylines occurring while homosexuality is 

closeted. 

 Viewer ratings and IBOPE reports are evidence that incorporating homosexual characters 

benefits telenovelas by increasing the number of viewers. The majority of polled audience 

members claim to be in favor of queer relationships, yet according to IBOPE audience polls 

(whose data is controlled by those who solicit a poll), the same respondents state they do not 

wish to view queer characters in relationships that mirror heterosexual couples.29 IBOPE’s 

viewer studies document that telenovela storylines have been altered in response to audience 

criticism (Hailer). Responding to viewer polls, broadcasting stations disallow and/or alter queer 

characters and storylines to meet viewers preferences as with the censoring of the intimate 

relationship between lesbian characters Clara and Marina, in Em Familia (2014). Broadcasting 

stations refuse to represent physical intimacy or air the normalization of intimate interactions 

between homosexual couples, especially sexual exchanges between women. An IBOPE poll 

determined machismo and Catholic conservatism bar a lesbian storyline that demonstrates 

intimacy between two women, or a representation that transcends classical and stereotypical 

images of queer characters in mainstream media. As explained by Hailer the majority of the 

audience approves of the relationship between Clara and Marina, nevertheless, viewers do not 

                                                
29 Marcelo Hailer’s IBOPE report and statistics for Em Famlía are unavailable for review. When 
seeking to verify these statements with data, this research was faced with a statement on 
IBOPE’s website that states students may freely use all content available at the portal and Kantar 
IBOPE Media’s social networks, however the company does not divulge information that was 
not previously authorized due to contractual obligations 
(www.kantaribopemedia.com/academico/). 
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want to see lesbian women in intimate exchanges or engaging in the daily activities of a 

heterosexual couple such as waking-up together or kissing. Hailer states this is due to “ um forte 

grau de repulsa por parte do telespectador naquilo que diz respeito a outras sexualidades 

possíveis” [“a strong degree of repulsion on behalf of the televiewer who says they respect other 

possible sexualities”]. He links these sentiments to a strong degree of sexism and conservatism. 

While the telenovela’s viewers claim to support same-sex couples in the Em Família storyline, 

their polled intolerance bars viewing lesbians “como” [“like”] heterosexual couples (e.g. 

engaging in physical and affectionate exchanges); this amounts to censuring representations of 

homosexual characters and stories.  

 In another observation, Hailer notes that Em Família producers’ attempt to make the 

characters more palatable for audiences failed. Regardless of producers’ attempts to “higieniz[ar] 

os corpos abjetos” [“sanitize abject bodies”], the rejection of homosexual affection is very 

strong. As such, two middle-class, White, thin, feminine women can be friends but not “viver 

como ‘heterossexuais’” [“live like heterosexuals”]. Even when portraying queer characters with 

otherwise dominant identities is insufficient for audiences to accept viewing them as a couple. 

The rejection does not bode well for the tolerance of other queer characters or individuals that 

may also happen to be low income, a person of color, conventionally unattractive, not thin, not 

strictly feminine or masculine, or living with a disability.  

 The trajectory of social acceptance and incorporation of queer characters into traditional 

media appears arduous; the task seems particularly illusory when the character is a queer woman. 

The difficulty may lie in that intimate relationships between women subvert heteronormative 

social models and the national identity by displacing man-centered social structures. Secondly, 

mothering, home chores and related labor expectations of women are upset when coupling does 
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not follow heteronormative models. For instance, eliminating men from familial or intimate 

relationships may be interpreted as a woman usurping a man’s power—in effect circumventing 

patriarchal structures and the reach of patriarchal authorities. The IBOPE report concludes that 

audiences disallow such subversion.  

 Referring to the IBOPE report, Hailer states that audiences rejected the representation of 

a lesbian couple’s day-to-day activities together, but accepted the storyline of the first two men 

living together in Paraíso Tropical (2007). Hailer surmises: 

Homens vivendo juntos pode, mulheres não. É neste sentido que a subversão do sistema 

heteronormativo é tão importante, pois a rejeição ao “viver como” não é diretamente ao 

fato de Clara e Marina serem lésbicas e isso a pesquisa revelou. Trata-se da ideia 

enraizada de que os corpos femininos não podem se deslocar dos espaços de gênero que 

lhes foram arquitetonicamente destinados, pois isso é subverter a ordem… 

[“Men can live together, women cannot. It is in this sense that the subversion of the 

heteronormative system is important, because, the rejection of “living like” is not directly 

due to the fact that Clara and Marina are lesbians [as] the research revealed. It is rooted in 

the idea that feminine bodies cannot be dislocated from gendered spaces structurally 

intended for them, as this is subverting the order…”] 

In short, Hailer surmises Brazilian women are not permitted autonomy outside a man-led familial 

structure, even in fictional telenovela narratives. Hailer attributes poll results not to a rejection of 

the lesbian characters; rather audiences renounce attempts to subvert the social framework that 

outline gendered spaces, power dynamics and acceptable self-expression. The social structure 

and, as this chapter will explain, the national identity continues to restrict women’s prescribed 

behavior. Extracting women from their designated spaces, in effect, subverts the heteronormative 
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social order. Akin to the arguments voiced by protesters to Judith Butler’s presence in Brazil, 

some viewers understand alternatives to the established heteronormative social order as attempts 

to disintegrate women’s traditional familial roles with an unnatural option, which is presumed to 

not be on par with heterosexuality. In order to maintain viewers engaged in the telenovela, Em 

Familia producers honored the audience’s preferences in regards to viewing homosexual 

characters and the patriarchal social structure. The broadcasting company chose to bar lesbian 

sexuality instead of eliminating the lesbian couple’s storyline from the greater plot.  

 The stark contrast between pollees’ approval of Clara and Marina’s relationship and the 

same viewers’ strong repulsion of lesbian sexuality is incongruous. Contrary to IBOPE 

conclusions, the treatment of the lesbian characters’ storyline in Em Família does not reflect 

approval or even tolerance of lesbians on par with the support of heterosexual characters and 

intimate relationships between heterosexuals. Queer women’s sexuality is not affirmed in the 

telenovela nor are their intimate daily activities; the portrayal of which would equate lesbian 

relationships with heterosexual relationships. Erasing lesbian sexuality and intimacy from 

storylines permits broadcasting companies and viewers to claim political correctness and attract 

lesbian audiences while electing certain elements of lesbian women’s life experiences to 

acknowledge.  

 The void of certain information empowers traditional viewers to imagine the routines, 

intimacy and sexual encounters of lesbians in a way that affirms their own heteronormativity and 

prevents audiences from identifying with queer characters. The media provides audiences with 

representations of non-heteronormative women that comply with aspects of heteronormative 

models; these are depicted with deference for European beauty standards, feminine gender 

expressions, monogamy, Christianity, and employment in a capitalist economy. Aligning the 
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representations of queer characters with heteronormative models facilitates incorporating queer 

characters and identities, like Clara and Marina. Depicting queer characters as heteronormal has 

detrimental results for queer folk; their rejection and invisibility is justified with the use of 

patriarchal and national ideologies. Partial or unfavorable representations of queer characters 

perpetuate the othering and marginalizing of queer folk that lead to prejudice and physical 

enforcement of social norms.   

 For some conservative individuals, non-conforming individuals are an affront to the 

Brazilian national identity and its underlying tenets, culminating in the prohibition of explicit 

intimacy between homosexual women in mainstream telenovelas. Lesbian sexuality challenges 

Christian familial structures and gender norms because lesbian sexuality does not lead to 

reproduction of offspring in the same way that heterosexual relationships can. Also, lesbian 

relationships reject the dominance of women by men. Some audience’s renouncement of 

characters that rebuff a gender hierarchy is evident in the storyline’s lack of sexual and sensual 

interactions, and physical affection between the women, Clara and Mariana. The absence of such 

exchanges between lovers and newlyweds is glaringly disproportionate in contrast to intimate 

scenes of heterosexual couples.30 In comparison to a heterosexual couple from Em Família, 

Laerte and Luiza have seven sex scenes in as many episodes (Bittencourt “Em família investe”) 

while the lesbian couple never has sex, not even on their wedding night. In place of lovemaking 

or the allusion of coitus, there is a scene of the women dancing mostly back-to-back in matching 

wedding gowns, hair, makeup and nail polish; however, the couple never engages in sex, or even 

                                                
30 The first on-screen kiss ever broadcasted on Brazilian television aired in 1951, between actors 
Vida Amélia Guedes Alves and Walter Forster, on the teleteatro Sua vida me pertence. In 1963 
the first kiss between a same-sex couple, on Brazilian television aired on the telenovela TV de 
Vanguarda, between actresses Vida Amélia Guedes Alves and Georgia Gomide.  
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kisses on the mouth (2014).31 The wedding night scene does not demonstrate the women 

consummating their marriage. This reinforces heteronormative values that prejudicially deem 

marriage between two women as a farce because of biological differences related to coitus and 

reproduction. Clara and Mariana’s union is represented as incomplete and inferior to 

heterosexual marriages. The scene communicates an absence. Read: no penis, no heterosexual 

sex. No heterosexual sex, no marriage. Which raises the question: why include lesbians in Em 

Família if lesbian sexual experiences are censored or receive disproportionate treatment in 

comparison to heterosexual intimacy, and presented as a lesser union than a heterosexual union, 

if a union at all? 

 Claims that audiences and broadcasting stations approve of homosexual couples in 

telenovelas grate against the portrayal of gender variant characters. João Silvério Trevisan—

writer, gay rights activist and founder of the first queer rights organization in Brazil, SOMOS—

alludes to this contradiction and provides some insight. Trevisan states,  

Acho que nós homossexuais somos usados pela mídia quando precisamos criar 

escândalo. Aí é bom para o Ibope aumentar. As novelas funcionam com tal parcimônia 

que podem parecer cafetina de viado.” (“Recife”)  

Trevisan indicates the media utilize homosexual characters to scandalize audiences and generate 

increases to audience ratings. Viewers’ morals are shaken and reaffirmed by the spectacle of a 

body failing to perform heteronormative gender expressions. The commotion produces righteous 

feelings as broadcasting companies furnish viewers with  “another” from whom to differentiate. 

Through the spectacle and othering of queer characters telenovelas instruct and reinforce viewers 

on socially unaccepted customs and behavior. Furthermore, Trevisan claims frugal productions 

                                                
31 Scenes available on Globo Play at globoplay.globo.com/v/3505109/. 
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display queer characters in a manner parallel to brothels. That is, alike pimps, broadcasting 

companies sell access to gender queer bodies: the spectacle titillates the audience, bolstering 

show ratings for the benefit of creators not characters or the community they represent.  

In the same way that polled audience members have a limited commitment to the incorporation 

of homosexual characters into mainstream storylines; the network Rede Globo restricts aspects 

related to homosexual characters’ sexuality in Em Família.  

 The sexuality of same-sex couples is not addressed directly. This aspect remains hidden. 

Maintaining the issue a taboo allows viewers to interpret lesbian sexuality within 

heteronormative relations or as abominations of so-called “natural” sexual behavior—both 

reinforce Christian based heteronormativity. The message follows: homosexual women are 

permitted to a. By not filming sex between the women, Clara and Marina can be integrated into a 

heteronormative social order interpreted as either non-sexual friendship or through the male 

gaze—compatible with heteronormative storylines solicited by the audience. That is lesbian 

women are socially acceptable as long as their relationship does not breach a sexual limit 

determined by audience polls and ratings. Rede Globo includes lesbian characters to sell the 

public display of marginalized queer characters, titillating the male-gaze, scandalizing viewers 

and exoticizing non-conforming individuals, which reaffirms binary gender norms.  

 While the scene of Clara and Marina’s wedding night does not end in consummation, 

presenting the brides as twins allows the viewers—in their minds’ eye—to incorporate the 

women into heteronormative society. The costume, make-up, and de-sexualized character of the 

women facilitate making lesbians more acceptable for an audience with heteronormative 

expectations. The feminine brides wear identical gowns, the same dark teal nail polish, and have 

similar hairstyles and makeup. In the scene, the women cannot copulate nor even dance like 
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heterosexuals—within a heteronormative framework the scene reads like a failed attempt at 

coupling. Yet, the presentation of the brides as twins facilitates interpreting the scene as a 

ménage à trois awaiting a heterosexual male. From this depiction, the audience can surmise that 

queer characters and, by association, queer folk are anomalies due to their non-heteronormative 

coupling.  

 Eliminating, homogenizing and stereotyping groups in storytelling further erases 

marginalized experiences from popular culture and the national discourse. As such, cisgender 

Brazilian viewers are prevented from identifying with and humanizing queer telenovela 

characters that are not shown doing common daily activities. Normalizing particular sexuality 

expressions and narratives in mainstream media facilitates the devaluing of and prejudice against 

characters in media and individuals in the real world who do not correlate with ideologies, values 

and practices laid out in traditional storylines. Restrictions imposed on queer storylines in 

mainstream television are also prevalent in other popular media, which indicates a need for new 

and more inclusive imaginaries that counter heteronormative storylines.  

 

Gender Scripts in Normalized Storylines: Funkeiras and Funkeiros  

Gender, race, class and other group identities are also used to marginalize individuals’ based on 

their intersectional identity in television and other media. That is, an individual’s desirability and 

representation depends not only on sexuality and gender but on an intersection of these and other 

identity categories. Sometimes intersectional identities result in further marginalizing an 

individual, and in other instances an intersectional identity permits some people to navigate 

multiple identities and spaces. As such, a discussion of gender in relation to sexuality, race and 
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ethnicity highlights how various identities interact resulting in particular media troupes and 

specific prejudices in television and music.   

 Although mainstream television media has been slow to expand gender representation, 

many funkeiras—or women funk singers—have worked to challenge heteronormative and 

submissive representations of women in eletrofunk or Brazilian funk music. This musical genre 

originated from the 1960s funk popularized by Black American singers like James Brown. The 

Brazilian funk version shares many similarities with U.S. funk. Like the original, funk artists 

create the melody of funk using samples of other songs, and compose the music with electronic 

sound machines. Since the genre’s onset and similar to U.S. rap and hip-hop artists, some 

Brazilian funk artists add Master of Ceremonies (MC) to their stage name. Initiating this trend, 

MC Marlboro released the eletrofunk album in 1989, titled Funk Brasil. Additionally, the two 

genres share content and a developmental trajectory. Brazilian funk was created by and for 

residents of favelas, representing life in economically depressed, informal communities 

struggling with high levels of crime and low resources. Although initially rejected by mainstream 

media and society, once funk became fashionable, it spread from the favela outskirts to the city 

centers. The popular music’s fast beat and lyrics can be heard at funk parties known as bailes 

funk in low-income favela communities which are also frequented by the Brazilian middle class 

as well as clubs patronized by the upper classes. Controversy plagues its various themes and 

iterations, including funk conscientização, funk probidão, funk ostentação, funk gospel, funk 

feminino and funk lésbico [“consciousness-raising funk, forbidden funk, ostentatious funk, 

gospel funk, funk performed by women, and lesbian funk”]. 

 As indicated by its name, Brazilian Penal Codes are utilized to prohibit funk probidão 

music: Article 286 criminalizes inciting violence, and Article 287 criminalizes justifying crime 
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or criminals through praise, glorification or lauding (Sneed 222). According to Brazilian culture 

scholar Paul Sneed, drug gang factions and bosses commission funk probidão songs whose lyrics 

justify their illegal actions, equate their gang rule with traditional order, glorify their charity to 

the community, outline the expectations of the community members and punishments dealt out 

for digressions. Gangs pay for the local distribution of personalized recordings and commission 

dances that celebrate the gang (Sneed 228, 238). Through some funk probidão, gangs present 

their own “discourse that unifies the community in racial, class, and geographical terms as it 

naturalizes and universalizes the rule of the drug traffickers” (Sneed 229). Funk probidão 

legitimizes the actions and presence of drug traffickers and bolster a gang’s hegemonic 

governance of a favela while opposing official narratives prepared by government bodies and 

law enforcement agencies.  

 Alternately, funk ostentação celebrates material consumption alike the purposeful display 

of items that represent excessive wealth and elite status prevalent in U.S. rap and hip hop culture. 

Song lyrics of funk ostentação enumerate extravagant belongings, and funkeiros mention 

designer brands, expensive cars and motorcycles, and imported items (Abdalla and Zambaldi 

638) to further exemplify their purchasing power. Claims of success are supported by music 

videos that ostentatiously display rows of luxury automobiles, rappers adorned with excessively 

large jewelry, and dressed in designer clothing amidst an array of attractive models in posh 

surroundings. Like their U.S. counterparts, funk ostentação artists demonstrate their privileged 

socioeconomic status through their lyrics, personal styling, and music videos.  

 Literally and figuratively, throwing money around contrasts starkly with the 

socioeconomic barriers faced by many favela residents and the originators of the musical genre. 

Opponents of funk ostentação reject the genre’s promotion of an impractical and financially 
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unfeasible lifestyle for fans living in economically disadvantaged and socially marginalized 

favelas. In spite of one’s personal opinions regarding funkeiro and funkeira lifestyles and 

performances, Brazilian funk provides alternative narratives about favela residents and present 

nontraditional social norms, which expand favela storylines in traditional media.  

 In their music and performances, singers of funk gospel and funk lésbico, and possibly 

funk feminino, present gendered behavior that is based on distinct social models from those 

promoted by funk ostentação and funk probidão. For instance, funk gospel is composed of 

rhythms and musical styles similar to other funk types. However, the lyrics, the physical 

appearance of funkeiros and funkeiras of funk gospel, and their dance moves are consistent with 

conservative Christian values. Funk gospel advocates Christian customs such as praying, reading 

the Bible, and participating in baptism (“Jesus no Tamborzão”) in addition to Christian values 

including faith in Jesus Christ, belief in religious salvation, and the rejection of extramarital 

sexuality and drug use (“A Perseguida”). Some funk gospel songs have original lyrics with 

Christian themes or resemble animated religious sermons complemented by funk music (e.g. “No 

Passinho Do Abençoado” and “Tonzão at Roda de Fogo”). Some funk gospel artists may rework 

popular mainstream funk songs, changing the lyrics to reflect religious ideologies. For example, 

in preparation for a visit to Brazil by Pope Francis I, the youth group Jornada Mundial 

Juventude (JMJ) altered the lyrics, costumes, and dance moves of the song “Show das 

Poderosas,” by popular funk artist Anitta. In the original song, Anitta lists attributes of funk to 

persuade audiences to become fans of the genre. Using similar visual styles, music and rhythm, 

the funk gospel version “O Show do JMJ” (“Clipe - Show da JMJ”) encourages youth to pray and 

participate in the youth festival that welcomes the Pope to Brazil. This reworking of a well-
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known funk song and video exemplify the popularity of funk music, and its reach into various 

factions of the Brazilian population. 

 Another funk subgenre reworks funk music to take a women-centered approach, which is 

deemed as a feminist discourse by some scholars and audiences. However, it is necessary to 

distinguish between funk by women known as funk feminista, funk lésbico and—I propose—

funkeira funk. Kate Lyra, an American Bossa Nova performer and film industry trainer in Brazil, 

calls music performed and/or created by women funk feminista, and claims it empowers women. 

Crudely and in detail singing about their own sexual activities and conquests,  funkeiras imitate 

misogynistic lyrics and performances by funkeiros. On the contrary, some funkeiras invert the 

ideological stance that unquestioningly accept a man’s sexuality while restricting the sexual 

activity of women; even when funkeiras simultaneously critique social norms and 

heteronormative ideologies.  

 Lyra claims funkeira-enacted liberal sexuality is parallel to the sexual autonomy claimed 

by funkeiros. Beginning with the first funkeira, Tati Quebra-Barraco, these artists assert sexual 

liberation for themselves and women in general. Tati Quebra-Barraco and other funkeiras have 

inverted the role of sexual initiator from men and taken it for themselves, yet funkeiras remain 

burdened by traditional norms about heterosexual intercourse outlined in funk. Demands for 

sexual freedom by funkeiras coincide with heteronormative models that position women in the 

service of men’s sexual pleasure, instead of singing about other sexual or sensual activities that 

would produce pleasure for women.32  

                                                
32Funk lésbico or lesbian funk exists but does not receive comparable economic or social 
support. For examples, of funk lésbico see: www.huffpostbrasil.com/2017/01/18/esta-rapper-
lancou-uma-versao-lesbica-do-funk-deu-onda-e-as-m_a_21698571/ or 
www.revistaforum.com.br/digital/162/sapabonde-o-fenomeno-funk-lesbico/ 
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 When Lyra declares that funkeiras appropriate agency over their sexuality, representation 

and labor for their own benefit, she ignores the origins of that sexuality and how funkeira labor 

and representation reinforce a social hierarchy bolstered by subservient women. The author 

explains that funk by women is feminist because funkeiras “negotiate the use of the pejorative 

depictions of women inherent” in rap and funk and “express a type of empowerment” that 

“refuse[s] the politics of respectability” in order to “seize self-representation” and make 

“demands for the acceptance of a sexualized body” (Lyra 347-348). Furthermore, funkeiras 

obtain this agency by combining “new technologies in social media with assertive forms of direct 

action, bold embodiments and street eroticism” that is free of shame (Lyra 347-348). According 

to Lyra, funkeiras reclaim words used to shame women into performing traditional gender roles 

and ensure their bodies and sexual activities are aimed to pleasure men. Tati Quebra Barraco and 

other funkeiras profess their ability to pleasure men and as crudely as funkeiros detail the 

women’s sexual practices. Empowering women by redefining terminology used to control 

women’s sexuality, rejecting norms of honor centered on women’s piety and chastity, providing 

examples of self-representation, insisting that women’s sexuality be legitimized and unburdened 

by sexual shame are progressive actions that further women’s equality. However, adding the 

modifier feminist to funk songs created or performed by women is a faulty application of the 

adjective. Doing so, Lyra fails to question ideological pillars of heteronormative models 

expressed in so-called funk feminista. At the center of compulsory heterosexuality and 

motherhood, binary gender expressions, and imaginaries that mirror normalized storyline are 

performances of femininity curated for the male gaze—all aimed to pleasure, labor for and 

advance men in traditional society. None of that seems to be in line with feminist ideologies or 

furthering the status of women. 
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  In his Brazilian Studies, Sneed shares Lyra’s sentiments about funk’s sexual liberating 

effects. He attributes “utopian dimensions”—that temporarily supersede restrictive social 

norms—to funk and bailes funk, and he claims the “transparent sexuality in funk works against 

the social controls” of sex and romance (74). The controls Sneed refers to are heteronormative 

social norms that dictate sexual behavior, gender expression and social hierarchies in favor of 

heterosexual men. Sneed also uses Tati Quebra-Barraco 33 to lend credence to the idea that the 

treatment of sexuality by mainstream funkeiras is sexually empowering and liberating. The 

scholar perceives Tati Quebra-Barraco’s objectification of men, and her self-positioning as a 

sexual “hunter” as a rejection of social norms that require women’s sexual passivity and 

emotional dependence on men (75). However, a critical analysis of the examples cited by Sneed 

to support his claims regarding women’s status in relation to funk, reveal heteronormative 

ideologies remain intact instead of being challenged. The following lyrics, from Tati Quebra-

Barraco’s song “Tchutchuco,” illustrate how women are depicted in funk as a sexual pursuer and 

controller of sexual interactions with men:  

Tira a calcinha, goza no pau, entra e sai 

Tira a camisa, bota, tira, entra e sai 

Tira a camisa, bota, tira, entra e sai 

 

[“Remove your underwear, feel pleasure on your woody, go in and out 

Remove your shirt, put it in, take it out, go in and go out 

Remove your shirt, put it in, take it out, go in and go out”]  

                                                
33 The dozens of cosmetic surgeries the rapper has undergone contradict claims that she is 
challenging heteronormative power dynamics related to among other social structures patriarchy 
and European beauty standards. For more information see: “Tati Quebra Barraco revela já ter 
feito 26 pásticas desde o começo da carrerira.” Globo, Quem. 14 Jan 2021. 
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Tchutchuco, vem aqui com a sua tigresa 

Vou te botar na mesa pra chupar minha... aha aha 

O gatinho até gosta, mas tu sabe como é 

Mas se eu pago o hotel ele faz o que eu quiser 

 

[“Baby, come here to your tigress 

I’m going to put you on the table to suck my… aha aha 

The little cutie even likes it, but you know how it is 

But, if I pay for the hotel he does whatever I want”] 

The lyrics begin with a list of commands: clearly, Tati Quebra-Barraco dictates the sexual 

exchange but seems to center the pleasure of her presumably male partner. In the instructions 

that follow, she explains the reason the male complies with her demands and why the power 

hierarchy in this situation favors Tati. By her own admission, Tati Quebra-Barraco’s desires are 

fulfilled because she pays for the hotel space. Tati Quebra-Barraco’s sexual power is linked to 

her monetary, not social superiority. The fact that her sexual liberation is contingent upon her 

financial ability to purchase a man’s sexual labor limits her supposed sexual liberation and that 

of other women. This leads to the question: what about the desires of women without the funds 

to pay for power, sexual or otherwise? Sexual gratification that is dependent on the possession of 

capital does not transcend or subvert traditional power relations. Instead, Tati Quebra Barraco 

buys temporary access into the existing system of sexual power: Tati Quebra-Barraco’s superior 

position expires with the expiration of her rented space and is limited by her purchasing power. 
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While the woman controls this exchange, she fails to alter or even question her inferior social 

positioning within the traditional community in which women exist.  

 Sneed misreads Tati Quebra-Barraco’s reaction to her inability to adhere to Brazilian 

beauty standards—as he simultaneously applies those same beauty standards to devalue her 

identity as a Brazilian woman. In his description of Tati Quebra-Barraco’s performance of this 

song, Sneed notes the fat rolls are exposed by Tati Quebra-Barraco’s clingy midriff and states 

her physical attraction is inferior in comparison to other funkeiras. Referring to Tati Quebra-

Barraco’s catchphrase “Sou feia mas tô na moda,” [“I am ugly, but I am in style”], Sneed asserts 

that in this statement the funkeira refuses having her value determined by traditional beauty 

standards. Yet Sneed, like Lyra and Tati, falls into a heteronormative trap by attributing a low 

value to Tati Quebra-Barraco’s physique, and ignoring that in the catchphrase the funkeira 

acknowledges her physical beauty is below the social standard not beyond it. Both the artist and 

Sneed judge Tati Quebra-Barraco’s worth based on her lack of prescribed good looks, all while 

claiming to subvert sexist social norms that subjugate women to men’s pleasure and power.  

 Simply substituting a man funk artist with a woman funk artist changes the mouthpiece, 

not the message. The social system funk continues to support subjugates women, and 

disseminates slurs that shame and punish individuals into representing cisgender norms in their 

behavior and presentation. The consequences persist. Mainstream funk by men and women 

reinforces social inequalities and heteronormativity. Funkeiras promulgating sexist and 

heteronormative lyrics is proof heteronormative messages are internalized, not transcended or 

challenged. For this reason, men do no need to patrol women to ensure heteronormative models 

are maintained. As Tati Quebra-Barraco’s catchphrase demonstrates, she is aware of and 

enforces social norms and gender-based restrictions on herself and her listeners. Although 
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funkeiras may gain agency, income, and visibility by creating and performing funk, their 

achievements are limited when funkeiras’ work reflects a male-gaze. By reworking lyrics in a 

manner that correlate with heteronormative gender norms and privileging men, funkeiras fail to 

transcend normalized imaginaries. Consequently, feminist funk or funk feminista are misnomers 

and can be described as funk by women. Instead of feminist and possibly more aptly, funk by 

women can be denominated funkeira funk, with the first noun qualifying the second to mean funk 

music created by and about self-identified women, in whatever manner that is realized.   

 Alternately a progressive and critical funk, funk lésbico successfully breaks with 

normalized heteronormative imaginaries. Unlike other types of funk, funk lésbico explores sex 

between women intended for the pleasure of women, sidestepping social norms designated to 

uphold a patriarchal structure. Women-centered imaginaries can potentially transcend sexist 

hierarchies and liberate women from the male-gaze, gendered subjugation, and a 

heteronormative framework.  

 One such funk band, O Sapabonde, is composed of eight self-declared lesbian funkeiras. 

Their name is a mash-up of a pejorative for lesbian (sapatona) and slang for a group of friends 

(bonde). The intentional treatment of gender permeates beyond the band’s name and into its 

lyrics and music videos. O Sapabonde frames women’s sexuality distinctly from that of 

mainstream media, including other types of funk and telenovelas. In a group interview, MC 

Laura explains the band’s conscious effort to steer clear of gender-based oppressive ideologies: 

“Hoje rola um cuidado maior pra não soar machista e sexista” [“Today, greater care is taken to 

not sound male-chauvinist or sexist.”] (Dias and Barreto). That is, O Sapobonde intentionally 

attempts to create funk free of misogynist messages that buttress heteronormative dominance of 

men.  
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 Reception of the band’s subversive music is limited by age due to access restrictions 

placed on viewers by the media platform, YouTube. The categorization of the band’s videos is 

telling of inherent heteronormative policing by the video sharing online giant and media-users. 

Before viewing the song “Vai não se esconde,” by Sapobonde, media-users must sign-in with a 

Google account. After which, YouTube’s interface reads: “This video may be inappropriate for 

some users.” To view the video, one must click: “I understand and I wish to proceed” 

(YouTube). The scenes that follow are of women in tank tops, t-shirts, shorts and women’s 

briefs. The women dance, kiss and grab each other over their clothing. The warning could be due 

to a three-second, blurry long camera shot in which one band member walks around topless 

amongst the group. Considering nudity commonplace in rap and other music videos, the Youtube 

warning seems excessive and motivated by homophobia. Although not the purpose of this text, 

the extra caution taken by YouTube when queuing up “Vai não se esconde,” is an example of 

how media that distributes content police sexuality, and give preference to overt heteronormative 

storylines. 

 In comparison, mainstream funk music videos abound with close-up shots of women’s 

bundas34 in thongs twerking, while being admired by men. Shots of women’s body parts in 

music videos appear in various states of (un)dress, wearing bunda exposing bottoms, low cut 

shirts or tiny triangle bikini tops only covering nipples. The images of men differ greatly. Men 

appear dressed in excess fabric wearing t-shirts that cover the men’s hips and lower body, 

sometimes these are layered with a button-up top, and are worn over loose shorts reaching 

beyond the knee. Unless topless to show off strength with muscles and toughness with tattoos, 

                                                
34 Bunda is Portuguese slang for buttocks. This highly valued body part is important in relation 
to a woman’s attractiveness, in Brazil. There are bunda focused competitions and cosmetic 
surgeries to enhance the buttocks, famously known as the Brazilian butt lift.  
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funkeiros’ bodies are not highlighted or appear wearing form fitting clothes. Funkeiros are not 

sexualized or objectified in the ways women and their bodies are in lyrics, music videos and 

performances. 

 In many funk videos, multiple women are shot together in sexually charged scenes. 

Mainstream funk exploits these scenes of women-on-women sexuality to excite men that appear 

in the same shot and, presumably, appeal to the male-gaze. In these scenes, it is clear that the 

women’s sexual play is intended to tantalize him not each other because the women are not 

depicted engrossed in each other but attempting to arouse an observing man.  

 On the contrary, the women engaged in sexual embraces in Sapabonde’s “Vai não se 

esconde” are clearly pleasuring and receiving pleasure from each other. The gaze is female-

centered. The women are not displayed as titillating pieces of women or as a sexual whole to be 

consumed for the pleasure of someone else, much less in line with the male-gaze. This and other 

funk lésbico challenge heteronormative storylines and reimagine traditional narratives that center 

queer individuals and women.  

 As funk’s popularity in mainstream media has grown so has the number of its opponents 

who have lobbied to prohibit the musical genre. Opposing Brazilians, politicians and government 

agencies denounce mainstream funk’s vulgar language, explicit sexual content, and promotion of 

violence and drug use. The Senate held a public audience to discuss the criminalization of 

Brazilian funk. However, on September 20, 2017, the Senate rejected the proposal stating, “o 

ritmo musical é uma forma de dar voz aos jovens das classes sociais mais baixas” [“the musical 

rhythm is a way of giving a voice to youth of the lowest social classes”] (CDH). The Senate 

chose to protect the rights of youth, from marginalized social classes, to narrate their experiences 

and represent themselves through funk. Actions taken by state, education and religious bodies to 
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regulate funk narratives and artists’ activities illustrate the methods institutions employ to ensure 

members of a nation adhere to social norms. 

 Within the music industry itself, a few gatekeepers delineate various elements about funk 

including artists’ personae and song themes. Music industry gatekeepers have commodified and 

homogenized funk music to make it a profitable merchandise for consumption via mainstream 

media. Commodification of funk music resulted in a few main genre types with limited themes. 

According to Brazilian popular culture scholars Juliana Lessa Vieira and Juliana da Silva 

Bragança, these types include funk putaria considered lewd and funk probidão promoting crime, 

drugs and violence. Funk putaria and funk probidão songs are modified into “light” versions for 

mainstream media by replacing offensive words with euphemisms or recording versions of songs 

with less objectionable lyrics. In addition, gatekeepers maintain funk norms by generating 

interest in and supporting certain funk songs and specific rappers. These and other actions by 

industry gatekeepers have modified the genre’s original content away from social critique and 

favela life in addition to limiting musicians’ access to mainstream audiences and financial 

success.  

 Responding to industry gatekeeping and aimed at safeguarding rappers’ rights, an 

association of funk musicians, APAFUNK was formed in 2008. APAFUNK states funk industry 

gatekeepers suppress diversity and censor song themes (Claudinnha, “Manifest”). In their 2019 

Funk is Culture Manifesto, the association asserts that social criticism in mainstream funk is 

replaced by lyrics that are almost exclusively pornographic. Furthermore, APAFUNK alleges 

that artists and workers are exploited, subject to abusive contracts and robbed by the industry’s 

few entrepreneurs. Vieira and Bragança warn that as artists become financially dependent on 
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funk, the control gatekeepers have over the genre and artists continues to grow. Thus, the 

association seeks to revindicate labor and creative rights while providing alternative funk venues. 

 In addition to industry gatekeepers, artists’ self-regulation contributes to the censorship of 

the funk industry and reduces diversity. Like many celebrities, funk rappers modify their 

personal styling and try to mirror beauty norms to generate more income. This seems to be 

especially important for famous women in the media who must remain youthful, thin and 

beautiful, according to Brazilian anthropologist Mirian Goldenberg (13). For these reasons, 

Goldenberg finds it understandable that funkeiras and other women undergo physical 

transformations to make their bodies align as closely as possible to social standards and, 

therefore, be more valuable as “working instruments.” Ensuring compliance to narrow standards 

of femininity has been sought through various means including surgery, which is openly 

discussed in the country with one of the highest rates of cosmetic surgery. Therefore, it is not 

uncommon for the Brazilian media to report on cosmetic surgery as part of funkeiras’ recent 

activities. These include dedicating airtime to speculating about changes to Valesca Popozuda’s 

face and body, and interviewing Tati Quebra-Barraco within days of and about her 26th cosmetic 

surgery. Claims that funk music empowers women lose traction when considering success, 

money and fame require that funkeiras modify their identities and surgically alter their bodies to 

more closely resemble beauty norms and the national identity.  

 Entities that control funk impinge on its storytelling potential by promoting artificial 

personae and limiting musical frameworks. Although some activists and artists have attempted to 

take back control of the genre, their progress seems restricted to non-mainstream media. Funk’s 

critical function and challenge to the power structure of an exclusionary national identity has 

been dampened. Instead, the limitations gatekeepers place on the genre support oppressive racial, 
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gender and other identity norms. These limitations and norms amount to the rejection of certain 

characteristics of Brazilians from lower socio-economic classes including Black, mulato, queer 

and other marginalized individuals. That is, the musical genre is now accepted in mainstream 

media in its commodified, “light” and non-critical form. The genre, like the national identity, has 

strict hierarchies in place that limit social mobility and promote certain personal modifications 

allowing some artists to take advantage of the fluid nature of Brazilian racial identities. 

 

Brazilian National Identity, Brasilidade and Funk 

Brazilian philosopher Marilena Chauí identifies three elements in the construction of the nation’s 

foundational myths central to the nation’s social hierarchies. These three elements are an image 

of Brazil as “o mítico do país-jardim” [“the mythical garden nation”], Brazilian society has a 

natural hierarchy, and God is its supreme lawmaker who is placed at the pinnacle of the social 

hierarchy. Chronicles of conquest painted Brazil as a biblical paradise existing in an eternal 

spring. The myth states there are superior individuals who naturally command; however, they are 

all subordinate to and owe obedience to God (Chauí 64). This hierarchy and reasoning justified 

the colonization and enslavement of indigenous and Black people who were and remain part of 

the lowest Brazilian social classes. Geographically Brazil was divided into regions—Brasil 

litorâneo [“coastal”] and Brasil sertanejo [“backcountry”]. The coast was associated with literate 

European bourgeoisie and the interior backlands with poor, illiterate and so-called savage 

populations (Chauí 67). As depicted in mainstream media, these divisions continue to plague 

Brazilian society, and racial, ethnic and gender relations.     

 Brazilian foundational myths contribute to the normalization of social hierarchies and 

inequalities that favor White cisgender men to the detriment of individuals who do not present as 
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such. Scholar of Brazilian racial politics Edward Eric Telles explains that “[r]acial relations in 

Brazil are strongly marked by the type of colonization that was established in its history and by 

the racial composition of its people today” (as Lima 462). According to Chauí, social divisions 

naturalize inequality labeling women, laborers, Black people, indigenous people, immigrants, 

migrants and the elderly as naturally inferior. Furthermore, the philosopher states naturalized 

distinctions tend to differentiate individuals from the national norm based on racial, ethnic and 

gender differences while some people are deemed perversions or monstrosities, as is the case of 

homosexual Brazilians (90). Aside from physical distinctions, financial and social capital 

inequalities are used to establish individual social status. 

 High-income inequality impacts by either superseding or diminishing the effects of 

certain attributes related to one’s social status. Social divisions are marked by “cultura 

senhorial” [“noble culture”] related to a feudal system, where the consumption of luxurious 

items functions to differentiate and distance social classes (Chauí 92). This is due to an income 

inequality where 2% of the population possesses 98% of the national revenue and where social 

divisions are considered natural and normal (Chauí 92). This type of geographic marginalization 

of pushes some of the population into favelas and the backcountry, known as Sertão, is 

maintained by dominant social classes and institutions. According to Chauí, higher classes 

remain dominant by monopolizing information in the mass media and defining the discourse of 

power with consensus, and posing disagreement as danger. As such, there is an attempt by 

traditional media to homogenize and block discordant expressions leaving favelados—favela 

residents—financially disadvantaged, geographically marginalized and with politically limited 

power.  Funk ostentação and funk probidão attempt to bridge this financial and power gap 

through flamboyant self-presentation, and the usurpation of local authority, respectively.  
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Brazil’s national identity does not reflect all Brazilians, rather it is a collection of idealized 

characteristics collectively denominated brasilidade. Sneed provides a detailed definition of this 

constructed identity. He states that brasilidade is:  

the Brazilian national personality, including cultural cannibalism, or the open spirit of 

appropriation of cultural artifacts and practices from foreign civilizations (referred to as 

antropofagia in the Brazilian context); carnivalesque popular cultural practices 

(involving euphoric gleefulness, playful inversion of gender and class roles, and social 

contestation); playful sensuality (sometimes involving androgyny); ... optimistic vision of 

racial harmony, often referred to in the Brazilian context as “racial democracy.” (66)  

In his application of brasilidade to funk music, Sneed notes heteronormative storylines persist in 

mainstream funk; however, he attributes funk with “the creation of temporary, collective space 

that makes available the feeling of what it would be like to live in an ideal world” (64). The 

utopian funk space permits one to escape idealized brasilidade and inequalities representative of 

the national identity. For Sneed, funk and bailes funk are experiences that ward against the 

terrors of slavery “and its legacy in social inequality” while rejecting Western rationality in order 

to “privilg[e] nonrationalist modes of self-realization” (65). Again, funk furnishes favela 

residents an avenue through which to curate their own representation and reevaluate their 

worth—be it as the gangster, the newly wealthy, the religious, the sexually independent woman 

or the highly scrutinized gender deviant.  

 As praxis, funk gives the power of discourse creation and self-representation to those 

marginalized by mainstream media and society. These are important gains when considering 

funk is a musical genre created for the representation of favela residents who belong to the 

lowest social classes and had not seen themselves reflected in mainstream music. The self-
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incorporation and -representation of favela residents in mainstream media promotes a re-

brasilidade which “denotes an expansion of Brazilianness to include greater space for the 

aesthetics of poor communities like favelas in the postmodern, globalized context of 

contemporary Brazil” (Sneed 67). An examination of funk music and funkeiros exposes their 

similarity to the national identity myth and a re-imagination of traditional norms rather than the 

creation of new imaginaries free of heteronormative and race-based hierarchies.  

 Gender inequalities in mainstream funk depict masculinity and femininity as binary and 

oppositional which is in-line with traditional gender norms even if outside respectable personal 

expressions and behaviors. In their personal expression and musical performances, funkeiros 

exaggerate traditional gender norms and abide with heteronormative models. Through these 

artists, the role models provided for men are hyper masculine, and are limited to a few favela 

troupes (i.e. gangsters, drug dealers, ostentatious ballers/show-offs and players and womanizers). 

Generally, funkeiros portray themselves as autonomous, tough, aggressive men who take or buy 

who and what they want. These men usurp power and privilege reserved for masculine 

heterosexual men that navigate society as part of the respectable upper class. On the other hand, 

funkeiras present women in hyper feminine and/or hyper sexual attire: these lascivious role 

models are the willing seekers and receivers of the male gaze and libido. Similar to their 

counterparts, the woman rappers usurp purchasing, social and sexual power reserved for upper 

class cisgender men.  

 Although Christian ethics assert women and men’s sexuality is reserved for marital 

relations intended for procreation, patriarchal societies permit men sexual flexibility because 

their libido is deemed beyond personal control. That is, men, married or not, are socially excused 

or sometimes praised when not restricting their sexuality. In such instances, a man’s debauchery 
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is understood as a demonstration of his virility and manliness. It is this permission to ignore 

sexual norms without being shamed or socially outcast that funkeiras attempt to appropriate from 

funkeiros. By claiming overt sexual prowess and unrestrained lust as evidence of power, 

funkeiras and funkeiros strengthen their social commitment to heteronormative sentiments that 

view men’s unrestrained sexual conquests as superiority over an inferior prey. By singing their 

own sexual praises, funk rappers attempt to appropriate social power and ascend from the status 

attributed to lower class favelados. For funkeiras, their praxes attempt to ascend not only from 

the restrictions placed on their socioeconomic status but also their gender 

 These prescribed expressions of gender have been regarded as dangerous by some in the 

public and government agencies because funk listeners and younger funkeiros replicate socially 

objectionable behavior. Some child and teen funk performers have caused controversy because 

they perform and present themselves the ways adult funk rappers do but at very young ages. In 

addition to the previously stated laws employed to block funk ostentação, various government 

agencies’ investigations led to the prohibition of some minor funkeiros’ performances, and 

required the minors remove certain content from their social media networks. For example, the 

Ministério Público (IG São Paulo “MC Pikachu”) banned the funk performances of minors MC 

Pikachu, MC Brinquedo [“joker”], MC Pedrinho (Muraro), MC Melody (Medeiros) and MC 

Vilãozin [“little villain”]. Some YouTube videos created controversy because of the 

sexualization of child funk rappers, and their obscene lyrics and performances at age 15, 13, 11, 

8 and 6, respectively. The mirroring of exaggerated heteronormative social norms and values 

exhibited in the funk of underage funkeiros is proof that gender expressions and behaviors model 

popular culture, and that children are socially indoctrinated at vulnerable ages.  
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In their negotiation of politics of respectability, favelados have deemed themselves as honorable 

and their communities’ culture as valuable even if their gender expressions and personal 

behavior are out of tune with Christian and national gender norms. Despite the fact that funk 

rappers successfully challenged the value assigned to favelados and the consumption of favela 

culture they did not alter traditional social hierarchies.  

 

Mulatice: Branqueamento and the Performance of Black Culture in Funk 

 Funk rappers have had some success in manipulating their sexuality and gender to 

increase their status, but the nation’s racial hierarchy complicates their identity. For a person of 

color, to ascend in Brazilian society requires branqueamento or identity whitening through the 

acquisition of capital and power, in addition to altering other aspects of their identity. Gilberto 

Freye, Antonio Sérgio Quimarães and other scholars once famously hailed Brazil as a racially 

democratic nation. Nonetheless, race-based prejudice and heteronormative policing are 

mainstays of Brazil’s social fiber, serving as marks from a colonial history driven by a Catholic 

monarchy and an African slave trade evidenced by the largest Black population living outside of 

Africa today. During colonialism, hundreds of racial categories were created to identify the racial 

makeup of one’s descendants which accounted for each European, indigenous and/or African 

ancestor. Racial categories were further complicated by influxes of immigrants from Asia, 

Europe and the Middle East. This included more than a million state-sponsored White 

immigrants (1890-1914) to replace the recently emancipated Black laborers deemed unqualified, 

according to Brazilian historian Luiz Felipe Alencastro.35 More than three centuries of slavery, 

                                                
35 For more information see: de Alencastro, Luiz Felipe. “Vida privada e ordem privada no 
Império.” História da Vida privada do Brasil II. São Paulo: Companhia das Letras (1997): 12. 
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colonialism, miscegenation and immigration influence Brazilians’ social status that are directly 

linked to phenotype, ancestral decent and cultural performance. 

 There appears to be a lack of cohesion between many Brazilian identity terms that is in 

part descriptive of phenotypic coloration, and oppositional races often designated as Black, 

White, yellow or indian. There are numerous identity categories with unfixed meanings that 

historically attempted to identify one’s racial makeup in relation to maternal and paternal 

descendents. Some labels indicate skin shade, hair color and texture, as well as facial features. 

Common identifiers are branco, moreno, pardo, negro, preto and amarelo [“White” (color and 

race), “brunette, brown, Black” (race), “black” (color and race) and “yellow”] (Petruccelli and 

Saboia). These identifiers are linked to social hierarchies—the closer one presents to whiteness, 

the higher their individual social status increases. Meanwhile, various physical features 

associated with Black people are undervalued. For instance, African hair is referred to as “bad 

hair” within Eurocentric beauty standards that prefer White straight and fine hair as opposed to 

the thicker texture of curly hair; the latter is deemed unruly, unattractive and other. Alternatively, 

bi- or multiracial individuals may be identified as mulata36 (Black and White) or mestiço (a 

racial mixture composed of two or more races). The last two categories permit one to identify 

with blackness while simultaneously avoiding some of the negative social connotations attached 

to Afro-descendents or Black individuals, pretos or negros. Thus, creating some fluidity in the 

selection of racial and/or ethnic identities related to social status and brasilidade.  

 Studies by scholars Sérgio Adorno, Marcus Eugênio Oliveira LIma, Jorge Vala, Dalila 

Xavier de França and others explore the malleability with which Brazilians identify their race 

                                                
36 Ribeiro highlights the racist etymology of the word mulata because it derives from the word 
mule, and thus associates multiracial individuals with the hybrid offspring of a horse and a 
donkey.  
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and that of others; racial identity is often determined in relation to oneself and multiple aspects 

such as socioeconomic status and personal characteristics. The fluid nature of racial identity in 

Brazil makes it harder to identify self, does not create such clear Black/White dichotomies and 

dilutes some racial tensions in Brazilian. 

 Brazil’s White supremacist social hierarchy is complicated by a history of cultural 

cannibalism and the nation’s racial democracy myth. The fabled racial utopia has a long history 

of mestiçagem (race mixing or miscegenation) that should not be mistaken for racial harmony. 

Brazilian society is still plagued by a social hierarchy where skin color, hair texture, facial 

features and ancestral origin determine one’s desirability and social capital. However, there are 

other attributes that modify one’s identity including cultural performance, education, income and 

sexuality. Certain stereotypical physical features and cultural elements associated with Black 

people are socially valued even if being preto is not. For example, physical features associated 

with Black women are deemed attractive such as large bundas, lips, hips and breasts. Certain 

cultural practices and stereotypical attributes are also celebrated in Black women including 

liberal sexuality, dancing, and musical abilities. Thus, Black Brazilian women as a group belong 

to the lowest social classes and are the least desirable unless they exhibit certain desirable and 

racialized features especially when some of these have undergone branqueamento (whitening). 

The festive and sexual mulata is an identity construction that depicts these contradictory 

sentiments. She depicts the physical and cultural attributes valued in Black women but whitening 

of the mulata’s skin, hair and eyes push her closer toward European beauty standards.    

 To account for a history of branqueamento and mestiçagem in a population that 

simultaneously exaggerates certain aspects of Afro-Brazilian culture, Natasha Pravaz proposes 

the concept of “strategic hybridity.” For Pravaz, mulata is a strategic and temporary 
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identification with a mixed race lineage and the performance of Afro-Brazilian practices shaped 

by the fetishization of the African female body by European slave masters. For Pravaz, a mulata 

is limited only to a woman who is the product of miscegenation, demonstrated by skin color that 

is in between that associated with Black and White people, hair and facial features that are more 

similar to Europeans, and a curvaceous figure associated with African bodies. The mulata is 

charged with performing valued elements of Afro-Brazilian culture while expressing a sensuality 

historically attributed to her body by a fetishizing, White male-gaze. The mulata identity 

combines characteristics that align with Brazilian identity, culturally African but racially 

mestiça, and whose gender perpetuates a colonial hypersexualization of the Black female body.   

 Biological sex and gender performance impact an individual’s identity and social status 

in relation to historical social constructions. Thus, the mulata identity and other Brazilian 

identities are alterable. A modification could occur if a mulata adopts behavior attributed to 

either White or Black Brazilians. A mulata’s identity ascends and her hypersexualization is 

reduced if she is perceived as sexually unavailable; this occurs when she belongs to an upper 

class, is wealthy, has been college educated, and her gender expresses is in line with 

heteronormative and European beauty standards. These qualities communicate that a mulata is 

not sexually available, honor less, nor an exotic beauty with presumably ‘bad hair;’ instead, she 

has the potential to reach the “status de branco honorário” [“honorary White status”] (Gilliam 

and Gilliam 540).  

 The mulata is particularly well poised to modify herself to change her status and gain 

access to different spaces. Possessing some physical and cultural features deemed desirable from 

both Black and White races allows mulatas to accentuate some characteristics and downplay 

others, morphing herself to align more closely to either group and different spaces as needed. 
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This malleability underscores gender scholar Marriane Hester’s observation that the link between 

identity and particular aesthetic systems of value are arbitrary. She states, “In male-female 

relations, it is the social meaning attached to biology which is important, rather than actual 

biological features, and sex is therefore gendered” (Hester 11). That is, the status assigned a 

particular identity is a social construction as are gender and race models. Identities are marred by 

location-specific meanings and an individual’s conditions such as gender, race, class and 

nationality. It is the intersection of these various factors that determine an individual’s status and 

identity in any particular time and space. As has been discussed, identity is malleable as is the 

perception of a person’s identity by other individuals. 

 These complicated social hierarchies and identities materialize in popular culture, as do 

attempts to subvert them, specifically in Brazilian funk. The genre was born of a need to 

represent favelados distinctly from negative and stereotypical depictions in mainstream media, 

yet like mulatas identities, only certain elements are celebrated. The trajectory of popular and 

now mainstream funkeiras like Ludmilla, Anitta, and Valesca Popuzula demonstrates how race 

and gender politics impact their representation and possibly, profitability. All three funkeiras 

have undergone deliberate branqueamento of their physical features to mimic European beauty 

standards. These transformations include rhinoplasty, hair bleaching, hair extensions, hair 

straightening, wearing blue contact lenses, underrepresenting their natural melanin, and enduring 

numerous cosmetic surgeries on their face and body [For reference, see images of Valesca 

Popuzula’s physical transformation at: https://bahianoar.com/valesca-popozuda-aparece-em-

foto-antes-da-fama/]. At the same time, these funkeiras adapted and/or exaggerated 

characteristics associated with Black culture and sexuality.  
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 In accordance with the fetishization of Black female bodies, some funkeiras enlarged 

certain parts of their bodies with lip injections and body implants, including breasts, bundas and 

thighs. Consuming favela practices and culture provides the artists with street cred such as 

filming a music video in a biquini de fita,37 and employing favela associated accessories, 

hairstyles, clothes, dance moves, geography and music. However, the Afro-Brazilian cultural 

elements are incorporated onto a whitened identity. As such, the whitened funkeira increases her 

social status within the existing social hierarchy, while still consuming practices that link her to 

favelas. The funkeiras exploit politics of representation linked to the mulata identity, effectively 

appropriating Black culture and sexuality associated with mulatas for their personal and financial 

gain while simultaneously engaging in branqueamento.  

 The process underscores the racial hierarchies inherent in brasilidade and their arbitrary 

nature. After disassociating from their Black identity by taking pains to whiten themselves and 

their identities, the funkeiras utilize favela and Black cultural cues to inflate their social capital. 

Rather than present themselves as multiethnic or multiracial individuals that celebrate their Black 

culture and identity, the funkeiras construct a whiter identity whose social status permits them to 

appropriate lower status Black culture and the artistic persona. This underscores the racial 

inequality and fluidity built into the Brazilian national identity and social power structures. 

Although the three funk rappers have gained varying degrees of professional success, Ludmilla, 

Anitta and Valesca Popozuda do not transcend social barriers placed on marginalized identities, 

rather the funkeiras manipulate their physical and cultural representation taking advantage of the 

slipperiness between social classes that results from the nation’s race and gender hierarchies.    

                                                
37 A favela rooftop tanning practice in which the tanner minimizes tan lines by wearing a tape 
bikini. Instead of hiding the lighter tan lines, they are purposely exposed to demonstrate an 
individual’s whiteness and their consumption of favela culture. See Anitta’s music video “Vai 
Malandra” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kDhptBT_-VI.   
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New(er) Imaginaries (Trying to) Transcend Normalized Storylines 

 

Fig. 2.2. MC Mayara’s Facebook Profile Picture posted on August 26, 2015. 

 
  A lesser-known funkeira, who looks physically different from the previously mentioned 

artists, intentionally challenges social hierarchies and heteronormative storylines in her own 

funk. Although MC Mayara has not collaborated in international crossovers like Anitta or had a 

number one hit like Valesca Popozuda, Mayara’s social critiques have caused a stir on various 

online platforms. Amongst the topics Mayara rejects are slut shaming, homophobia, machismo, 

racism and oppression. Mayara advocates for altered gender imaginaries but does not rely on 

manipulating a mulata identity or mulatice to gain agency. 

 Mayara, nee Mayara Juliana de Souza, hails from Curitiba, from the southeastern state of 

Paraná. At the age of 18 in 2012, she signed a recording contract with the record label Eletrofunk 

Brasil Productions. According to its director, Alexandre Alves, Mayara is a popular funkeira and 

noted her music videos were viewed more than 40 million times (“Documentário”). Mayara’s 

youthful, girl next-door appearance stands in stark contrast to voluptuous funkeiras—e.g. Tati 
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Quebra Barraco, Ludmilla, Valesca Popozuda and Anitta. Mayara resembles a petite teen and 

was forced to prove she was over 18 to perform. Mayara is adamant about practicing complete 

agency over her sexuality and exercising rights over her body, and encourages other women to 

do the same. Against the advice of her producer, the single working mother flaunted her six-

month pregnant belly while recording the music video for “Ela sabe rebolar” [“She knows how 

to shake it/shimmy”]. A visibly pregnant Mayara danced in a midriff exposing tube top and 

leggings underscoring her resolve that gender and sexuality norms will not dictate her in/actions. 

 Through her funk lyrics, videos and own practice, Mayara critiques some 

heteronormative praxes and attempts to rework normalized storylines to favor women and queer 

individuals. Mayara disseminates critiques about gender norms humorously. Mayara’s mocking 

and lighthearted funk is in line with other Brazilian funk in that it is “humorístico, lite e 

utilize[a] doble sentidos” [“humorous, light and utilizes double meanings” [my translation] 

(Souza). Using humor and well-known fairy tale and superhero narratives in her lyrics, music 

videos and performances makes MC Mayara’s social critique accessible and more acceptable for 

some audiences. Although the music is in Brazilian Portuguese, visual storytelling elements and 

posting them online make the social criticism visible to an international audience.  

 One such song and music video is posted on YouTube, “Ai como eu tô bandida dois” 

[“Oh, I’m Such a Scoundrel”] Two-referred to as “Dois” in the rest of the text. The spoof is a 

reworked narrative in which the traditional superhero roles assigned to men and women are 

challenged by inverting the characters’ gender. In “Dois,” a woman fills the superhero role 

usually reserved for a man. The effect of such inversion “produces a violence...to the 

assumptions of a likely viewer” (Berger 64) and refocuses the viewer’s critical eye to the 

underlying ideologies that privilege heteronormative models. The mental disruption art critic 
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John Berger refers to also occurs when women are portrayed in ways that are generally reserved 

for men in other media. This substitution provokes dissonance between the image and social 

norms, including those related to gender representation, expression, sexuality and identity. MC 

Mayara’s modification to the superhero genre highlights gender’s artificial construction and its 

malleability. There are various gender substitutions in gender specific troupes in the superhero 

spoof. Women in this video swap traditional roles for those generally filled by men or masculine 

characters. These character swaps include replacing a damsel in distress with a superheroine, 

superhero sidekicks for drag queens, and a rescue team with nuns. Several ideological issues are 

challenged by these swaps. Women are centered in the storyline instead of playing secondary 

characters whose fragility highlights the power of men. Femininity and female biology is 

reevaluated and deemed powerful forces on par with masculinity and male biology. Depicting 

women and femininity in a variety of distinct characters diversifies the way women and feminine 

characters are traditionally depicted in the superhero genre.  

 In the music video for “Dois,” Mayara plays a crime-fighting superheroine in a parody of 

superhero narratives that is critical of stereotypical gender roles. As a superheroine, the heroine 

MC Mayara’s character coincides with those of Superman and Batman but “Dois” reframes the 

narrative around femininity and women. Various elements were borrowed from the 1960s 

Batman television series—including sound effects, spinning camera angles, a simple storyline, a 

Manichean division of good and bad characters, an alter ego, and a black muscle car for speedy 

getaways. The superhero spoof borrows some elements from other superhero narratives 

including Superman’s weakness for kryptonite. However, MC Mayara does not share a weakness 

for kryptonite. On the contrary, Mayara’s superpower appears to be men’s kryptonite. Like 
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Superman, Batman and other superheroes, MC Mayara appears as a masked marvel and assists 

law enforcement against evils that threaten social harmony.  

 The superheroine’s power not only challenges how some traditional narratives depict 

women but responds to criticism against the way MC Mayara has presented herself in the past. 

The rapper wore white hotpants that outline her labia and created a “camel toe,” in her music 

video “Ela É Bandida” [“She is a Scoundrel”]. The “camel toe” became a joke for which MC 

Mayara was mocked by viewers in YouTube comments. Mayara embraced the joke and 

intentionally incorporated a “camel toe” in the wardrobe and narrative of “Dois.”38  Superheroine 

MC Mayara’s superpower is a destructive purple ray that emits from her “camel toe” and turns 

men into purple diamonds. Close-ups of Mayara’s labia outlined in brightly colored hotpants are 

shot throughout the video. The way she positions her body is reminiscent of a superhero’s 

confident stance as the camera pans over his muscular silhouette, but instead the camera pans 

over Mayara’s crotch. Various frames accentuate Mayara’s labia and draw attention to female 

genitalia shock media-users’ sense of propriety and clash with social norms for women. In these 

subversive acts, MC Mayara asserts agency over her sexuality and reworks the “camel toe” in the 

storyline as a source of woman’s strength rather than shame.39  

 In the parody, MC Mayara’s super- and physical power is associated with her labia which 

contrasts with the praxis of associating individual and superhero potency with phallic symbols. 

Commonly, superhero men possess superhuman gifts and unusual physical strength that 

establishes their manhood and superiority. These superheroes are often represented by phallic 

                                                
38 In spite of the joke or perhaps because of it, “Dois” received more than 1 million views in the 
first week of posting (“Documentário”).  
39 Various Brazilian women artists use images of female reproductive organs reclaiming 
ownership over and depicting them as a source of power including graffiti artists Criola, Rafaela 
Monteiro, Carolzinha Itzá and Mag Magrela.  
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symbols that express masculine power and potency. In traditional superhero narratives, phallic 

symbols include exaggerated muscularity, body armor, weapons and imagery related to the 

hero’s name. Many fans of the genre are familiar with narratives representing a superhero with 

Batman’s bat sign, Thor’s hammer and Superman’s letter s. The parody avoids symbols or visual 

euphemisms altogether. In “Dois,” there are several close-up shots of MC Mayara’s “camel toe.” 

The viewer’s gaze is directed to Mayara’s groin with the use of brightly colored and tight-fitting 

shorts, her purple ray, and her calling card “camel toe.” It announces her arrival and confirms her 

identity when she is in or out of costume. These shots, props and costume choices communicate 

that the superheroine is powerful because of her biology not in spite of it.  

 Mayara’s super power emanates from the body part that is used to justify the subjugation 

of women by heteronormative ideologies, her genitals. The reworked superhero narrative 

challenges traditional storytelling in which women’s genitalia is visually hidden and in practice 

controlled to ensure purity and chastity. Although not usually referred to directly, women’s 

genitalia define her character and drive traditional storytelling. The reworked narrative depicts 

the “camel toe” as a source of women’s power, is proudly displayed often, and is central to the 

storyline but in very different and positive ways. Physical and character representation of a 

woman in the spoof mocks the heteronormative system as displayed specifically in superhero 

narratives, such as in the Superman and Batman productions, and generally in traditional popular 

culture. 

 The usual woman/damsel and man/hero dynamics are turned on their head in the 

reworked narrative as it challenges presenting women as inferior to and needing men to 

overcome difficult situations. Instead of presenting a young, pretty and weak woman in need of 

rescue, MC Mayara is placed in the position of traditional heroes usually reserved for a young, 
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attractive, strong and brave man with superhuman powers. The woman does not function as a 

prop to be saved, won or admired by the hero. She does not demonstrate how strong and able the 

hero is by playing his weak and unable but very attractive opposite. The parody disturbs these 

character stereotypes and other gender norms. In it, the maiden, whose virginity often requires 

protection, is a superheroine protected by her own superhuman power. Traditional narratives 

often display sexy women’s bodies and pretty face as a prize to be one or for the consumption of 

a presumed heterosexual male viewer. Instead, the spoof demonstrates an active and self-reliant 

superheroine although still attractive, young women completing her own astonishing feats. With 

her purple ray, MC Mayara saves the day instead of hiding genitalia or reserving sexuality as 

payment for a man’s protection. The reworked narrative bucks gender-based divisions of labor, 

and patriarchal sentiments in which men control a damsel’s sexuality and her domestic labor—

motherhood and homemaking.  

 The superheroine fights against heteronormative and other oppressive ideologies that 

have plagued different groups historically and today. Masked enemies represent social 

inequalities that limit one’s autonomy and bolster traditional storylines. Some social ills take the 

form of villains Super Macho, Super Racist, Super Homophobe and Super Repressed. The act of 

personifying bigotries as evildoers amounts to a critical rejection of these social inequalities and 

limits to personal sovereignty. Elements of each super villain’s character in the spoof makes 

reference to cultural or historic knowledge to imply challenges or questions to dominant 

ideologies. For example, Super Macho is a perversion of Superman who is identifiable by the red 

cape and boots, blue tights, slicked hair, a hair curl on the forehead, and the iconic “S” logo that 

reverberates in popular culture memory. The intentional use of Superman as the embodiment of 
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male chauvinism underscores the biases in oppositional gender performance and presentation, as 

well as traditional narratives that uphold both.  

 Super Racist is dressed in all black masks, gloves, capes, clothes and boots. Super 

Racist’s logo resembles that of the Catholic military order the Knights Templar that fought 

religious wars known as the Crusades. In addition to the order’s cross, Super Racist’s logo has a 

red drop that appears to be blood in the center of the cross. Together with the villain’s name, the 

logo seems to refer to the xenophobic slaughtering of Jewish and Muslim people by the religious 

soldier. Thus, the characterization highlights the death caused by religious institutions and 

reinterprets them as racist acts of violence.  

 The villain Super Homophobe in the spoof is disguised as a member of the interstellar 

law enforcement agency Green Lantern Corps40 whose superhero franchise has undergone 

critical modifications. The parody “Dois” references elements of Green Lantern that were added 

to the storyline by writer Judd Winick’s later iterations. Queer characters in Green Lantern comic 

issues include a gay alter ego, a gay assistant, a gay hero married to a man and their gay 

superhero son, Obsidian. In the funk video, Mayara quickly eliminates the villain Super 

Homophobe that is a clear rejection of homophobia. By incorporating the superhero group’s 

iconic green symbol underscores support for rather than a challenge to gender variance, in light 

of homophobia being a villain not a hero. Also, dressing Super Homophobe as Green Lantern 

highlighting the lack of general support for certain marginalized and underrepresented genders 

and sexualities in the genre. 

 Another evildoer is Super Repressed disguised as Robin, Batman’s sidekick. Super 

Repressed wears a yellow coat, a red tunic and green accessories—gloves, boots and trunks—

                                                
40 This storyline refers to the revamped Green Lantern narrative, which altered the original 
character and replaced the origin story. 
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making him an unmistakable imitation of the boy wonder. As part of the Batman storyline, 

Robin is a naïve teenage boy orphaned and raised by Batman’s alter ego, Bruce. In the parody, 

Robin’s innocence is heightened to the point of repression, which is a flaw equal to other social 

ills in the “Dois” narrative. The lack of maturity and/or suppression of something objectionable 

are highlighted because a woman portrays the ingenious boy wonder. This gender change 

effectuates a heteronormative questioning of his masculinity and the derogatory intent when 

calling a man or boy a woman, girl or gay. All of these gender-policing praxes are rejected by the 

defeat of Super Repressed as are the suppression of personal desires and feelings.   

 Unfortunately for the superheroine, MC Mayara’s transformative beam has no effect on 

women and is useless when fighting Super Repressed and Super Racist. Instead, the heroine 

relies on her drag queen sidekicks after her purple beam fails to defeat the women villains. The 

drag queens successfully foil the efforts of Super Repressed and Super Racist against MC 

Mayara, which permits the superheroine to escape these enemies. Her inability to fight enemies 

that are women may indicate a rejection of rivalries amongst women and highlight a need for 

women’s solidarity. Thus, women should fight prejudices not each other. Although the drag 

queens are not women, they do celebrate an exaggerated version of femininity. The drag queens 

are men who not only work with and support women, they perform and embrace femininity as a 

strength and source of power which contrasts with traditional heteronormative ideologies that 

associate femininity with “the weaker sex.” 

 Another challenge to rigid and restrictive heteronormative roles emerges through the 

unexpected ways in which religious women are depicted. Christian nuns belong to religious 

communities that require the women’s lifelong support of the religious institution to which they 

belong, and they are often associated with quiet contemplation and the care of others. These 
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religious women have a surprising and important role in the reworked superhero narrative. After 

blasting a would-be rapist and guard, Mayara escapes from her cell to find two nuns waiting for 

her in a getaway car. Although the nuns do not engage in any physical or armed fights against 

men or the embodiment of prejudices, the nuns help to distance Mayara from imprisonment and 

physical harm. Employing a pair of women who are historically cloistered and who take vows of 

obedience to a patriarchal institution as getaway-drivers promotes a reevaluation of nuns’ social 

position and agency. Portraying the nuns are real life funkeiras MC DZ and Mercenária. In their 

roles as nuns, they play supportive women characters and form part of a professional system of 

support for MC Mayara as a funk rapper. This narrative suggests that toppling the patriarchy 

requires unity amongst women who may seem very different from each other, instead of 

acquiring power within the existing hierarchical system by adopting roles reserved for men or 

supporting patriarchal institutions.  

 “Dois” makes some important critiques of heteronormativity especially by incorporating 

non-heteronormative gender expressions, which highlights that gender is an artificial 

performance that can take on a myriad of expressions. As famously declared by Judith Butler 

“gender is an identity through a stylized repetition of acts…through the stylization of the body 

and, hence, must be understood as the mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, and 

enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (519). Various 

elements are taken together-including actions, gestures, and clothing-to mimic gender as 

determined by society. The heroine, sidekicks, nuns, and villains all demonstrate that gender is a 

construction that is continuously displayed, not an inherent characteristic. The audience is led on 

a superhero caper dismantling the alleged naturalness of binary gender.   
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Whether professional drag queens Mimi Lobo and Amber Wirga are deemed as parodies of 

heteronormative women or over the top celebrations of women, their inclusion has two different 

and opposing results. First, the characters emphasize the artificiality of gender representations 

because the sidekicks express gender differently than is dictated by heteronormativity. Drag 

queens are imitations and/or exaggerated stylizations of feminine women for entertainment; it is 

evidence of the performative quality of gender. The inclusion of non-cisgender sidekicks gives 

visibility to identities that do not fit traditional gender patterns, broadens gender expressions 

from a binary to a spectrum, and validates their existence. Nonetheless, some elements of their 

characters are problematic. The sidekick drag queens do not engage in hand-to-hand combat, but 

disappear as they run away leaving confetti to temporarily incapacitate women villains. Despite 

saving MC Mayara, the drag queens are of little use otherwise. Their involvement is generally 

decorative and comedic. They stand around the heroine in high heels showing frustration and 

enhancing the sense of urgency during confrontations with villains by screaming, pulling their 

own hair, shaking their fists at villains and cheering-on the heroine. Showing genderqueer 

characters acting ridiculously does not strengthen the validity of gender variance. On the 

contrary, this type of stereotypical representation renders gender queer characters to the role of 

spectacle or deviant other as occurred in the telenovelas previously discussed.  

 There are other elements of the spoof that limit its otherwise progressive trajectory. The 

super heroine’s sexy costuming and the representations of men do not demonstrate a move away 

from certain heteronormative elements. Throughout the video, MC Mayara fights in a sleek, 

form-fitting and low cut catsuit, which exposes about half of her bra cups. She is feminine and 

sexy with long straight hair, red lipstick and black winged eyeliner. The 40 mid and close-up 

shots of her labia, in the 4-minute and 6-second video, seem to blur the line between funny and 
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excessive. Overall, the costume, make-up and camera’s focus on the heroine’s body clearly 

depicts a male gaze that insinuates the ideal viewer is a heterosexual man. The depiction of men 

is completely negative. The imaginary lacks any positive representations of men as none of them 

survives the heroine’s purple blast. The characters played by men in the video include villains, 

athletes, a police officer, a rapist guard, and a suitor who slides his hand up MC Mayara’s skirt. 

Each man appears to follow patriarchal, masculine, and macho norms for which they are doomed 

to being blasted into purple diamonds for MC Mayara’s collection. Their sin appears to be 

masculinity performed by playing sports, implementing legal authority, romantically attempting 

to conquer women, preventing the free movement of women and threatening their bodies. Parody 

tells viewers that men are bad, and women must protect their sexy selves and each other from 

men. 

 As such neither the funkeiras, “Dois” or the queer inclusive telenovelas succeed in 

presenting a critical narrative free of heteronormative ideology when substituting or inserting 

marginalized characters into dominant narratives, respectively. Telenovela and funk creators 

boast inclusivity, yet their imaginaries are not new but updated storylines reflecting normalized 

contemporary values. It is important to note that the multiple challenges to heteronormative 

gender roles by “Dois” lie not solely in the act of swapping out one character for another but in 

reframing the narrative around the marginalized character’s identity and diversifying how that 

identity is portrayed. Those steps were not taken by the telenovelas. Instead, telenovela 

narratives cut out elements of marginalized identities that viewers did not want to see and 

accentuate lascivious stereotypes or use homophobic tropes to garner viewer interest. Hooking 

viewers with an exotic and scandalous “other” as bait validates heteronormative identities 

associated with the Brazilian national identity. This practice demonstrates media producers and 
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audiences have a tolerance of gender variance limited to when it bolsters heteronormativity. Both 

media have much work to left to challenge heteronormative gender ideals in addition to 

transcend them by creating autonomous imaginaries. 
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Chapter III 

Giving Vida and Diversity to U.S. Latinxs in Television 
 

Heteronormative and ethnocentric prejudices depicted in traditional media storylines 

materialize as institutional policing of Latinxs, women and/or queer individuals. In the last few 

years, examples of negative Latinx portrayals include characterizing a caravan of Central 

American refugees as terrorist invaders, implementing abortion laws regulating women’s agency 

over their bodies, and denying queer individuals the right to openly serve in the U.S. military. 

These federal policies demonstrate that social constructs impact more than just the representation 

of minority and dominant groups in the media. Ethnocentric and heteronormative storylines 

influence and reinforce individuals’ and institutional actions, benefits and structures of power. 

Prejudices depicted in the media reflect the dominant group’s values about a presumed superior 

self and inferior others (Berg 2002). Justified by heteronormative and ethnocentric ideologies, 

dominant groups undervalue marginalized groups and expect that the latter assimilate to 

heteronormative and Eurocentric standards.  

Television producers have sprinkled minority characters and at times, minority actors into 

mainstream media narratives for distinct reasons such as combating ethnocentrism, claiming 

diversity, and broadening their audience base. However, in 2018, these additions were limited in 

number and only 1.03% of all television shows focused on Latinxs. At the time, the ethnic group 

made up roughly 18% (2017) of the U.S. population; it is estimated to continue growing and will 

make up an additional 1% of the national population every five years according to the U.S. 
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Census Bureau.41 Like other minorities and marginalized groups, this sizable group has been 

historically depicted by stereotypes that perpetuate and justify prejudices against them.  

Although the storylines of some television shows take steps to contradict social 

hierarchies and their prejudicial sentiments, others continue to present ethnic and other 

minorities as stereotypes including shows that focus on Latinx experiences. Out of 495 original 

U.S. television scripts, there were only five Latinx-focused shows in 2018: Jane the Virgin, 

Narcos, One Day at a Time, Queen of the South, and Vida. The first is a U.S. remake of the 

Venezuelen telenovela Juana la virgen as a satirical dramedy. Narcos is about U.S. Drug 

Enforcement Agency operations in Colombia and, in the companion series, Mexico. Queen of the 

South is also about criminal drug trafficking in Mexico. One Day at a Time is a reboot of the 

1970s series with the same name but centering the experience of a Cuban family living in Los 

Angeles, California. Lastly, Vida is about gentrification in Los Angeles and those Latinx, women 

and queer individuals that are impacted by tensions arising from neighborhood changes.  

This chapter examines the role of the media industry in the limited visibility of Latinxs 

and their storylines. These are limited to the small number of media productions that privileged 

Latinx experiences, listed above, with particular attention to storylines that offer audiences a 

break from prejudicial representations of the ethnic group’s genders and sexualities. I consider 

the interplay of ethnicity in gender and sexuality constructs as depicted in televisual productions. 

In line with Latinx stereotypes, only characters and storylines about mestizos or mixed Spanish 

and indigenous individuals are represented in all of the television shows. Thus a discussion of the 

depiction of Latinxs may clarify limits to their representation and areas for expansion.     

                                                
41 Per U.S. Census online publication titled “Hispanic Population to Reach 111 Million by 
2060,” dated October 9, 2018. 
https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2018/comm/hispanic-projected-pop.html  
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Based on stereotypical and prejudicial depictions of Latinxs in mainstream media and 

Latinx focused series of 2018, I will discuss Latinx and/or queer centered storylines. My 

discussion will focus on whether new imaginaries challenge heteronormative storylines about 

Latinas and queer Latinxs in the media must reevaluate group stereotypes. In this discussion, I 

will analyze the whether the narratives address the cultural logic that supports heteronormative 

and ethnocentric norms, or if the storytelling makes space for self-representations. Specifically, I 

ask if Latinx-focused narratives challenge these norms, engage in critical examinations of 

problematic cultural sentiments and propose unconventional and diverse social models.  

 In this chapter, I will consider the impact of auto representative storytelling that 

deconstructs prejudicial social logic to highlight power inequalities woven into dominant 

cultures as well as the role of new imaginaries or those of marginalized groups as viable 

alternatives. First, I will review the stereotypical representation of Latinxs in US media and other 

contributing storytelling praxes. This will be followed by a contemplation of critical narratives 

tools used to create counter-discursive. For this purpose, I will discuss the bilingual and 

bicultural Starz television series Vida, initially aired in May 2018 and produced by an all Latinx 

cast and crew. I will center my discussion on the narrative strides Vida takes to transcend 

stereotypes, challenge social inequalities and avoid relying on ethnic overgeneralizations to drive 

the story or provoke audience responses. This chapter will approach the show’s imaginary 

through a theoretical framework that questions not only the televisual representation of Latinx 

genders and sexualities, but also the production of the series’ narrative. Counter-discursive tools 

are analyzed through a close reading of gender expression, sexual behavior and ethnic identity 

formation as depicted in Vida in contrast to the four other 2018 Latinx-focused narratives and 

Latinx character tropes.  
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 In this chapter, I investigate the ways narratives intensify unequal power relations as well 

as how they offer tools to challenge oppressive social structures. My research leads to some 

important questions: In what ways are stereotypical depictions of Latinxs in U.S. television 

challenged and/or diversified? How are ethnocentric and heteronormative ideologies 

problematized in critical televisual narratives? What new imaginaries are offered to Latinxs who 

dis-identify with stereotypical depictions? If and how does autoethnographic storytelling differ? 

 

U.S. Latinx (In)visibility and Stereotypes 

 The representation of U.S. populations on television programming does not mirror U.S. 

Census Bureau data; based on self-reporting, the nation was 17.8% Hispanic and 3.5% LGBT in 

2015. In spite of these numbers, unequal representation of various ethnic minorities occurs in 

distinct platforms. The Inclusion or Invisibility? Comprehensive Annenberg Report on Diversity 

in Entertainment states that from September 1, 2014 to August 31, 2015, of the 414 films and 

television, web and cable series, “[o]nly 22 stories depicted racial/ ethnic balance on the 

broadcast networks (19%), 18 on cable (13%), 1 on streaming (2%), and 8 in film (7%)” (9). 

Latinxs are among one of the groups that are underrepresented in the media. According to the 

USC Annenberg School of Communication, of 11,194 speaking characters 5.8% were Hispanic, 

and 2% were LGBT folk (Smith et al. 2016). Using the U.S. Census population estimates for 

2018, the perspective of 55.4 million42 Hispanics in the U.S. was the focus of (5) five television 

programs (Goldberg), while the perspective of 197.9 million43 “non-Hispanic white only44” 

                                                
42 The Hispanic population was estimated at 17.8% of the U.S. population in 2018 (“2018: ACS 
5-year Estimate”). 
43 The “non-Hispanic white only” population was estimated at 61.1% of the U.S. population in 
2018 (“2018: ACS 5-year Estimate”). 
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individuals in the U.S. was disproportionately the focus of the majority of the remaining 490 

programs on television. If represented based on a similar ratio as Latinxs, “non-Hispanic white 

only” populations would be represented by only 18 instead of 490 shows. Alternately, if Latinxs 

shows were representative of U.S. population figures, there would be 88 Latinx shows. Although 

the 2015 census data and Tanya Saracho’s observation regarding 2018 programming are a few 

years apart, the figures reveal the underrepresentation of the growing “Hispanic” population is 

incommensurate with the group’s limited visibility on television. That is, instead of Latinx-

centered shows increasing with the official size of the population, shows privileging the group’s 

experiences are decreasing in relation to the Latinx population. 

 When included in television, Latinxs are portrayed stereotypically as uncivilized, over-

sexualized and as a homogenous community, eliminating subject and group complexities. These 

issues are discussed in an interview by Latina María Hinojosa, a National Public Radio (NPR) 

journalist and executive producer of the podcast Latino U.S.A. The showrunner of the all Latinx 

television production Vida Tanya Saracho was interviewed by Hinojosa. The two women 

discussed the type of television representation that would benefit the valuation of Latinxs in the 

U.S. and challenge the homogenization and ethnocentric representation of Latinxs, women 

and/or queer individuals. Explaining her critique of the show, Hinojosa laments the lack of 

loveable Vida characters because “we [Latinxs] are so hated, at this moment, in this country.” 

Saracho responds, “It’s true. But, also because we only have stereotypes out there, because there 

has been erasure of our narratives for so long.” This exchange highlights current and historical 

problems with the depiction of and rhetoric about Latinxs in the media. Not only are few Latinxs 

incorporated into programming, but representations of the many ethnicities and races found in 

                                                                                                                                                       
44 This is the term used by the U.S. Census Bureau to indicate White individuals exhibiting 
European phenotypes but excluding Latinxs with the same characteristics. 
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Latin American countries are also restricted to a few stereotypes. The increase of ethnic and 

racial minority characters in storytelling is not new and, although there is a discrepancy in Latinx 

representation, the increase is an improvement. 

Characterizations legitimize a social order where all Latinxs are relegated to lovers, 

domestics, buffoons, or criminals. The specific names that theorists assign to these stereotypes 

vary, but the general characteristics persevere. These categories can be further defined in relation 

to gender and their labor. When defined by their labor, Latinxs characters are domestic workers; 

women are housekeepers and/or childcare providers, while men are construction workers or 

gardeners. Comic relief in storytelling is offered at the expense of a Latinx buffoon, woman or 

man. When linked to criminal activities, Latino men have been depicted as bandits. Other 

criminal representations of Latinxs portray men, and to a lesser extent women, as drug-dealers 

and gangbangers. Stereotypes that characterize Latinxs as un-virtuous and compulsive, brutes fit 

for physical labor, or criminals are prevalent in various storylines and media platforms. 

Sexuality based stereotypes project Latinxs as lascivious. Men are represented as 

Casanovas, associating them with virility, which enhances their social capital with each sexual 

conquest. Although monogamy is a heteronormative ideal, when a man strays from this sexual 

restriction, his libido is excused as uncontrollable and, at times, celebrated as evidence of his 

virility. On the other hand, women’s sexuality is restricted to procreation within marital confines. 

Otherwise, her sexual agency is presented as morally corrupt and she as a whore, an irresistible 

sexpot, or an unpredictable spicy Latina. Sexual stereotypes mirror the Mexican cultural 

expectation that men chingan, or actively fuck, while women are chingadas, or are passively 

fucked. Patricia Zavella links these norms to traditional Catholicism that instructs women to 
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“forgo sexual exploration or pleasure, guard their virginity…for marriage and children, and 

denigrate homosexuality” (401).  

A review of a few Latinx characters from current U.S. television programs demonstrates 

that these stereotypes persist today. Latinx characters are rife with simplistic stereotypes as 

supporting and leading characters in television shows including a Latina wife in Modern Family, 

a housekeeper in Family Guy, and other television program characters. In Modern Family, the 

Colombian actress Sofia Vergara plays Gloria Pritchett. She is the much younger Latina wife of 

a wealthy middle-aged White American man. On the show, the unequal pairing is critiqued. Mr. 

Pritchett is an older and unattractive but wealthy man married to what appears to be a trophy 

wife or gold digger, depending on the point of view. Vergara is known for her physical beauty 

and voluptuous figure. She is light-skinned, slender, large breasted, and hazel-eyed. Vergara’s 

physique is emphasized by the costume and performance to portray the character Gloria as 

always sexy. She wears low cut tops, form-fitting outfits and make-up throughout the program. 

The comedy show makes use of Gloria to create a mash-up of two Latinx stereotypes, the sexpot 

and the clown. Comic elements in the series rely on Gloria’s foreignness to provoke laughs. Her 

commitment to idealized romance and the preservation of some of her Colombian customs depict 

Gloria as unreasoned and laughable. The Latina wife often references illogical cultural practices, 

frequently mispronounces common English words and phrases, and lacks common sense. All of 

these flaws in her character are linked to her ethnicity, identify her as an outsider, and mark her 

failure to assimilate to the dominant culture.  

In the animated series known for being jam-packed with problematic and offensive 

content, Family Guy makes use of a maid to portray Latinas stereotypically. Consuela is a Latina 

housekeeper for middle class White characters and is voiced by White American Mark Henry. 
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His mocking of a woman of color points to the power inequality between dominant and 

marginalized groups as well as how power plays out in the representation of out or marginalized 

groups. The character Consuela is an older, immigrant and brown-skinned woman who always 

wears an apron and rubber gloves even when on outings. Her catchphrases: “Ah, no...no...no...” 

and oddly timed requests for “Lemon Pledge” are spoken in slow and unnaturally paused 

phrases. Communication barriers that result from her inability to speak English lead to comedic 

exchanges including Consuela not understanding that she has been fired multiple times. 

Consuela’s awkward catchphrases, difficulty conversing in English, and inability to comprehend 

other characters portray her as simple-minded. Juxtaposing this woman of color to White 

dominant group members undermines the intelligence of immigrants and women while justifying 

a division of labor which places Latinxs in positions of service to dominant groups.  

The leading character from Queen of the South is a woman. Teresa Mendoza (Alice 

Braga) is a smart and attractive kingpin involved in international drug trafficking, as are the 

majority of the program’s characters. In the initial storyline, Teresa goes from exchanging 

currency informally for an unscrupulous boss to the kept girlfriend of a drug cartel member, 

Güero (Jon-Michael Ecker). Like his name, Güero is fair-skinned or a White man, and he has 

blue eyes. The word güero is a Spanish adjective that refers to a person with fair skin, light or 

blond hair and presents generally as White. The main characters are portrayed by mestizo 

Latinxs or Spanish actors. Thus, the storyline revolves around mostly physically attractive Latinx 

characters with European phenotypes and ignores the existence of Black, Asian and other 

Latinxs. Meanwhile, supporting characters mostly henchmen with little autonomy or power in 

the crime syndicate are portrayed by actors with darker skin, more indigenous features or are 

unattractive. These casting choices mirror Latinx stereotypes and Eurocentric ideologies 
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contributing to homogenized representation of the group and further marginalization of some 

Latinx groups. 

When their power is highlighted, the two women kingpins are well-dressed in form-

fitting clothes that accentuates their sex appeal linking their power to their ability to attract 

others, and presumably the male gaze. With their growing cartel power, both women become 

more violent, cruel and ambitious which modifies their seemingly positive cunning and wit into 

negative greed and ruthlessness. In effect, this oversimplifies the complex net of forces that push 

and pull Latin Americans into drug trafficking, and erases any progress made by a narrative that 

depicts entrepreneurial women succeeding in an industry dominated by men.   

Rather than evolve and become more complicated through their character arc, the 

stereotypical Latinx characters atrophy making them reducible to their negative attributes and 

debased. Film scholar Charles Ramírez Berg explains this process in relation to heightened 

sensuality often attributed to a homogenized representation of women and men of this ethnic 

group. According to Berg, Latinxs’ desirability and sex appeal becomes unfavorable due to 

various negatively valued attributes including thick Spanish accents, moral flaws, illogical 

customs, and a lack of intelligence. A similar negation of positive features is evident in the 

aforementioned maid, sexpot and criminal characters. Gloria Pritchett, the sexpot, is a 

voluptuous and beautiful woman whose exaggerated Spanish accent and mispronunciations 

result in comedic misunderstandings making her a spicy Latina clown. Although the 

narcotrafficking kingpin Teresa, her love interest Güero, and other Latinxs characters are good-

looking, clever and overcome adversity, these positive characteristics are invalidated by the 

characters’ moral defects and criminal activity. While Consuela is not portrayed as a sexy 

woman, her labor, identity and intelligence are continuously demeaned because she is depicted 
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as a clueless, non-English speaking foreigner. These examples demonstrate the continued use of 

prejudicial tropes to facilitate pairing down Latinxs to a few common denominators, which 

devalues the entire group outright. In addition to numerical underrepresentation reflective of 

undervaluing, these stereotypical representations formulate a component of Latinx ‘othering’ that 

indicates they are not part of the dominant group. 

 

Mass Communication: Socializing and Group (De)Valuation   

The danger in perpetuating these ethnic and other stereotypes through the media and 

otherwise is their continued de/valuation. Group overgeneralizations are not benign images or 

value-neutral categories solely intended to distinguish similar objects and people as Walter 

Lippman claimed when first coining the term stereotyping. Social psychologist Henri Tajfel 

agrees that categorization “is used by the human individual in order to systematize and simplify 

his environment” and includes creating “groupings of persons in a manner which is meaningful 

to the subject” (69). However, Tajfel highlights that grouping impacts the value assigned to an 

individual’s social identity and their group(s) in relation to other groups and their members. 

Tajfel explains, 

The characteristics of one’s group as a whole (such as its status, its richness or poverty, 

its skin colour or its ability to reach its aims) achieve most of their significance in relation 

to perceived differences from other groups and the value connotation of these perceived 

differences. (71) 

Unlike Lippman, this chapter employs the term stereotype understood as a category based on 

perceived group differences that are used as the basis for social hierarchies and prejudices. This 

is inline with Berg’s understanding of the term, which he described as, “Stereotyping in the 
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negative and derogatory way the term is usually applied” is a category marked by ethnocentrism 

and prejudice (15). Furthermore, he contends that a stereotype “can be defined as a negative 

generalization used by an in-group (Us) about an out-group (Them)” (15) but also within groups 

to devalue particular qualities. In sum, stereotypes communicate social values and hierarchies 

supportive of in- or dominant groups and disparaging out- or marginalized groups in addition to 

other members within a group depending on their intersectional identities. 

When considering their impact on a marginalized group, fixed overgeneralizations are 

perceived as inherent characteristics associated with certain phenotypes, and used to differentiate 

groups. Berg explains that stereotypical depictions of Latinxs are “part of a larger discourse on 

Otherness in the United States. Beyond their existence as mental constructs or film images, 

stereotypes are part of a social conversation that reveals the mainstream’s attitudes about Others” 

(3). Berg highlights correlating functions of stereotyping related to ethnocentrism and sexism, 

which I believe are applicable to other prejudices including homophobia and classism. 

Overgeneralizations impact the perception and worth assigned to a group in relation to their 

placement in social hierarchies. Secondly, stereotypes are used to highlight perceived differences 

between groups, justify power inequalities, and facilitate group-related identity formation. These 

practices contribute to a mechanism of control in which a dominant broadcasts prejudicial 

depictions of marginalized groups as if those overgeneralizations and/or negative characteristics 

are natural to the entire group. Stereotypical group representations in mass media “routinely 

reflect dominant attitudes” about both dominant and marginalized groups (Berg 21).  

In the U.S., the majority of television and other media cater to idealized versions of the 

dominant culture; meanwhile marginalized groups are neglected. In relation to U.S. Latinx, Berg 

states stereotypes have been used historically to justify the subjugation of Latinx populations in 
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the U.S. (e.g. the displacement of landowners and the exploitation of cheap labor). Similarly 

disparaging other marginalized groups (e.g. ethnic, queer, etc.) buttresses a dominant group’s 

power. According to George Gerbner, “formula driven, assembly-line-produced 

programs...themselves reflect the structure of power that produces them and function to preserve 

and enhance that structure” (176). 

Social tensions and hierarchical structures are more complex than a neat pyramid of 

power and privilege because intersectional identities complicate one’s social value. According to 

Tajfel, “the social conditions of distinctiveness are carefully perpetuated, together with the signs 

and symbols of distinctive status” to prevent the disintegration of a group’s status (77). Tajfel 

points to attempts at maintaining group cohesion, which is applicable to multiple groups, 

dominant or otherwise, and dependent on various social arrangements. For instance, within a 

greater Latinx group there are queer, cisgender, U.S., immigrant, mestizo, Black, indigenous, 

Catholic and Muslim members in addition to many other identities. Further complicating 

dominant White and marginalized ethnic group hierarchies are social ranking systems within the 

marginalized Latinx group that are dependent on members’ intersectional identities. In other 

words, the value and social placement assigned to an individual is dependent on one’s 

intersectional identity and the groups to whom one is compared in different contexts and at 

points in time. 

To illustrate a link between beliefs about a group and acting on those beliefs, Berg notes 

that the Nazi population’s prejudices against Jewish people rationalized first violence, and then 

the extermination of the latter. He surmises, “[s]tereotypes can be believed and can lead to 

actions—sometimes of the most savage and reprehensible kind” (21). Although Berg refers to a 

continent-wide extermination of an ethnic group during World War II, ethnocentric 
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overgeneralizations continue to impact personal exchanges between members of different groups 

today. In the U.S., the devaluation of minorities materializes in the deportation of Latinxs 

citizens by I.C.E. agents. The ubiquitous sexual harassment of women highlighted by the Me 

Too movement (#metoo), the disproportionate killing of Black suspects by police officers, and 

adoption of legislation diminishing the legal rights of queer people are examples of how 

ideologies rationalize bias and prejudicial treatments. Moreover, U.S. ethnocentrism expects 

newcomers to assimilate to the dominant group including language, behavior, and gender 

expression but immigrants maintain a marginalized status. These and other devaluations 

marginalized groups by dominant groups are communicated through the media, policies, 

institutions and everyday practices that impact how individuals engage members of each group. 

Social ranking based on phenotypes has and continues to impact unions between 

perceived members of different ethnic groups and their offspring. Miscegenation or in Spanish 

mestizaje is claimed as proof that Latin America is free of racism and/or ethnocentrism, yet bias 

against particular phenotypes is prevalent and is visible in the media. The preferences for pale 

skin, eyes other than brown or black, hair that is thin, straight, and blond, and other physical 

characteristics associated with White individuals are summed up in colorism. Linked to this 

beauty standard are the devaluation of darker skin, dark eyes, and dark, thick, curly hair as well 

as physical characteristics that are not attributed to the European ideal. White people are 

presumed superior over those people associated with darker skin, hair and eyes, and other 

physical features associated with other groups. This European beauty standard is normalized 

while all others are deviant and therefore perceived as lesser.45 An individual’s perceived beauty 

in relation to the European beauty standard impacts power inequalities related to social class, 

                                                
45 For further discussion of this topic, see writings by Thomas Skidmore. 
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social status, unearned privilege and access to various aspects of social capital including social 

connections and access to education.46 

Social and institutional pressures to whiten groups have taken place to “mejorar la raza” 

[“improve the race”], referring to a Latin American adage, which instructs individuals to marry 

lighter skinned individuals and those whose phenotype most closely mirrors the European beauty 

standard. At the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century, the Brazilian 

government implemented branqueamento [“whitening”] projects to increase immigration from 

European countries. The goal was to increase the settlement and reproduction of White people 

throughout Brazil while decreasing the Black and indigenous populations through 

miscegenation. The White European influx was meant to change the physical and cultural 

makeup of the population and presumably improve its genetic and cultural make-up. Other Latin 

American countries including Mexico had their own cultural and biological whitening projects. 

As a result, there has been a preference for and an overrepresentation of Latinxs with 

European facial features, which erase the experiences of groups like Black or Afro-Latinos from 

Latinx storylines. Mexico is an exemplary case. In highly popular Mexican television 

programming, telenovelas feature protagonists that comply with European beauty standards. 

Actors with indigenous features mainly portray maids, laborers and other lower class secondary 

characters and villains—as occurs in U.S. media. The inferior status of certain phenotypes in 

Latin America extends beyond beauty standards and depictions in the media to labor divisions 

and the (non)recognition of citizenship. For instance, the government did not recognize 1.4 

million Black or Afro-Mexicans as part of the national population until the 2015 Mexican census 

                                                
46 For further discussion of this topic see “Skin-Color Prejudice and Within-Group Racial 
Discrimination: Historical and Current Impact on Latino/a Populations” by Nayeli Y. Chávez-
Dueñas, et.al. and “The Color Paradigm: The Impact of Colorism on the Racial Identity and 
Identification of Latinas” by Laura Quiros and Beverly Araujo Dawson. 
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(Gregorius). As previously noted, prejudices that are part of daily policies and social praxes are 

mirrored in the media further marginalizing certain Latinx individuals within their own ethnic 

group. 

Each group has expectations of, and therefore prejudices against members of their own 

group in addition to those imposed by other groups. Scholars such as Tajfel, Berg and Manuel 

González Prada have studies addressing prejudicial and stereotypical expectations groups place 

on their own members. All groups construct overgeneralizations and harbor ethnocentric 

prejudices defining themselves and other groups. Latinxs have their own stereotypes and 

hierarchies about individuals within and outside their ethnic group that devalue indigenous 

populations in Latin America.  

Historically, marginalized indigenous Latinx communities have suffered rejection from 

other Latin Americans. Since colonization, the indigenous have been portrayed as inferior, 

unintelligent, and unable to thrive in contemporary society. Although Latinxs are to varying 

degrees descendants of indigenous, White European, and Black Africans among other groups, 

the Spanish word indio47 is still used as an insult to mean uncivilized and unintelligent. Peruvian 

writer and critic Manuel González Prada, in “Nuestros indios” [“Our Indians”], claims that the 

worst perpetrators of animosity against “pueblos originarios” or First Peoples are other group 

members who have socially ascended. In addition to rejecting indigenous individuals and their 

culture, individuals who were previously part of the marginalized group seek to distance 

themselves and establish a connection to the dominant group. Tajfel applies this phenomenon 

generally and explains, “after having joined the superior group, or even before, some individuals 

                                                
47 The term translates as the word Indian and is a derogatory way to refer to members of 
indigenous populations. 
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will work harder than most at establishing their clear-cut distinctiveness from the perceived 

inadequacies of their past social identity” (81).  

Individuals attempt to “benefit” from the unearned privileges of dominant groups by 

passing as a member. One of the strategies is to downplay undesirable ethnic markers to avoid 

being associated with negative characteristics and thus the social value associated with 

marginalized groups. This strategy attempts to alter disadvantages and hostilities experienced by 

individuals while facilitating their access to resources and privileged spaces. Instead of cutting 

ties with an marginalized group in favor of mimicking a dominant group, some individuals 

strategically portray behavior or expressions associated with a particular group in distinct spaces 

and for different purposes. Chela Sandoval denominates such mercurial self-representation for 

the purpose of tactical resistance as practicing differential consciousness.  

 The low value assigned to Latinxs by the dominant U.S. and other groups is confirmed by 

stereotypical depictions and storylines in the media, reflecting prejudicial hierarchies based on 

colorism, homophobia, and sexism. Media representations negatively impact U.S. Latinxs’ self-

worth because an individual’s social identity is linked to their group memberships. Academic 

work on Social Identity Theory (SIT) by scholars Tajfel, John Turner, and their contemporaries 

connects an individual’s identity to dominant and marginalized group hierarchies. Tajfel defines 

“social identity as that part of an individual’s self-concept which derives from his knowledge of 

his membership of a social group (or groups) together with the emotional significance attached to 

that membership” (69). Therefore, one’s positioning in these hierarchies impacts an individual’s 

social capital, access to economic assets and resources that enable social mobility: these include 

the notion of beauty, culture, education, networks and labor. Consequently, perpetuating limited 

and stereotypical representations in media negatively impact interactions between members of 
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dominant and marginalized groups (e.g. prejudicial behavior, hate crimes and White privilege) 

but also play a role in perception of one’s self-worth (e.g. internalized colorism and White 

supremacy). 

According to George Gerbner’s work on Cultivation Theory (CT), television is a 

“centralized system of storytelling” that has become a primary source of daily information and 

socializing for members of a heterogeneous population and daily information (Gerbner 177). The 

perspectives of divergent views is overridden into a dominant outlook, a process Gerbner calls 

mainstreaming (183).48 Through its programming, the medium cultivates a shared conception of 

reality amongst “loose aggregations of people who share some common consciousness of how 

things work, what things are, and what ought to be done—but never meet face to face” (Gerbner 

176-177). In their attempt to attract the largest audience from a heterogeneous population, “the 

most popular program materials present consistent and complementary messages, often 

reproducing what has already proven profitable” (178). CT underscores the influence an 

individual’s media consumption has on the viewer’s perception of reality in light of real world 

experiences; the media’s influence depends on the extent to which television’s imagery 

dominates a viewers’ source of information (182). While viewers have other input and individual 

agency, when televisual storytelling is their primary source of information about a particular 

identity or group, a viewer’s dependency on media messages is greater. This can be problematic 

because television homogenizes perspectives, educates viewers as to the dominant and 

marginalized cultures, and impacts viewers’ perception of reality through the repetition of 

established television programming. 

                                                
48 Mainstreaming television shows is similar to the socializing function of literature in that these 
media depict and perpetuate dominant social models.  
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Subsequent studies by Dana Mastro et. al demonstrate diversity and representation in 

television matters for Latinxs, and arguably for other marginalized groups. When testing the 

cultivation of social perceptions about Latinxs, Dana Mastro et. al. determined that “the more 

White viewers consumed, the more their evaluation of Latinos reflected their TV 

characterizations,” especially for those without close real world Latinx contacts. The study 

concluded that across three Latinx personality stereotypes, “White” viewers had “a greater 

reliance on televised images in decision making” with regard to the perception of Latinxs’ work 

ethic (laziness versus hard-working), criminality (drug-user and likeliness to commit a crime) 

and intelligence (educated and intelligent) (362).  

Due to the “pronounced cultivation effects” in these television viewers, Mastro and her 

team of investigators stressed the “need for improvements in the quality and quantity of 

television portrayals of Latinos” (362). This requires several changes. There is a need to increase 

Latinx characters with more meaningful speaking parts from the current single digit percentage. 

There is a need to break mainstream media’s homogeneous representation of the Latinxs, which 

comprises over 20 distinct countries and regions. There is a need to reject narratives with 

ethnocentric stereotypes. And, there is a need to confront normalized and institutional 

ethnocentric storylines. 

 

Latinx Storylines: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 

In 2018, the year under review, the five shows privileging Latinx perspectives were 

Queen of the South (USA Network 2016), Narcos’ companion show Narcos: Mexico (Netflix 

2018), One Day at a Time (Netflix 2017), Jane the Virgin (The CW 2014) and Vida (Starz 2018). 

It is important to note that of the five shows, two are Netflix web series, one is aired on cable, 
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and two are broadcasted on local channels over the air.49 Only two of the five shows were aired 

on a major, free-to-air legacy channel, while the other three required cable or web browsing 

memberships, further restricting the access to the limited narratives that privilege Latinx 

perspectives.  

Critic and audience reception of four of these shows has been positive as reported by 

Rotten Tomatoes, a website that compiles critics’ and audiences’ scores for television shows and 

films. As explained on www.rottentomatoes.com, an average Tomatometer score is assigned 

“when at least 50 percent of its seasons have a score” based on online reviews by critics who are 

certified members of writing guilds and film-critics’ associations. The score reflects “the 

percentage of users who have rated this show 3.5 stars or higher” out of ten 

(rottentomatoes.com). For seasons one through three, Narcos received an average score of 89% 

from critics and 95% from audiences. Narcos: Mexico received an average score of 89% from 

critics and 91% from audiences for season one and 81% from critics and 94% from audiences for 

the second season. Season one of Queen of the South received an average score of 69% from 

critics and 90% from audiences. Although Queen of the South is in its fourth season, an average 

critics’ score is unavailable because seasons two through four did not have a Tomatometer. 

Vida’s six-episode first season rated 100% with critics and received a Certified Fresh status. This 

is a “special distinction awarded to the best-reviewed movies and TV shows” with a 75% or 

higher Tomatometer score and includes at least “five reviews from Top Critics” 

(rottentomatoes.com). Vida’s average rating from critics is 100% for all three seasons with 73%, 

85% and 79% ratings from audiences for seasons one (2018), two (2019), and three (2020) 

respectively. Overall all five seasons, Jane the Virgin rated 100% with critics and 85% with 

                                                
49 The major free-to-air legacy channels are ABC, CBS, CW, Fox, NBC and PBS whose content 
is restricted by FCC regulations and available to viewers with a television antenna.   
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audiences. Very high critic and audience scores for four of five shows demonstrates there are 

audiences for Latinx storylines even those utilizing ethnocentric and prejudicial Latinx 

archetypes.  

Entertainment and quality programming do not guarantee a show’s continued production 

even when it receives positive reviews, and high praise from critics and audience members. One 

show to experience treatment incompatible with its positive reception is One Day at a Time. 

Consistently producing episodes that received high critical acclaim and positive audience scores 

did not save One Day at a Time from cancellation. The web series received an average score of 

98% from critics, whose ratings increased from the first season’s 94% to 100% for seasons two 

and three. One Day at a Time’s average audience score was 91% for all three seasons. On March 

14, 2019, Netflix canceled One Day at a Time via a tweet stating, “simply not enough people 

watched to justify another season” (Netflix). The television channel Pop picked up the show and 

One Day at a Time season four was rated 100% by critics and 84% with audiences 2020, and 

received a Certified Fresh status. In addition to the loss of One Day at a Time, Jane the Virgin 

was cancelled and its last season aired in 2019. Unless a large number of additional Latinx-

focused shows are produced, U.S. Latinxs will only have four shows that privilege the highly 

underrepresented group’s experiences. The reduction of an already inequitable number of U.S. 

Latinx television shows supports Berg’s assertion that the media is representative of the 

dominant group’s ideology.  

Aside from the disproportionately small number of shows, very important issues to 

consider are narrative and content. Of these 2018 U.S. television programs, two storylines relied 

on and perpetuated the negative stereotype that Latinxs are criminals. Queen of the South and 

Narcos: Mexico relied on and perpetuated stereotypes of Latinxs as violent drug dealers and 
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criminals. Contrary to U.S. patriarchy and Latinx machismo, Queen of the South’s protagonist 

and villain are powerful and intelligent women, who attempt to outwit law enforcement agencies, 

governments and other drug dealers for increased power in their trade. While portraying strong 

women in television challenges Latina stereotypes, their power is gained through their criminal 

enterprise; this perpetuates associating Latinxs with deceit, crime and violence. Narcos and 

Narcos: Mexico  (2015-2017) depict narratives about immoral Latino drug dealers, who are 

hunted by mostly White U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration officers who run rogue in Latin 

American countries. The original Narcos’ storyline highlights the already infamous criminal life 

of Colombian cocaine drug lord Pablo Escobar. The companion story Narcos: Mexico (2018) 

explores the origins of the contemporary narcotrafficking situation in Mexico. The fact that 

Narcos and Queen of the South pilot were filmed in Latin American locations and use Latinx 

actors speaks to the showrunners’ attempts to depict some cultural authenticity. However, both 

storylines reinforce prejudicial stereotypes that Latinxs are criminals and U.S. dominant cultural 

values are morally superior in comparison.  

Alternatively, the premise of a third show centering Latinx experiences is about the life 

of a young virgin mother. Instead of focusing on the dramatic and shocking lives of criminals, 

Jane the Virgin follows the life of a U.S. Latina (Gina Rodríguez) as she seeks a higher 

education, works on her career, pursues her love interests and becomes a mom. The satirical and 

over-the-top series was inspired by the Latin American telenovela Juana la virgen.50 The series’ 

protagonist, Jane is a moral, hard-working woman pursuing a college degree and her dream of 

becoming a writer. Without her consent and because of a mix-up at her gynecologist’s office, 

Jane was artificially inseminated by accident, which made her a virgin mother, a Catholic ideal 

                                                
50 The original Venezuelan telenovela, Juana la virgen, aired in 2002 and was produced by 
Radio Caracas Televisión. 
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modeled by and obtained by the mother of Jesus Christ. Central to the storyline is Jane’s 

commitment to virginity that is linked to her grandmother’s religiosity and Catholic sexual 

models for women. These traditional ideologies limit Latina sexuality to virgin or mother, which 

makes all Latinas seeking sexual pleasure whores. This choice is presented as excessive and out 

of place in contemporary U.S. society, while the manner Jane obtained virgin-motherhood 

highlights the contradiction. The show presents Latinxs in varied professional careers and 

socioeconomic conditions. It demonstrates the great lengths a Latina would have to go to be 

successful and the impracticality of following limited models. The narrative expands Latina roles 

outside the home to include career options and formal education. Although the show revolves 

around a single mother raised by her single mother (Andrea Navedo) and Spanish monolingual 

grandmother (Ivonne Coll), the show does not take further steps to challenge heteronormal 

models by incorporating queer characters or expanding the representation of Latinxs to include 

indigenous and Black Latinxs.  

There are some notable attempts by One Day at a Time and Vida to broaden, defy and 

diversify stereotypical representations of Latinxs in the media with varying degrees of success. 

Employing distinct storytelling approaches, these two shows challenge, reject and broaden 

representations of Latinxs while privileging marginalized group experiences. Unlike the other 

three 2018 productions about Latinxs, the experiences of the marginalized group are central to 

these narratives, and their storylines do not exploit Latinxs archetypes to demonstrate the 

superiority of the dominant group as with Queen of the South and both Narcos programs. 

However, One Day at a Time still relies on and exaggerates some Latinx and/or Cuban 

stereotypes to generate laughs and drive storylines. Although the show addresses many 

contemporary polemic topics impacting U.S. Latinxs, these are made palatable through comedy 
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and attempts to universalize some themes for a broad audience. In contrast, Vida is a gritty and 

unapologetic exploration of U.S. and queer Latinxs’ experiences without efforts to universalize 

or ameliorate the show’s critical content to gain mass appeal.  

Aside from sharing a focus on U.S. Latinxs’ experiences, both One Day at a Time and 

Vida can be described as autoethnographic productions. Mary Louise Pratt defines 

autoethnography as “a text in which people undertake to describe themselves in ways that engage 

with representations others have made of them;” these “self-representations [are] intended to 

intervene in metropolitan modes of understanding” (35). That is, One Day at a Time and Vida are 

not autonomous Latinx storylines existing in a lone discursive universe. Both shows use Latinx 

actors to portray Latinx characters instead of engaging in brownface. While discussing 

problematic prejudices and constructs, through these shows, Latinx communities ‘talk back at’ 

representations of themselves created by dominant groups that have been detrimental to Latinxs’ 

social capital. The narratives engage with previous over generalized, devalued and negative 

depictions of Latinxs by the dominant U.S. group. 

One Day at a Time reimagines the original 1970s storyline but depicts a Latinx family 

residing in Los Angeles, California. One Day at a Time co-creator, executive producer and co-

showrunner Gloria Calderón Kellett claims she “made it [the show] personal, giving the show a 

distinctive bicultural, Latino flavor” by making the family Cuban and incorporating material 

about her own Cuban family (Peláez). One Day at a Time is about a progressive Cuban-

American family led by Penelope (Justina Machado), a single mother dealing with post-

traumatic stress as a result of her time in the U.S. army. Penelope supports her elderly mother 

(Rita Moreno) and two teenagers (Isabella Gómez and Marcel Ruíz). Her mother’s Cuban 

ideologies are often critiqued and mocked for supporting social inequalities, which highlights 
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prejudices within Latinx communities. Additionally, One Day at a Time explores various social, 

economic and political difficulties encountered by U.S. Latinxs today that also impact the 

population at large such as drug addiction, mental illness, sexual orientation, sexism, careers and 

veterans’ affairs. Simultaneously, the web series addresses difficulties that are specific to the 

Latinx and/or queer communities including ethnocentrism, undocumented immigration, and 

queer and non-binary gender identities. While the show partially defies overgeneralizations about 

Latinxs and explores controversial topics, One Day at a Time exploits some stereotypes about 

the group in order to entertain. The program creators rely heavily on kooky superstitions, 

outdated customs, exaggerated sentiments, and illogical beliefs so that audiences laugh at Cuban 

stereotypes. Employing such stereotypes makes Latinx characters and the show’s social critiques 

non-threatening; this ameliorates critical content and dulls the light that One Day at a Time casts 

on social ills in favor of gaining mass audience appeal. 

Queen of the South, Narcos, Narcos: Mexico, One Day at a Time, and Jane the Virgin fall 

into a similar trap by recycling the U.S. media’s ethnocentric and stereotypical Latinx 

representations, admittedly at different rates and with varying degrees of antagonism toward 

dominant ideologies. These examples clearly show that sometimes even when Latinxs control 

their own representation, they must contend with expected visual storytelling practices. Visual 

and performance artist Félix González-Torres explains the dominant culture’s expectations of 

Latinx characters and storylines, “[w]e [Latinxs] have an assigned role that is very specific, very 

limited”, which means, “‘we’—the ‘other’—have to accomplish ritual, exotic performances to 

satisfy the needs of the majority” (Muñoz 165-166). When fulfilling expected (read 

stereotypical) Latinx performances and storylines, shows about Latinxs support to a greater or 

lesser degree ethnocentric and heteronormative biases against Latinxs, women and other 
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marginalized groups. However, not all shows, artists or narratives abide by media conventions 

regarding the depiction of marginalized groups and normalized storylines.  

Those depictions are important because the media plays a role in educating those it 

reaches to accept reinforced social ideals as normal and sustain stereotypes that bolster social 

hierarchies without question. This is important considering Lazarsfeld and Merton’s conclusion 

that mass media assign status to different group, reinforce social norms, and overwhelm the 

public with information that results in indifference. Thus, to counter biases against the group 

television creators need to transform mainstream storylines about Latinxs, challenge prejudicial 

ideologies that shape stereotypical depictions, and diversify the portrayal and inclusion of Latinx 

and queer Latinx characters in the media with a flood of diverse and non-stereotypical 

representations of these groups. 

 

Resistance: New Imaginaries Retell Latinx Storylines 

Changing the value assigned to groups is possible because mediated “images become 

familiar to the point that they eventually seem normal, even ‘natural’” and “[w]ith repetition, 

therefore, narration becomes representation” (Berg 18-19). That is, repeatedly disseminating 

representations challenging overgeneralized and prejudicial group depictions can alter how 

groups are valued which also impacts interactions between members of distinct groups. 

Knowledge about the marginalized group’s experience, history, culture, traditions, and members 

“forces one to recognize the group’s overall heterogeneity” and the “eventual breakdown” of 

stereotypes unless an individual selects to ignore this information in order to maintain their 

prejudices (Berg 17). Audiences’ “lived experience” or personal exchanges with a marginalized 
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group can contest overgeneralizations about them, as can changes to storytelling and 

representation in the media. In sum, dominant ideologies can be changed. 

Michel Pêcheux states that an individual reacts to dominant ideology in one of three 

ways: identifies with and assimilates, counter identifies and rebels, or disidentifies and works to 

change the dominant cultural logic (Muñoz 11). These reactions exclude the possibility of 

strategically maneuvering between social constructs as suggested by Sandoval’s differential 

consciousness, which “permits functioning within yet beyond the demands of dominant 

ideology” (3). In Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics, José 

Esteban Muñoz defines disidentification as “the survival strategies the minority subject practices 

in order to negotiate a phobic majoritarian [dominant] public sphere that continuously elides or 

punishes the existence of subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship” 

(4). Muñoz explains that subversive action can take the form of “remaking and rewriting of a 

dominant script” since it “helps one imagine a remade public sphere in which the minoritarian 

[minority] subject’s eyes are no longer marginal” (23). This technique provides a way for 

marginalized groups to challenge dominant media messages that represent them as stereotypical 

characters and/or depict them as not conforming. Not only do disidentifying subjects renounce 

overgeneralizations and (under)valuation as assigned by the dominant group ideology, but they 

also transform normalized narratives, privileging marginalized points of view to create new 

imaginaries. This form of resistance dislodges the othering process upon which group identities 

are defined.  

Due to prescriptive narratives and prejudicial representations of minorities, women, and 

other groups, scholars advocate for the creation of distinct forms of self-representation and 

imagining new narratives. For instance, Tajfel suggests that minorities positively reinterpret 
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existing group characteristics and/or create and diffuse new ideologies that value the minority 

group’s distinctiveness (82). The reevaluation of minority groups is intended to modify the 

devaluation and /or negative connotations imposed by the dominant group on the minority. 

Simultaneously, in this practice, one questions established social structures as a whole and 

reveals how certain categories artificially position individuals. Meanwhile, Muñoz encourages 

dis-identification as a strategy to resist dominant culturally-coded messages by transforming 

cultural logic to enact permanent structural change (Muñoz 11-12). Additionally, Jotería Studies 

scholars specifically address the denigration of queer Latinxs; Anita Tijerina Revilla and José 

Manuel Santillana propose viewers challenge unearned ethnic and heteronormative privilege, 

provide diverse self-representations, be allies to queer Latinxs, and create safe spaces for them 

(175-176). Although focusing specifically on historical encounters between cultures, Pratt’s 

proposal is applicable to various narratives whether literary or otherwise. She advises generating 

autoethnographies or narratives created by marginalized individuals about themselves in 

response to the dominant group’s misrepresentations of the group and/or an event’s account. The 

actions these scholars propose are similar, they urge marginalized groups to rewrite their 

narratives or imagine new ones while challenging dominant social constructions. Assuming 

prejudices against Latinxs can be challenged and perhaps, in time, reversed with alternative 

storylines and diversified group representations, the value of further marginalized members of 

the group is alterable (e.g. indigenous, Arab, non-Catholic, Black/Afro and queer Latinxs). 

A marginalized individual’s self-representation is distinct from an ethnography, which is 

a dominant group’s attempt to understand another culture. Minority created self-representation 

and alternative narratives permit them to work on themselves “away from models of the self that 

correlate [them] with socially prescribed identity narratives” (Muñoz 145). For Muñoz, the act is 
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not an individualistic rebellion because “resisting dominant modes of subjection entails 

contesting dominant modalities of governmental and state power but also opening up a space for 

new social formations” (145). Aside from official power structures, self-representations produce 

new minority spaces that are not simply crevices within dominant spaces. In new imaginaries, 

minority subjects can escape being reduced to one particular version of an exotic ‘other’ or being 

reduced to one of several identities in order to bolster dominant ideologies. Additionally, 

autoethnographies or self-representations dispute the legitimacy of marginalized group 

depictions and question dominant ideologies while accounting for the interplay of an individual’s 

various identities. As such, a queer Latina’s experience in the U.S. is not limited to only one of 

her identities but rather her sexuality, ethnicity, citizenship, gender and other identities. Her 

experience is shaped by the ways these identities are interconnected and influence each other 

differently in distinct spaces and times.  

Of the five 2018 U.S. Latinx focused television programs, Vida challenges U.S. ethnic 

hierarchies, gender-based power inequalities and sexuality related prejudices in meaningful ways 

without pandering to those outside the group. The series’ creators utilize cinematographic 

techniques and new narratives of self-representation to intentionally defy mainstream storylines 

about Latinxs on television. The show makes space for and highlights the experiences of various 

Latinx genders and sexualities without regard for their appeal to audiences who may not identify 

with either experience. Vida is not a space intended to make dominant groups comfortable. 

Rather, the show holds up a mirror to U.S. culture forcing viewers to reflect on the ideologies 

that bolster their unearned privileges. 

The showrunner and show writers evaded mainstream television storylines and settings in 

Vida. The audience’s attention is directed to non-stereotypical Latinx experiences in Latinx 
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spaces. Vida’s narrative refracts multivocal storylines that highlight the experiences of 

individuals who are further marginalized within Latinx groups. Through narrative action, 

dialogue and the soundtrack, Vida populates the Latinx televisual space with a diverse 

community to deconstruct dominant power structures. 

Vida showrunner Saracho, who has full creative authority, reworked stereotypical 

representations ditching the use of Latinxs as secondary characters that contrast to dominant 

characters. Latinxs are not used to further elevate the social status of principal characters that 

represent heteronormative models and European beauty standards. By reframing the storyline 

around and focusing the viewer’s eye on Latinxs, Vida changes the valuation and social capital 

assigned to this marginalized group. Moreover, Latinxs are not supplemental characters; they are 

the main narrative focus. Reframing goes beyond altering the central focus of the storyline to 

placing Latinx characters within U.S. Latinx settings, and placing them centrally within the 

camera’s frame as will be discussed in the next section.  
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Giving Vida [“Life”] to U.S. Latinxs in Television 

 

Fig. 3.1 Starz television series Vida’s Season One poster depicting some of the show’s 
characters. The main characters (pictured from second on the right to last) are unique because all 
are Latinx, four of five are women and two are queer characters. Image retrieved from 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/veronicavillafane/2019/03/25/starz-reveals-vida-season-2-launch-
date-gives-fans-option-to-binge-watch-on-app/#7de9e29535ea.  
 

The storyline revolves around the return of two Mexican-American sisters, Emma 

(Mishel Prada) and Lyn (Melissa Barrera) Hernández, to their childhood home in East Los 

Angeles due to their mother’s death. Once there, the camera follows the sisters as they contend 

with unresolved identity and family issues. The camera frames the characters’ heads and 

shoulders in close-up shots or long whole body shots. Their bodies are never gratuitously panned 

over or dissected for consumption by a male gaze. Their humanity and complex identities are 

central to the storyline, which is honored by the camera. Latinxs are prominent in camera shots; 

whether the camera focuses on an individual or multiple characters, Latinxs are not used to 
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provide decoration or serve as multicultural elements. When Latinx extras are incorporated into 

scenes, they lend an air of authenticity rather than being sprinkled in as props to diversify the 

mise en scène. 

 The show’s environment itself is distinct from upper-middle-class White neighborhoods 

depicted in mainstream television programming. In their majority, Vida’s scenes take place in 

urban spaces marked by street art, Latinx murals, and the iconic Los Angeles cityscape. 

Additionally, street vendors of Mexican fare are commonplace on city sidewalks in this area and 

on the show. They satisfy the need for Mexican fast foods like tamales or a chamoyada—a 

sorbet, fruit, and spice indulgence. These urban elements highlight that setting is of 

predominantly Latinx neighborhoods located in eastern Los Angeles, giving visibility to its 

particular ethnic makeup. This geographic area is home to the ten cities with the highest Latinx 

populations of Los Angeles County’s 272 cities and unincorporated areas; Latinx percentages in 

these cities range from 92.1% - 96.7% (LA Times). In 2015, Los Angeles County’s population 

was composed of 48.6% Latinx (Data USA), which was 2.73 times the national percentage. Due 

to the high concentration of Latinxs, it is a uniquely ethnic and cultural center within the U.S. 

Therefore, aside from focusing the narrative on Latinx characters, Vida places them within a 

distinctly U.S. Latinx space.   

The show does not have U.S. Latinxs who solely navigate dominant group spaces nor in 

strictly Latinx only spaces. The settings, like the characters, are multicultural. In homes and other 

gathering spaces, evidence of Mexican culture abounds. The characters are well supplied with 

Mexican food including flan, salsas, refried beans, sweet bread, tacos, and tequila. Woven into 

familiar interiors are household items and decorations depicting Mexican spaces that feel like 

authentic homes. The characters’ homes have fuzzy San Marcos blankets, colorful indigenous 
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Mexican embroideries, multi-colored rooms, and lace or floral tablecloths and placemats. 

Residential dwellings are adorned with an array of Catholic paraphernalia including candles with 

saints and biblical characters, rosaries, crosses, and altars honoring the deceased. These details 

were necessary for Saracho because “[o]ur narratives have been missing on television for a long 

time. To be inside these homes that are culturally accurate [was important]” (Cordero). In Vida, 

televisual spaces are not curated with stereotypical Mexican items like mariache sombreros, 

commercialized versions of cultural objects like Frida Kahlo paintings on mugs, or elements 

belonging to other cultures like Spanish flamenco music. Mexican culture is not depicted through 

caricature but authentically displayed as it is lived, intertwined with the dominant U.S. and 

various other Latinx cultures. 

The authenticity of filming spaces is enhanced by the sounds heard during the season that 

also function to broaden Latinx representation. Fluidly entwined throughout each episode are 

Spanglish, Spanish, and English, representative of the location’s demographics. In 2015, 

speakers of a non-English language made up 21.5% of the U.S. population but 57.4% of Los 

Angeles County’s population, where 39.8% of Angelinos spoke Spanish or Spanish Creole (Data 

USA). Employing multiple linguistic systems acknowledges that not all U.S. Latinxs are 

monolingual or bilingual but that language knowledge and use varies by individual and in 

different social contexts. The show’s soundtrack privileges songs that are mostly in Spanish 

and/or performed by Latinx artists from Spanish and Portuguese speaking Latin America 

including Black/Afro- and indigenous Latinxs. Vida creators acknowledge Black, indigenous and 

Brazilian Latinxs by incorporating their voices in the soundtrack, although the program 

showcases Mexican-American characters. As such, texts, conversations, and songs on the show 

oscillate between English, Spanish, and their hybrid to communicate by moving from one 
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language system to another or dexterously piecing together phrases and words from both. 

Altogether, show creators curate a narrative universe that highlights the multicultural aspect of 

Latinxs’ experiences. 

Language code switching is not explained or translated into standard English to facilitate 

understanding for monolingual U.S. English speakers. This demonstrates that the show’s targeted 

audience is either multilingual or a viewer who does not expect their limited language abilities 

and cultural knowledge to be coddled. Vida depicts U.S. Latinx spaces as they are; viewers are 

given access but should explanations be needed or wanted, they are tasked with conducting their 

own research and are responsible for their own understanding. By not translating all dialogue 

into English, using non-English music, and not explaining Latinx cultural elements, the viewer is 

provided an inkling of what marginalized group members’ experience as they navigate, 

unguided, in dominant U.S. culture. In creating a multilingual and multicultural setting to mirror 

the U.S. Latinx community, Saracho rejects the homogenization of the U.S. population and 

challenges calls for Latinx assimilation into the dominant culture purported by mainstream media 

as well as, simultaneously providing visibility to the nation’s largest and growing ethnic 

minority. 

As will be discussed in the following pages, the show diversifies and contradicts 

heteronormative and, to a lesser extent, Eurocentric representations of Latinxs in mainstream 

media by using Latinx actors of different phenotypes and of various social conditions. Vida 

challenges prescribed Latin lover characterizations and incorporates genderqueer expressions. At 

the same time, the show depicts Latinxs who skillfully maneuver within multiple cultural spaces 

and groups. This challenges the group’s associations with foreignness. The correlation of Latinxs 

with criminality is reevaluated through the chola identity. By altering the stereotypical depictions 
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of Latinxs in television programming, the voice of invisible and misrepresented members of 

marginalized groups are refracted effectively diversifying Latinx representations. 

Beyond the narrative, vital elements of the show’s production are distinct from those in 

traditional media. Vida’s Mexican-born and queer-identifying showrunner, Saracho had the 

authority to depict Latinx characters and reimagine a storyline staring two Latina sisters. Of the 

show’s six main characters, five are women and three are queer. Saracho attributes the show’s 

quality and success to support from the show’s network and an all Latinx cast and crew. Saracho, 

as the showrunner, recalls being given the task of creating a show about “millennial females 

from eastern Los Angeles” that dealt with gentefication (Hammond). This demonstrates that the 

network sought to depict a U.S. Latinx experience from the show’s inception. Latina Starz 

executive, Marta Fernández’s support was pivotal because in television, “[t]he gatekeeping isn’t 

just opening the doors; gatekeepers have to champion you [during] those two years of 

development” as finding an audience is difficult in a market with hundreds of television shows 

available for viewing (Hammond). Because of her role as a television gatekeeper, Fernández’s 

support and promotion of the show was critical. Saracho recalled Vida’s crew felt equal to the 

network’s other shows because Starz “rolled us out like a White show. It was really exciting, 

‘cuz it like uh, we were equal. And that’s, that’s all we’ve been wanting…At Starz we feel equal 

to the other shows” (Hammond). This statement highlights the need to diversify the 

entertainment industry in addition to content creators, film crews and actors. Even though the 

series was watched by a limited number of viewers,51 the network found the storyline compelling 

enough to release a second season online on May 23, 2019 and begin airing weekly episodes on 

                                                
51 “Vida stayed off the chart with a steady viewership of 0.03/148K” as reported by Show Buzz 
Daily (Metcalf). The first is the percentage of available viewers and the second is the number of 
viewers.  
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May 26, 2019.52 This was done to attract audiences that prefer to binge episodes or do not watch 

weekly aired episodes. Days later, on May 31, 2019, Starz’s Chief Operating Officer, Jeffrey 

Hirsch announced Vida was renewed for a third season (Hurtado). The entertainment industry 

needs time to develop an audience base and certain business aspects must be addressed in order 

to diversify televisual storytelling. 

The Vida showrunner relied on an all Latinx cast and crew to humanize Latinx characters 

in general and queer Latinx characters specifically. Providing variety to mainstream television 

storylines and characters was intentional and purposeful. Its aim was to provide visibility to 

Latinxs on mainstream media as well as alter the way they are stereotypically represented, and 

therefore perceived by audiences. Saracho explains her motivation in relation to heightened anti-

immigrant sentiments and Eurocentrism following Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign 

as follows:  

There’s a lot of worry. I am not a citizen. There’s a lot of worry in me just with what is  

happening today, with how we are being viewed right now...I have this, like, desire, this  

desperate desire to humanize us. I’m linked to a group of people who are not seen as  

human. And that’s, I don’t know how to stop that, you know, except to put out humans 

 on TV. (Portrait Of: Tanya Saracho) 

Humanizing Latinxs requires portraying complex characters and to have characters that contend 

with dominant depictions of Latinxs as criminals, subservient labor, or sexual and exotic beings. 

Another issue the group must contend with is related not only to overgeneralizations but 

umbrella terms used to lump various ethnicities and nationalities together. Vida writer Nancy 

                                                
52To appeal to different viewing preferences and audiences, weekly broadcasting of Vida 
episodes took place on cable television while online streaming of the entire season permitted 
viewers to binge the entire show. 
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Mejía underscores the need to “prove that the community isn’t monolithic. We share cultural 

roots, but we all have different experiences” (Fernández). That is, Latinxs have cultural and 

historical commonalities, but they also contend with individual experiences marked by distinct 

intersectional identities and forms of exclusion.  

In its alternate Latinx imaginary and subject identities, Vida demonstrates ways to work 

against power inequalities and the marginalization of non-heteronormative individuals in the 

U.S. The artificiality of heteronormative tenets related to gender expression, sexuality and family 

are laid bare in the show’s critical view of three Latina stereotypes: the sexpot, the maid and the 

gangbanger. Additionally, alternative imaginaries demonstrate ways to alter dominant group 

power inequalities and challenge prejudicial Latinx representations in the media.  

 

The Permanent Puta [“Whore”] and the Laborer of Trabajo Ajeno [“Someone Else’s Work”] 

While other shows repeat sexualized Latinx depictions, Vida creators deliberately reject 

images of the sexpot, a stereotype that the dominant group often veils as appreciation of Latina 

beauty. The showrunner explains the prevalence of spicy Latinas in the media. She states that sex 

is part of Latinxs stories “because we are over-sexualized by the dominant eye” but “[i]t is their 

vision of us” (Portrait Of: Tanya Saracho). This othering process facilitates objectifying, 

subjugating and marginalizing Latinxs by creating artificial distinctions between this and other 

groups. Therein lies the power inequality, for this stereotype presents an oversimplified version 

of a Latinx created by the dominant group for their titillation and consumption. Agency lies with 

the dominant group that constructed Latinas as an exotic ‘other’ and seeks to sexually conquer 

them. Aside from presenting Latinas as caricatures, the stereotypical constructions of the sexpot 
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and spicy Latina carry the disparaging connotation of promiscuity. Momentary admiration of the 

sexpot marks her permanently as a whore. 

Latina sexuality is examined and complicated by Vida, the younger sister, Lyn, 

understands her sexuality is laden with value. Rather than seek power and/or financial 

independence through physical or mental labor, Lyn uses sex to secure financial support from 

heterosexual men. When not engaging in sexual exchanges, Lyn maintains her svelte physique 

with exercise, or she adorns herself with trendy clothes that she purchases with funds she did not 

earn. Lyn’s use of sex is intentional. She accepts and exploits the male-gaze, evident in her 

encounter with Jackson, a wealthy White hipster. In this scene, the camera depicts the dominant 

culture’s valorization of and interest in Latinx women through Jackson, whose eyes clearly focus 

on Lyn’s cleavage. This is the only time the camera dissects and dehumanizes a woman for the 

benefit of a male-gaze. The camera frames a close-up of Lyn’s breasts and face by showing them 

from Jackson’s perspective. Aware of his gaze, Lyn intentionally plays with a straw, imitating 

fellatio to seduce him. Jackson’s sexualization and exotification of Lyn are confirmed in his 

statement, “Nothing is sexier to me than when you guys roll your r’s” (Episode Four). From his 

reference to rolling r’s, Jackson makes clear the “you guys” he finds appealing for their unusual 

speech are Spanish-speaking Latinx others. 

Lyn succeeds in her seduction of Jackson. At their initial meeting, Jackson invites her to 

join him at a party with other wealthy White millennials in an upscale area of Los Angeles. At 

the opulent location, the White partygoers’ privilege is established in contrast to the Latinx 

characters. The White partygoers lounge around eating, drinking alcohol and doing drugs as 

Latina maids tidy the beautiful home. At this point, the viewer is introduced to a second Latina 

stereotype, the domestic servant. The subservience of the domestic laborer and superior power of 
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the dominant group is delineated in the two scenes that follow. These scenes define the role of 

each group and then their physical space is delineated. At the party, one White woman whines, 

“She [Aurora the maid] keeps getting it wrong. Can someone please teach them how to make a 

proper gimlet?” (Episode Four). Using “them,” the partygoer differentiates herself and the other 

dominant group members from the Latinx staff as well as homogenizing the ethnic group. The 

White woman points out that Latinxs do not belong to the same dominant group or their 

privileged space. She critiques the marginalized group’s inability to adhere to “proper” or 

dominant conventions even when only allowed in the privileged space in a subservient role. It is 

important to point out that the Latinx staff has failed to assimilate to the dominant culture based 

on the dominant group member’s criteria and judgment. 

The scene continues with a dialogue between the same White woman and Jackson. A 

second guest and a White man named Harper vomits and the maid, Aurora, is informed. Aurora 

quickly walks over with a bucket and a rag to clean up the mess. Aurora’s lack of disgust and 

appropriate quick response demonstrates what Harper confirms; this is a common occurrence. 

Harper laments, “I feel so bad, she has to keep cleaning it up” (Episode Four). To this, Jackson 

instructs, “Don’t. That’s what she is here for” (Episode Four). The purpose of the Latinx staff is 

to swiftly and without reproach keep the dominant group’s space immaculate, freeing the latter 

from dealing with the unpleasant consequences of their leisurely life. The dominant group enjoys 

their privilege and excess resources, while the Latinx marginalized group preserves privileged 

spaces to which they have limited and prescribed access when serving the needs of the dominant 

group. 

The episode closes with Lyn in her party dress riding home on a public bus, the same bus 

the maid Aurora rides. Although Lyn was a guest and Aurora a worker at the party, in the eyes of 
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the dominant culture, limited access to dominant spaces is reserved for Latinx ‘others’ serving 

the dominant group. The soundtrack for this scene underscores both women’s subservient roles. 

While the women ride together on the same bus reinforces their metaphoric and physical 

segregation from the dominant group’s space.   

The scene lacks dialogue and action, making the song’s lyrics the scene’s focus. The 

women are observed sitting and staring ahead. Afro-Peruvian Susana Baca’s song “María 

Landó” plays; it is about a woman laboring for another individual. The following are the song 

lyrics53:  

María no tiene tiempo (María Landó) 

De alzar los ojos 

María de alzar los ojos (María Landó) 

Rotos de sueño 

María rotos de sueño (María Landó) 

 

De andar sufriendo, 

María de andar sufriendo (María Landó) 

 

Sólo trabaja 

María sólo trabaja, sólo trabaja, sólo trabaja 

María sólo trabaja, Y su trabajo es ajeno 

María does not have time (María Landó) 

to raise her eyes 

María, to raise her eyes (María Landó) 

broken from sleepiness 

María, [eyes] broken from sleepiness (María 

Landó) 

From going around suffering, 

María, from going around suffering (María 

Landó) 

She only works 

María only works, only works, only works 

María only works, And her labor belongs to 

another 

 

                                                
53 All translations are mine. 
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The phrase “su trabajo es ajeno” can be translated as her work or her labor belongs to another. 

This phrase can be understood as immigrants stealing jobs from U.S. citizens, as claimed by 

proponents of anti-immigration who also blame Latinx immigrants for national economic 

failures which is used a reason to reject Latinxs. Nonetheless, the song’s compassion for the 

weary worker and Vida’s narrative make it clear the phrase “su trabajo es ajeno” is placed in a 

different context and assigned another meaning. The song informs the audience that Aurora’s 

work is someone else’s because it is someone else’s mess, someone else’s duty to fulfill. The 

lyrics and scene do not support the idea that marginalized group members—Latinxs 

specifically—take jobs away from U.S. citizens as scapegoating claims. If translating the word as 

labor, it is clear that Aurora labors for someone else’s benefit. Her labor is presented as 

exploitation because the demeaning work does not lead to an accumulation of riches. Rather, it 

maintains the marginalized group as a laborer class subservient to employers belonging to a 

dominant class. Power inequality is sustained, and the social hierarchy remains clear. 

 Although the lyrics tell of a woman like Aurora, who works for the benefit of dominant 

group members, Lyn experiences the same fate as the maid. After partying with the dominant 

group, Lyn has fulfilled her service to Jackson and his friends. She was the exotified and 

marginalized other, a sexpot for the consumption by the dominant male gaze and the party 

novelty, respectively. By placing Lyn and Aurora on the same bus ride, Vida highlights that 

Latinas who are welcomed into dominant spaces are there temporarily and to serve a purpose. 

Once completed, the women are relegated back to their own space. The scene problematizes their 

expendability and access to space. Demonstrating that they are devalued by and separated from 

the dominant group illustrates how dominant groups sustain and justify social hierarchies. Vida 

further complicates the maid and the sexpot stereotypes. The cinematography and narrative work 
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together to prevent audiences from understanding Latinx labor as simply part of a global division 

of work and/or Latinas as mindlessly guided by innate drives, sexual and otherwise. The scene is 

a poignant critique of unequal power relations between wealthy White individuals and 

marginalized people with limited means of survival.    

 

The Chola, a Woke Activist  

A third reworked character in Vida is the Latinx gang member who has been used in 

narratives as the villainous counterpart to model protagonists. On this show, the stereotype that 

Latinxs are criminals is turned on its head with the character Marisol Sánchez (Chelsea Rendon), 

Marisol or, as she is known by her online moniker, La Pinche Chinche [“lousy” or “fucking 

pest”]. Much of Marisol’s personal style borrows from the non-conformist style of pachucas and 

their contemporaries, cholas. Pachucas and pachucos, also known as zoot suiters, were Latinxs 

responding to what California Senate Bill 67054 described as “the unconstitutional removal and 

coerced emigration of United States citizens and legal residents of Mexican descent, between the 

years 1929 and 1944, to Mexico from the United States during the 1930s ‘Mexican Repatriation’ 

Program.” During the Zoot Suit Riots of 1943, pachucas presented a “non-White womanhood” 

in the Southwestern U.S. and were called cholitas (little cholas) by the press (Calderón-

Douglass). The transition from pachucas to cholas or Southern California gang members 

composed of low income Latinxs occurred in the 1960s and 70s, according to writer and 

Assistant Director of The Latinx Project at NYU Barbara Calderón-Douglass.  

                                                
54 The bill enacted the “‘Apology Act for the 1930s Mexican Repatriation Program’” addressing 
the unconstitutional removal and coerced emigration of United States citizens and legal residents 
of Mexican descent, between the years 1929 and 1944, to Mexico from the United States during 
the 1930s “Mexican Repatriation” Program (California Senate 670). 
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Tensions between gangs grew and their number increased over the subsequent decades. 

The U.S. Department of Justice reported that the “last three decades of the 20th century were 

characterized by a major escalation of youth gang problems throughout the nation” with the 

largest number of gang-problem cities (363 of 482) and counties (50 of 58) in California in 1998 

(Miller ix). During these decades, chola and cholos were identifiable as gang members by their 

physical presentation and personal expression including their attire, stance and speech as well as 

their highly stylized lowrider cars and bicycles.55  

 

 

Fig. 3.2 Cholas depicted in the film Mi Vida Loca about gang members from the eastern Los 
Angeles City, Echo Park, written and directed by Allison Anders. The women display typical 
chola clothes, make-up and hairstyle of the 1980s and 1990s. The image was published in a 
movie review. See: Marjorie Baumgarten. “Mi Vida Loca: My Crazy Life.” Chron Events, 23 
Sep.1994, https://www.austinchronicle.com/events/film/1994-09-23/mi-vida-loca-my-crazy-life/. 
 

The purpose of noting the history of Lantinx youth struggles against dominant culture and 

institutions is to acknowledge that chola style is still employed to communicate defiance or anti-

establishment sentiment while publicly displaying Latinx pride. In subsequent decades, the chola 
                                                
55 Various films portrayed cholo and chola experiences of the 1980s and 1990s: Mi Vida Loca 
(1993), American Me (1992) and Colors (1988). 
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look has been altered and modernized as forms of resistance, and even commodified by 

dominant group members (e.g. Gwen Stefani, singer of the musical group No Doubt and later a 

solo artist). In Vida, the character Marisol makes use of the chola image in her performance, 

language and expression to communicate her opposition to gentrification and cultural 

assimilation. 

 

 

 

 

 
    Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 Screenshots of Marisol with presenting a contemporary chola look in Vida 
Episodes One and Two, respectively https://www.starz.com/series/vida/episodes/38206/details 
and https://www.starz.com/series/vida/episodes/38258/details. 
 

Vida links the political and historical resistance of pachucas who evolved into cholas, 

and Latinx millennials via Marisol’s personal style. The similarities include wearing large hoop 

earrings, a chingona [“badass woman”] nameplate necklace, black lipstick, black eyeliner, a 

paisley patterned handkerchief, and gelled hair all while getting around on a bicycle. 

Simultaneously, she makes use of items that are common to millennials, such as purple streaks in 

her hair, skinny jeans, a cameo print t-shirt and backpack. In her updated version of a chola look, 
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Marisol “tags” or defaces businesses with spray paint, she believes are encroaching on Latinx 

spaces and pushing out residents by increasing property prices and consequently changing the 

area’s demographics. This chola is also an activist, vlogger and participates in the paid 

workforce. Because her embodied presentation borrows from gangster looks of past decades, the 

contemporary chola’s activism and political acts are unexpected. The chola is reworked in the 

cultural imaginary by contextualizing her political struggle and linking her to a history of 

resistance by other U.S. Latinx youth.  

In doing so, Vida complicates the perception that gangbangers are irrational in their 

defense of Latinx spaces, challenging their portrayal as aimless and violent gangbangers. Marisol 

and her fellow activists, Los Vigilantes [“the guards” or “watchers”] resist assimilation into the 

dominant culture as did their forebears, cholas, cholos, pachucos and pachucas. Like the latter, 

Los Vigilantes’ social justice work frames them as socially aware young adults dedicated to 

fighting against those who seek to make advances into and usurp Latinx spaces and/or erase 

Latinx cultures. Various scenes depict Marisol protesting against well-off newcomers 

intervening in the local economy because it leads to an influx of capital and changes the area’s 

demographics regardless of the race, ethnicity or gender of the newcomer. These modern day 

affronts to marginalized communities by gentrifiers are linked to a history of colonialism and 

displacement.  

An example of spatial and cultural defense occurs in a hostile exchange between Marisol 

and a newly arrived White business owner. Marisol sprays graffiti on the gallery building with 

the words “Fuck White Art” and shouts at the White owner, “Get your cracker [derogatory for 

White] ass out of our neighborhood. Nobody wants you here” (Episode Two). The soundtrack 

supports Marisol’s fight against the gentrification of her neighborhood. As she bikes up to the 
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gallery and then spray paints the building, the song “Release the Hounds56” plays. The song was 

written and performed by Dominican-Brazilian musician Jarina de Marco to support the 2016 

fight against an extension of the Keystone Pipeline57 through Native American land in the U.S. 

The song’s call to action is a response to the continuing colonization of Native American 

communities and places. The title refers to a similarity in tactics shared by federal officers today 

and colonizers five centuries ago; both attacked Native Americans with dogs. The connection 

between similar current events and those during the colonization of the Americas is expressed by 

the following lyrics “For over 500 years/ You keep on thieving/ Proceeded to violate every 

treaty.”58 In the song, Marco warns usurpers, “That land you stealing/From people who were 

here before us/ We gonna take it back.” Coordinating Marisol’s actions with the activist anthem 

links Latinx youth resistance to a history of and ongoing fights against the appropriation of land, 

including contemporary forms of colonization via gentrification and the violation of 

environmental rights. The final line is a call to arms and offers a new imaginary where people 

who have been colonized fight against their oppressors to regain control over their spaces and 

futures. 

Stored on video recordings and broadcasted via her vlog, Marisol educates a virtual 

audience about the “re-colonization” of her community and documents her acts of resistance. 

Marisol brings awareness to the daily displacement of Latinx residents by an influx of 

individuals with superior financial means. One such scene occurs when a pair of young White 

                                                
56 Music video recording of “Jarina De Marco - Release The Hounds (Stand with Standing 
Rock)” on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFzHc51_Pts), uploaded by Jarina de 
Marco, on December, 12 2016. 
57 The Keystone Pipeline is an oil pipeline system that runs from Alberta, Canada through the 
U.S. a controversial final phase intended to run pipelines to the Gulf of Mexico via Texas. Native 
Americans and other environmental groups have led protests against its completion. 
58 Lyrics of “Release the Hounds” were transcribed by me. See appendix for entire transcription. 
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individuals shoots a video encouraging others to eat the delicious Latinx food at an inexpensive 

eastern Los Angeles restaurant. Walking aggressively at the pair, Marisol shouts, “I see you 

fucking Becky [used to refer to a White individuals and/or unoriginal woman]…I see you trying 

to Columbus our shit, but Birria don’t need discovering ‘cause Birria’s been here” (Episode 

One). In this confrontation, Marisol places her body and voice between the community she 

defends and the intruders creating a barrier from the would-be cultural and space usurpers—new 

affluent and White consumers. Armed with her camera, the young activist protests gentrification 

with the same weapon the outsiders employ to conquer and spread into the Latinx space. In these 

and other scenes, Vida teaches viewers ways to gain agency by rewriting narratives and actively 

protesting ethnic and economic disparities that endanger their hold on particular spaces and 

culturally relevant places. 

Marisol also accesses formal ways to dissent, including attending city council meetings. 

However, she is enraged by local government officials’ lack of interest in residents’ concerns 

about gentrification. Her outrage is recorded in a vlog post. Before beginning the diatribe, 

Marisol prepares for an embodied performance of resistance in her chola look. She styles her 

hair with a black and white paisley bandana, adjusts her large bamboo designed gold hoop 

earrings and applies black lipstick in preparation for the political act. In effect, the way Marisol 

presents herself links her to a history of resistance and offers viewers a reevaluation of the chola 

identity. These two outcomes are furthered by the message Marisol records for her social media 

followers. Impassioned and in rapid fire, Marisol asserts:    

If those fuckers think we are going to take this, this occupation, this re-colonization lying  

down, they got another thing coming mi gente [“my people”]. Como dijo [“as said by”]  

Zapata, we’re not fucking kneeling for you putos [“fuckers”]! Ay! If you try to come in  
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here and replace places and displace people, good working class people too, you better  

prepare yourself because you will see us rise up! 

By addressing viewers as my people, Marisol emphasizes solidarity amongst Latinxs, a shared 

experience and responsibility for the task of resistance. Her references to a history of oppression 

by invaders and a leader of the people’s Mexican Revolution, peasant farmer Emiliano Zapata, 

highlights both the occurrence of continual injustices and the fact that revolts have led to some 

social and political changes. The call to arms is fortified by invoking a statement often repeated 

and attributed to this revolutionary hero, “Es mejor morir de pie que vivir una vida arrodillado.” 

The phrase claims it is better to die standing, presumably fighting for one’s rights and resisting 

oppression, than to live a life kneeled in subjugation to a master. As such, the video is a warning 

to would-be conquerors and an instigation of Latinxs to fight against their own oppression. 

For this activist, resisting gentrification includes standing in support of local Latinx 

property owners. From Marisol, these receive encouragement to remain in the neighborhood or 

warnings against changing a Latinx place, while ‘gentefiers’ are met with disdain and judgment. 

Marisol protects against all gentrifiers regardless of their ethnicity or race. Upwardly mobile 

Latinxs who renovate or purchase property so that Latinx spaces conform to dominant aesthetics 

are accused of gentefication.59 In Episode Four, a local bar begins rebranding and renovating its 

space to generate more income. In response, Marisol advises one woman bar owner, Edy, to 

“stay firme” [“firm”] or loyal to their shared roots by preserving the space as a queer Latinx bar. 

Los vigilantes guard and protest against the gentrification by minority members at this bar who is 

also owned by the Hernandez sisters. Marisol spray paints the bar with the word “Chipsters.”  

The word is a portmanteau mashing-up the words Chicano and hipsters to critique the bar owners 

                                                
59 A portmanteau created from the mashup of the word gentrification and gente, the Spanish 
word for people. 
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desire to increase the bar’s profitability by renovating the space and promoting the bar to new 

and wealthier clients. Hernandez sisters, Emma and Lyn are perceived as upwardly mobile 

Latinas who have assimilated to the dominant group and are gentrifying Latinx spaces in line 

with neoliberal logic. Essentially, Latinx business and property owners are held to additional 

criticism if they are perceived as dishonoring Latinx culture or not ensuring their businesses are 

financially accessible for and welcoming to low and middle class Latinx residents.  

Although pachuca, chola and Los Vigilantes’ activities have been criminalized, their 

drive to protect Latinx resources and cultural distinctiveness leads to a reevaluation of their 

actions and motivations. The show depicts these Latinxs as engaging in self-defense and supports 

their right to exist without assimilating to dominant White culture in their presentation and 

ideology. By taking up space and retaining places ensued with special cultural meaning, creators 

showcase the encroachment and oppression that Latinxs contend with and that justify their 

subversive actions. Latinxs who operate outside the law are not the only members that work to 

safeguard the group’s resources and culture. In previously mentioned scenes and others, 

characters are depicted supporting and standing in solidarity with each other to conserve Latinx 

culture including the authenticity of particular places and reproducing idealized Latinx behavior. 

Driven to disidentify with the dominant culture, the conscientious activist makes use of 

her bilingual and bicultural experiences that give life to a slew of portmanteaus and Spanglish 

insults. In addition to aggressively rejecting outsiders, Marisol argues against assimilation and, at 

times, accosts people she accuses of rejecting their Latinx culture in favor of adopting the 

dominant culture and/or being subservient to dominant groups. The insults include White-tina 

[White Latina], tía [“aunt”] Tom, a Latina version of Uncle Tom, chipster (Chicano hipster), 

coconut vendida [“sellout”] to mean one who physically appears to be brown or Latinx but 
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inwardly White or presents as such, and Ms. Wanna Be Gringa. In addition to the activists, other 

Latinxs also monitor, judge and punish each other’s cultural performances, and highlight any 

failures. For example, Emma quibbles with her sister Lyn because the latter speaks pocha [“U.S. 

Americanized”] Spanish instead of standard and fluent Spanish. In another scene, Lyn questions 

the ethnic authenticity of another Latinx for not being sufficiently concerned about the housing 

security of their undocumented Latinx tenants. All of these critiques disparage actions that are 

perceived as exchanging or replacing Latinx culture with dominant U.S. culture. Thus, adherence 

to marginalized or in-group models further restrict U.S. Latinxs who are also limited by 

dominant group models.  

La Pinche Chinche seems to be aptly nicknamed when considering her critical protests 

against assimilation and vehement advocating for the maintenance of Latinx culture, in addition 

to the preservation of Latinx places. In essence, Marisol seeks to transform the dominant cultural 

logic regarding Latinxs, their culture and spaces. This character is used to question multiple 

ideologies including the conception of progress in relation to modernization, neoliberal logic and 

streamlining dominant White culture in favor of preserving ethnic distinctions. Through Marisol 

and Los Vigilantes, the stereotype that Latinxs are deviant or criminal is reworked and 

reevaluated. In Vida, their political activities extend the historic work of cultural preservation, 

subversive self-presentation and resistance against assimilation by Latinxs. This creates and/or 

updates social models with which Latinx communities can identify and amplifies the voices of a 

group that seeks to position itself against exclusion.   
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Heteronormativity: Gender and Sexuality 

Central to heteronormative ideologies are gender-based hierarchies and prescriptive 

sexualities as defined by patriarchy, including compulsory sexuality, binary gender expressions 

and sexual liberties (not) permitted for different bodies. Vida takes issue with such prejudicial 

and limiting norms that guide conventional storylines and traditional gender roles. In an 

interview aired following Season One, Episode Three, the showrunner explains how patriarchy 

impacts women through one of the primary characters. Saracho confirms that Marisol is trapped 

by patriarchy and has no agency in her house, but outside it, Marisol tries to claim her 

independence. This conflict between private cultural restrictions and an individual’s public 

agency alludes to the discord between one’s multiple identities. In other words, dissonance 

between dominant group and marginalized group norms as well as family norms present a 

particular adversity that burdens Latinxs.  

Although Marisol is an informed and conscious activist, her agency is limited within the 

confines of her patriarchal home. Marisol’s well-articulated diatribe about gentrification is 

interrupted by her father shouting for her to go downstairs to make him some eggs. This scene 

exposes the tensions between her multiple identities when her public and private selves collide. 

The opinionated activist’s voice and combative gestures quickly dissolve to make way for the 

dutiful Mexican-American caregiver. While Marisol fights the displacement of Latinxs and the 

erasure of her culture in eastern Los Angeles, she endures misogyny in her home at the hands of 

her father. She is expected to perform the services her dead mother cannot. These include 

cooking for her father and being his in-home care provider. Her brother, Johnny (Carlos 

Miranda), is not asked to perform the same tasks. When Johnny volunteers to help, their father 

insists Marisol fulfill requests instead including fetching slippers. Furthermore, Marisol stopped 
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her education at East Los Angeles College to care for her father, which leads her to voice doubt 

about her future. As a Latina, Marisol is expected to have, and has accepted, these demands on 

her labor and time. As a Latino, Johnny’s labor and time is free from the demands of household 

chores and caregiving. As the show indicates, cultural gender-based division of labor and 

prescribed sexuality continue to bar Latinas’ agency due to the complex maneuvering of 

contradicting norms. This brings attention to the fact that U.S. Latinas operate different social 

systems and barriers in public and private spaces.  

When compared to Latina women, the sexual freedom allowed to Latino men is made 

evident in a confrontation between Marisol and the two men in her home (Episode Three). In the 

living room, Marisol scolds her brother Johnny for cheating on his pregnant fiancé, Karla. From 

another room, the argument is overheard by their father, who descends from his bedroom to 

intervene. The father berates Marisol for being a metiche [“meddler”] in her brother’s affairs. 

Moreover, their father excuses Johnny’s infidelity by stating Johnny is “a grown man” and 

orders Marisol to return to her bedroom. The patriarch’s statement communicates a Latinx ideal; 

men are not required to be faithful to their partners, while women must allow and accept 

infidelities, presumably in heterosexual relationships without protest. Responding to the cultural 

decree voiced by her father, Marisol desists her objections against Johnny’s privilege and is 

relegated back to her bedroom. In effect, the patriarch reinstates the gender-based social order by 

asserting his familial authority as father and head of the household. Simultaneously, the 

protesting woman is subjugated and returned to her social and physical place below the men and 

in the periphery, respectively.  

Throughout the series, Vida presents context for and displays the complexities of Latinx 

identities that mainstream media portray and homogenize. As discussed, the show depicts the 
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historic criminalization of those that defend the group’s ethnic distinctiveness through the chola. 

Also, the show depicts domestic workers and sexpots as vulnerable Latinas operating to highlight 

unequal power dynamics. The chola, sexpot, and maid are reworked from their normalized single 

descriptor—criminal, sexy and laborer, respectively—to individuals struggling against their 

marginalized status within the dominant social hierarchy and Latinx community. The reworking 

of Latinx stereotypes challenges the dominant social logic that justifies the dominant groups’ 

privilege at the expense of marginalized groups. The show presents Latinxs struggling with 

complex intersectional identities composed and maneuvering contradicting and overlapping 

ideologies. The result is a heterogenous group made up of complicated and flawed individuals 

without creating a new mythical ideal Latinx model or repeating dominant or marginalized group 

values.  

Aside from critically demonstrating power inequalities and social hierarchies, Vida 

provides new imaginaries to challenge these heteronormative ideological pillars. In various 

scenes, the queering60 of heteronormative standards that delineate gender, sexuality, and familial 

ties depict alternative and fluid social structures—such as chosen familial ties. The show 

demonstrates heteronormal activities, and then dismantles dominant logic that supports group 

stereotypes and restrictive sexualities. One such example is evident when comparing cisgender 

and genderqueer characters in Vida. Internalized heteronormativity leads to self-monitoring by 

cisgender Marisol and—a queer friend of the Hernández sisters—Marcos (Tonatuih Elizarraraz). 

Both characters are conscious of how to conform to dominant and marginalized group gender 

expressions, as well as how complying personally impacts them. Marisol and Marcos both 

acknowledge the gender norms assigned to their biological sex and admit they have failed in 

                                                
60 In queer studies and women’s studies, queering is the critical practice of evaluating something 
through a lens that makes it strange or questions its naturalness. 
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their performance. However, each uses their gender expression for distinct purposes; one 

attempts to comply with heteronormative expectations, while the other’s performance is 

subversive. 

Aside from submitting to gender-based divisions of domestic labor and accepting 

restrictions to women’s sexuality, Marisol attempts to perform and present as a heteronormative 

woman. As a community activist, she rejects cultural assimilation yet conforms to the dominant 

ideology about gender and sexuality that is expected based on her biological sex. She expresses 

regret about her self-perceived non-conformity and Marisol is incapable of fighting against it. 

When her struggles turn toward the private sphere of family and home or to Marisol’s internal 

perceptions about gender and sexuality, the barriers appear more difficult to break than political 

and social impediments she fights in the public sphere. The norms of each sphere maintain 

separate systems of power requiring different strategies of resistance.   

While detained in jail for fighting, Emma and Marisol converse about heteronormative 

expectations related to the way women embody their gender. The discussion highlights that the 

embodiment of gender is a result of how the body is adorned and posed. In this conversation, 

Marisol laments scars on her knees and questions Emma because the latter appears to display 

rather than hide her marred knees: 

MARISOL: You don’t mind that people see your legs? I never show my legs. My pinche 

[“lousy” or “fucking”] tomboy scars are embarrassing. 

EMMA: Lying, cheating, bullying, those are things to be ashamed of, but scars are maps  

of who you are. 

MARISOL: Like, tattoos you didn’t choose. (Episode Five) 
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Based on her use of the term tomboy, Marisol associates her previous actions with activities that 

are not traditionally associated with her gender. For Marisol, the scars are visual markings that 

indicate her failed presentation and performance of heteronormative gender. Her acceptance of 

binary gender norms prevents Marisol from exposing the marks she considers gender 

digressions, for she is ashamed of them. Marisol does not wear clothes that reveal she engaged in 

activities considered appropriate for men and boys. On the contrary, Emma embraces her scars 

because they physically document her life and who she is. Emma displays them without shame 

and claims the scars as part of her identity. During this dialogue, there is a reevaluation of what a 

masculine element borne by women means for her gender. The physical marks of a masculine 

performance are deemed by Emma as unrelated to gender and therefore irrelevant to a gender 

presentation. She delinks performance and presentation from gender and assigns them new 

meanings.  

This mental exercise frees women to reimagine and decide how they will define 

femininity, woman, and gender. In this scene and others, Vida presents a critical point of view 

that questions dominant group ideologies and then reworks the logic to depict an alternative 

imaginary challenging heteronormativity and other gender biases. Through the characters of 

Marisol and Emma, the show exemplifies distinct strategies to resist forms of oppression: 

political and private activism, as well as ‘queering’ oppressive norms and structures.   

Self-presentation and performance are used to determine gender and deduce sexuality 

because heteronormativity artificially links gender expression to sexual proclivities. For Marisol, 

a cisgender heterosexual woman, the single offense against dominant guidelines is insufficient to 

provoke the questioning of her heteronormative gender and sexuality by others. As such, Marisol 
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enters public spaces unobstructed although her gender is self-regulated by internalized 

heteronormative tenets, and only the men in her family challenge her anti-chingón sentiments.  

On the other hand, monitoring of queer characters’ gender and sexuality can lead to 

rejection, loss of access to some spaces and physical violence. The community’s presumption of 

compulsory heterosexuality, a heteronormative tenet, is demonstrated in the ways queer sexuality 

is punished and non-binary gender presentations are reacted to by cisgender individuals and 

those following heteronormative social models. Various scenes depict queer individuals 

experiencing prejudice and violence because they do not perform or present in line with 

heteronormative expectations. The following three scenes demonstrate the wide range of 

reactions non-conforming individuals face, from exclusion to derogatory slurs and battery.  

In a scene in Episode Four, Emma recalls that her mother—Vidalia or Vida, the woman 

for whom the bar and show are named—removed young Emma from the family home. In an 

emotional recounting, Emma remembers being sent by her mother to live in Texas with a strict 

grandmother twice. Rejection of queer sexuality and loss of access to the family home were 

punishments meted out after her mother saw Emma kiss another girl at 11 years old, and after 

finding poetry written to Emma’s ex-girlfriend, Cruz. These reactions to Emma’s same-sex 

romances depict the role played by families who monitor queer Latinxs experiences. Emma 

concludes that her mother “worked out her gay shame” by sending Emma away (Episode 4). As 

the storyline later reveals Vidalia was a lesbian too. Decades after sending Emma away and after 

both daughters had left the family home, Vidalia married the woman named Edy. While 

obstructing Emma from exploring her queer sexuality, Vidalia hid her own queerness. These are 

multiple examples of internalized and self-imposed heteronormative sexuality and/or restrictive 

gender that are unnatural to a character: Marisol hates the scars that associate her with 
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masculinity. Marcos hides his feminine gender in certain spaces. Vidalia polices her sexuality 

and that of her daughter.   

External gender and sexuality monitoring are highlighted in multiple scenes. One form of 

gender policing is depicted in a scene where three lesbian women are welcomed with sneers as 

they enter a pool hall and pub. Edy states she cannot relax because “everybody is mad dogging 

us,” which is slang referencing the mean or hostile stares (Episode Six). Although the other bar-

goers do not voice their rejection of the women, it is clear that the queer group is not wanted at 

the pool hall and will not be made comfortable. A second scene, which will be discussed further, 

depicts Marcos explaining his unusual cisgender presentation. He says that his queer gender and 

homosexuality scare neighborhood residents, which would negatively impact their reception of 

Marco’s volunteer work. The most violent gender policing occurs in a scene of a hate crime 

committed against Edy (Ser Anzoategui), in Episode Six. A man flirts with Edy’s friend who 

rejects the man’s advances. His persistence does not cease after the woman (referred to as 

“Femme Friend”) makes it clear that the man’s attentions are unwelcome. Edy defends her friend 

from the man in a hostile exchange. The man, who is listed as Drunk Jerk in the credits, makes 

his disapproval of queer gender and sexuality known to Edy and her “Femme Friend” in the 

following exchange: 

DRUNK JERK: What do we have here? A marimacha [“dyke”]? Are you with this dyke? 

[Referring to Edy.] 

FEMME FRIEND: Yeah, I am.  

DRUNK JERK: Gross, man. 

Additionally, the patriarchal system that accords men power over women is evident in his 

expectation that the femme friend would be open to his advances, and the entitlement with which 
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he punishes non heteronormative identities. His shock and rejection of homosexuality is evident 

in the derogatory comments and disgust he expresses about the women’s sexuality. The gender 

and sexuality policing escalate to a physical altercation. He appears to leave the bar, but in a 

subsequent scene the man enters a bathroom Edy was using. He smashes a glass bottle over 

Edy’s head then kicks and punches her while she is on the ground stunned by the initial blow. 

The violent attack that leaves Edy hospitalized in intensive care highlights that heterosexuality is 

expected and can be violently enforced in heteronormative U.S. Latinx societies. These examples 

demonstrate that the external regulation of heteronormative models varies greatly, but in all 

instances form barriers to the lives of non-heteronormative individuals.  

The show highlights that the spaces an individual is permitted to enter are determined by 

ethnicity, gender, and sexuality in addition to socioeconomic factors. As stated by Cruz, a lesbian 

Latina in Episode Six, La Chinita bar is the only place for queers in the neighborhood because 

“other places only tolerate us.” This sentiment is supported by the sneer the three lesbian women 

receive. However, the homophobic aggression and hate crime Edy and her friend experienced 

demonstrate that even tolerance is not guaranteed. Thus, the safety and acceptance of queer 

characters was limited to the neighborhood bar previously ran by Vidalia and Edy that was 

recently inherited by the Hernández sisters. In the show, there are scenes in three drinking 

establishments: La Chinita, a hipster bar Emma visits, and the pool hall where Edy was attacked. 

These are representative of varying levels of acceptance queer individuals face in 

heteronormative societies, i.e. a safe, tolerant, and hostile space, respectively. 

During Episodes Four and Five, Marcos manipulates his gender expression, 

accommodating his performance and presentation to norms acceptable in queer or 

heteronormative spaces. As previously stated, Marcos’ queer gender and homosexuality scare 
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some people in his neighborhood, so he selectively presents and performs gender based on the 

sphere he wishes to access. At times, Marcos presents his gender in a way that gratifies him and, 

other times, he satisfies heteronormative expectations. Conforming to the dominant group’s 

heteronormativity can be self-imposed and/or internalized but, in Marcos’ case, it is a strategy 

employed to hide his queerness, facilitate acceptance or express himself. Through this character, 

Vida offers a gender performance and presentation that is fluid and/or strategic. 

The following shots, from two different scenes, demonstrate Marcos’ mastery of gender 

presentations that are intentional and subversive: 

  

Fig. 3.5 Screenshot of Marcos in heteronormal 
clothes and performing heteronormativity 
during his participation in a campaign to help 
immigrants file documents to legalize their 
status, in Episode Five 
(https://www.starz.com/series/vida/episodes/3
8443/details). 

Fig. 3.6 Screenshot of Marcos socializing in 
with other queer Latinx characters in hipster 
bar where he presents as a genderqueer 
individual, in Episode Four 
(https://www.starz.com/series/vida/episodes/3
8373/details). 
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In Episode Five, Marcos wears a printed t-shirt with the words “Start Your [legal status] Process, 

Empiece Su Proceso,” jeans, tennis shoes, his face is clean and his hair is tied back, his long 

curls are not visible. As he runs toward Emma, Marcos explains the reason he wears a generic 

outfit that veers far from his usual flamboyant dress such as the outfit he wore to go dancing with 

his friends. He says, “Yes, it’s me presenting in my best heteronorm[ative] clothes so as not to 

scare off la gente [“the people”] with my usual jotería [“faggotry”]” (Episode Five). Here, 

Marcos acknowledges that tactical self-representation allows him access to heteronormative 

spaces, avoiding discord in spaces where individuals are expected to conform to oppositional and 

binary gender expressions. As a male-bodied person, he is expected to be heterosexual and 

masculine. Marcos is aware of these expectations and of community members’ disparate 

reception of him when presenting as cisgendered as opposed to genderqueer. The derogatory 

term Marcos uses to refer to his gender expression and his forethought allude to backlashes he 

expects against non-heteronormative expressions from cisgender Latinxs, as well as his attempt 

to modify the negative value associated with genderqueer Latinx expressions.  

With his friends, Marcos is free to express what he calls jotería or queergender 

expressions in the presentation of his clothes, hair, cosmetics, and accessories. At a bar, he wears 

his shoulder-length curls down, blue eyeliner, a leopard print blouse open to the navel, a long 

earring and many gold necklaces. In the dominant heteronormative ideology, these details are 

feminine which deem Marcos’ self-presentation as deviant in the closed system. The alarm 

caused by a man’s femininity brings attention to the clash between genderqueer expressions and 

heteronormativity; it also highlights the latter’s inability to reflective all human experiences 

gender variances. As with other manipulations of gender performance, these scenes demonstrate 

the performativity of gender and its artificial quality.  
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Being able to ‘pass’ as a cisgender person means it can be imitated by subjects who do 

not naturally perform as such to strategically avoid rejection or to obtain access into 

heteronormal spaces. If queer individuals perform as cisgender individuals, they may be able to 

pass as heterosexual people when delivering a believable performance or ‘realness’ in a 

heteronormative society. For queer individuals, this facilitates avoiding harassment and/or 

obtaining safe passage through or access into heteronormative spaces, and increases one’s social 

capital. Self-representation is a construct that can be manipulated as a form of oppositional 

consciousness—an idea or activity meant to resist or undermine a system of domination. This 

strategy “depends upon the ability to read the current situation of power and of self-consciously 

choosing and adopting the ideological form best suited to push against its configurations” 

(Sandoval 15). For those with limited options, Vida demonstrates that gender can be subversive, 

strategic and potentially shield a queer individual from prejudice and violence.  

Another aspect related to heteronormativity and patriarchal social structures that is highly 

regulated is sexuality. Society’s disapproval of unregulated sexuality and familial units led by 

unwed parents is noted in Episode One. Lyn uses the term “baby momma” to refer to single and 

pregnant Karla. The term emphasizes that the couple, Johnny and Karla, deviated from 

heteronormative and Christian standards by procreating outside of wedlock. This makes Karla a 

“baby momma” not a wife and mother as prescribed by idealized norms for women. The term 

indirectly criticizes Karla’s sexual behavior. The underlying assumption is that women’s 

pregnancy should result from a committed heterosexual relationship, which is officially 

recognized. Their marriage would have rectified the wrong and created an idealized nuclear 

family unit. However, the couple’s engagement ends with the return of his ex-girlfriend Lyn to 

East Los Angeles and in Johnny’s life. 
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On-again and off-again high school sweethearts, Johnny and Lyn reestablish a sexual 

relationship immediately upon her return. During this initial encounter, Johnny was engaged to 

his visibly pregnant girlfriend, Karla, which angers community members. The end of Johnny and 

Karla’s engagement is met with disapproval by various characters including Johnny’s father who 

defends his son’s sexual promiscuity, as previously discussed. Other members of the community 

express their disapproval through their purchasing power by cancelling repairs at Johnny’s car 

shop causing him to lose income. After his affair becomes public knowledge, customers call to 

tell Johnny that they are taking their business elsewhere because of the dissolution of his and 

Karla’s relationship. Friends, family members, clients and shopkeepers judge Johnny’s infidelity 

and the end of his heteronormative engagement because dissolving a unit which includes a 

mother, father and their biological children is unacceptable, even if, for some, a man’s sexual 

infidelities are his private affair.  

Johnny voices regret about the end of his engagement but not about complying with the 

role of a Mexican macho chingón. Of his own accord, Johnny agrees that he is a “lowdown 

cabrón [“asshole”] for letting a good woman go” (Episode Five). Johnny acknowledges he erred 

by breaking up a heteronormative family unit, but he fails to denounce his infidelity. This reveals 

tension between a dominant heteronormative ideal, the nuclear family, and ethnic expectations of 

masculine virility. However, the show rejects the disparity between the sexual freedoms of men 

and women. By including the criticism of an unfaithful man instead of applauding his virility, the 

narrative rejects the double standard and the allowances that are made for men who cheat.  

The practices of accepting and expecting men to be unfaithful while ostracizing and 

chastising women who are sexually active are reevaluated in the show. Characters in Vida 

denounce slut shaming of women, and the series displays multiple scenes centering and 
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celebrating women’s sexual gratification and autonomous actions. In the show, women’s 

sexuality outside of marriage is not depicted as immoral. Rather, it is presented as proof of their 

agency and commitment to personal pleasure even if, at times, it may be problematic. Regarding 

the sisters, Saracho states Lyn uses sex as a weapon, and Emma experiences difficulties with 

intimacy. The show creator explains, “They’re both messed up, but they have agency over their 

bodies and sexuality. They know how they like it.” (Portrait Of: Tanya Saracho). The women are 

sexually empowered, and there are numerous sexual scenes that either focus on their pleasure 

with and without a penis. These depictions challenge stereotypical representations of spicy 

Latinas, sexpots and wild Latinas, all who are characterized by an animalistic sexuality that is 

uncontrollable and in discord with heteronormative gender roles of the ethnic group. 

The cinematography supports the show creator’s view. There are no shots panning over 

women displayed, nude, sexualized or otherwise objectified bodies. The audience does not see 

shots of headless torsos or close-ups of body parts meant to titillate a presumed heterosexual 

male viewer. The narrative and the camera refuse to privilege heterosexual men’s pleasure at the 

detriment of women’s pleasure. The viewer is tasked with observing and enjoying women’s 

pleasure instead of being prompted into scopophilic61 observation. Sex scenes are woven into the 

storyline; they are neither gratuitous nor framed simply to excite the viewer. The Hernández 

sisters’ actions and accompanying soundtrack portray them as sexual huntresses, not prey to be 

conquered. The women seek, seduce and chingan as they please including in unconventional sex 

acts.  

                                                
61 It refers to the sexual pleasure derived from looking. For more on power relations related to 
seeing and the objectification of women’s bodies in film see Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure 
and Narrative Cinema.”  
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In Episode Two, as Lyn goes out on a run toward the man she desires, the song “El 

tigeraso [“the grand tiger”]” announces she is on the prowl. Afro-Latina, Maluca’s song 

addresses a Dominican version of the macho man. El tigeraso is a Dominican slang word 

refering to heterosexual men that women find attractive and/or a womanizer. However, per 

Maluca, this song is about a confident and attractive woman who is looking to conquer the 

neighborhood’s tigeraso. In effect, the song lauds a woman who goes out to catch the local 

seducer of women. The lyric states her intentions, “Tigere ven pa’ca que soy la mamacita del 

block [“Tiger, come over her because I am the block’s little hot momma”]62” (Maluca). The 

song’s reversal of the predator and prey roles aligns with Vida’s challenge of heteronormative 

storylines marked by men that conquer, and women that are conquered.  

The message in Maluca’s chorus goes further by confidently boasting about Lyn’s 

attractive physical attributes and her sexual intentions, making her agency and power on par with 

neighborhood tigeres, or man presenting counterparts. The lyrics praise the woman huntress for 

her agency and sexuality. She is represented as a powerful subject. The tigress is an active 

subject and the song acknowledges her positive qualities. The lyrics sing: “Yo tengo todo papi. 

Yo tengo fly. Tengo body. Tengo una sabrosura.” The subject declares she has everything that 

he could desire; she is awe-inspiring, has an attractive body and is delicious. Papi [“daddy”], a 

term of endearment, indicates the lyrics are addressed to the man she is intent on seducing.  

Lyn is just as bold in her seduction of Johnny as Maluca’s protagonist is of her tigeraso. 

Dressed in a colorful, low-cut sports bra and leggings, Lyn is prepared to seduce Johnny, which 

occurs in a rapid sequence of scenes. In her form-fitted outfit, Lyn runs to Johnny’s car repair 

shop to seduce him. She stops to quickly adjust her hair and breasts. After initially rejecting her 

                                                
62 All translations are mine. 
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advances, Johnny and Lyn have anal sex. Lyn succeeds in conquering her masculine counterpart 

and obtaining sexual gratification in this and several other scenes. The woman depicted in the 

song and Lyn do not abide by heteronormative or Latina gender roles related to sexuality, 

inferiority or powerlessness. However, Lyn and Maluca accept sexual values assigned to 

women’s bodies by a heteronormal society. The women’s praxes do not transcend sexual roles 

based on subjugation or conquering another, instead the women employ a male gaze to use their 

bodies in the seduction of a heterosexual man. These women simply invert unequal power 

dynamics of heteronormative sexuality that assigns men the role of hunter, conqueror or chingón 

and women the role of prey, conquered or chingada.  

The other principal character, Emma, is as active and sexual as her sister. Emma’s agency 

and sexual pleasure are the focus of multiple non-traditional sexual activities. Her sexual 

encounters include intercourse with women, men and vibrators, but not once is she in the 

missionary position. The variety of ways Emma receives sexual pleasure is not limited to 

traditional heterosexual sex, oral or vaginal. One of the songs that play during her sexual 

encounter in Episode Three could be her sexuality anthem. The title of the song is El tigere, a 

Dominican slang word for a macho womanizer, which makes use of, the previously discussed 

tiger metaphor usually used to refer to a man. Per the Dominican performer Jarina de Marco, the 

song is a rejection of men that could be identified as tigeres (Alexander). For Emma, the song 

denounces heteronormative limitations to her sexuality, including heteronormal men who are its 

epitome. 

In addition to the music, the camera angles and movements emphasize that Emma is a 

powerful, autonomous and sexual subject. The camera focuses on Emma’s sexual gratification 

for 85 uninterrupted seconds, in Episode Three. The audience views Emma experience sexual 
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pleasure in shots of her hands gripping a table, gripping her partner, Emma’s face in ecstasy and 

her chest rising and falling as she pants. The scene ends with a close-up of Emma as she orgasms 

and, then, smiles. As with sexual scenes of Lyn’s pleasure, the camera frames Emma as the 

central and active subject, while the soundtrack celebrates her pleasure. The camera never frames 

her body parts as sexual objects. Mostly, the audience views entire body shots and close-ups of 

Emma’s gratified face. The narrative and the camera framing do not adhere to heteronormative 

gender, sexuality or media standards such as the male gaze. 

The entire series highlights that sexual pleasure is not linked or restricted to heterosexual 

relations or to men. The show does not shy away from showing women pleasuring other women 

or themselves with fingers, toys and mouths. Nor does the storyline use a troupe to justify lesbian 

sexuality on television. That is, woman-on-woman sex scenes are not a kinky display for the 

gaze of a heterosexual man or scandalous spectacle. Sex between two women is portrayed as a 

legitimate, normal and gratifying sexual practice for the women involved. The same-sex 

intercourse and toe sucking during a one-night stand Emma has with Eros, a woman she met on a 

dating app, may be considered immoral, kinky or fetishes by heteronormative standards. 

However, in Vida, such sexual exchanges are shame free and not framed as im/moral. Emma’s 

sexuality is not hindered by social conventions, dominant or ethnic. Together, intimate scenes 

empower Latinas and/or queer viewers to seek sexual gratification beyond heteronormative 

confines, while freeing themselves from prejudicial representations. 

Women’s sexual gratification is central to the storyline starting with the very first 

episode. This is distinct from heteronormative sexuality, gender and storylines. The camera 

focuses on women receiving pleasure during each subsequent sex scene with only one exception 

in which the woman is not controlling the encounter or treated as a subject with agency. The 
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latter is framed as an unequal power relationship in which Tlaloc (Ramses Jiménez) uses Marisol 

for his pleasure and then betrays her, in Episode Three. When compared to Lyn and Emma’s 

sexuality, Marisol’s experience demonstrates how heteronormative ideologies privilege men’s 

pleasure and disregard women’s sexualities. Aside from Marisol’s experience, throughout the 

series, the viewer observes an imaginary where confident women fulfill their sexual desires 

regardless of any dissonance with binary gender roles related to dominant or ethnic expectations.  

Filming techniques that privilege the male gaze by objectifying women’s bodies and/or 

presenting feminine women for the edification of heterosexual men are tossed to the wayside. 

The camera frames entire characters focusing on the whole subject and their pleasure. When a 

character is not completely framed, the camera leads the viewer’s eye to follow the narrative. 

The soundtrack provides protest, support or criticism, which amplifies the show’s narrative voice 

and incorporates diverse Latinx voices (if not characters) to broaden the depiction of the ethnic 

group with Caribbean, indigenous and Black Latinxs. Vida creators utilize audio and visual 

elements to holistically transform heteronormal narratives in the production of this show’s 

storyline. 

 The series shines a spotlight on how narrowly defined heteronormative social models 

reject and punish conforming and non-conforming genders as well as sexualities. The show 

underscores the prevalence of regulation of ethnic and racial spaces, and the policing of sexual 

behavior. These identity controls make access to certain places limited or unsafe for some 

sexualities and/or gender expressions. Vida presents the audience with alternative imaginaries 

including fluid sexualities, queer genders as well as encouraging sexual pleasure and exploration.  

As argued in the previous chapters, storylines in which dominant or idealized characters are 

replaced with marginalized characters are poor substitutes for narratives that transcend 
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limitations in established and oppressive storylines. These types of modifications to normalized 

narratives do not challenge prescriptive norms, overgeneralizations or biases. Instead, shoving 

diverse individuals into rigid pigeonholes regardless of their intersectional identities and 

complex experiences delegitimizes and makes invisible the myriad of existing genders and 

sexualities while reinforcing dominant norms. To challenge binary gender models and their 

complementary sexualities requires questioning and disputing dominant structures, ideals and 

identity categories as well as creating new storylines. At the same time, storylines must 

reevaluate, reject and replace stereotypical representations with heterogeneous identities and 

experiences; these must reflect a multiplicity of past and present diversity in order to propose 

new future possibilities and promote storytelling so marginalized groups see themselves reflected 

in the media.   
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Concluding Remarks: 

New Imaginaries in Critical Storytelling By, For and About Latinxs and  

Other Marginalized Groups 
 

When I began this project, the socializing function of fairy tales and other media seemed 

to be an important factor propelling movements promoting inclusive and diverse representations 

of different groups and their storylines. I found that diversity and inclusion can take on various 

forms, and that their impact on prejudicial representations does not always ameliorate over-, 

under-, and misrepresentations. In some cases, retellings perpetuate Eurocentrism and 

heteronormativity that also drive traditional storytelling. There are those that make some changes 

while preserving other narrative staples. In some reworked storylines, critical narratives expose 

the artificiality of social norms, highlight the perpetuation of power hierarchies, and propose 

new, more inclusive and democratic imaginaries as they create new social spaces.  

One of the themes to emerge from my analysis is that standardized storylines inculcate 

the audience into adopting specific behaviors and expressions reflective of particular identity 

constructions while rejecting others. There are counter discourses against these and other 

unequal social hierarchies; some critical retellings of standardized storylines dispute the 

perceived inherent nature of oppositional, homogenizing and value-laden models. Critical 

storytelling offers a constructive way to challenge multiple social hierarchies and power 

inequalities especially for marginalized identities like Latinxs, women and queer individuals. 

However, there are overgeneralizations and prejudices that are applied to some members of a 

group in ways that are distinct from the group as a whole. These distinct prejudices arise from 

the interplay of specific identity combinations. Therefore, an analysis of the way various 

identities are represented in the media requires analyzing intersectional identities.  
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The literary discussion in “Chapter I: Imagining New Possible Futures in Fantasy 

Literature” made clear that critical retellings do not always challenge heteronormative and 

Eurocentric ideologies or offer alternative imaginaries. Instead, the series under consideration 

Había otra vez demonstrated that some retellings simply depict updated heteronormative social 

models, which reflect contemporary values. Also, some retellings reinforce Eurocentric 

storytelling by using racial troupes to depict certain characters including Arab and Black groups. 

Nonetheless, retellings can be productive even if they do not contribute to counter discourses by 

offering new imaginaries or challenging oppressive ideologies. For instance, the series is 

instrumental to critical retellings because it instructs readers on how to critically engage 

narratives individually and in relation to other texts. In the series, Canetti demonstrates how to 

critically engage with narratives which empowers readers to question storytelling and imagine 

different narratives according to individual preferences. 

The discussion about telenovelas and eletrofunk music, in “Chapter II: Re-gendering 

Storylines in Brazilian Telenovelas and Funk Music” demonstrated that including previously 

marginalized groups (i.e. queer individuals and women) in standard narratives does not make for 

critical storytelling. Like critical fairy tale retellings, some Brazilian telenovelas and funk music 

attempted to address problematic heteronormative elements, specifically homophobia and 

sexism. Unfortunately, heteronormative and Eurocentric ideologies remain mostly unchallenged 

in both telenovelas and funk music. Counter discourses in both media treated heteronormative 

and Eurocentric social models as universal when inserting queer couples into heteronormative 

narratives, and substituting sexist men with sexist women, respectively. From this analysis, it is 

clear that traditional and critical storylines may utilize similar oppressive ideologies even when 

they try to transcend them.    
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Alternatively, it was made clear that content creators have a transformative impact on 

inclusive and diverse storytelling when they do not rely on stereotypes and tropes. The important 

and meaningful ways various industry stakeholders can support the equitable and heterogeneous 

self-representation of marginalized groups were discussed in “Chapter III: Imagining New 

Possible Futures in Fantasy Literature.” From the discussion about U.S. Latinx representation in 

television, I found that critical narratives created by, about and for Latinx audiences transcend 

traditional narratives about these groups, reimagine established storytelling, and challenge 

oppressive social conventions. For instance, Vida makes several changes to established 

narratives and troupes about U.S. Latinx genders and sexualities, and engages heteronormative 

and Eurocentric ideologies as it presents distinct and non-traditional social models.  

My study supports a change in certain practices meant to transcend the problematic 

representation of marginalized groups in the media. The issues I focused on are related to 

stereotypical representations about marginalized groups and various members including 

prejudices about genders, sexualities, and cultures. However, the findings suggest producing 

numerous and diverse narratives can also debunk notions about other groups and various 

intersectional identities. I believe storytelling intended to counter harmful discourses must adopt 

three praxes: numerical parity in all aspects of storytelling, critically engaging oppressive 

ideologies, and transcend them by creating new imaginaries.  

First, narratives must be produced in numerical parity as well as by, for and about 

members of the group being depicted to diversify the group’s representation with their varied 

intersectional identities and experiences. This is important for several reasons. Quite simply, 

there are not enough marginalized individuals in all aspects of storytelling. The missing stories, 

representations and content creators from some groups erroneously, if indirectly, communicate 
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that they have a smaller presence and make fewer contributions to society at-large. Marginalized 

groups are often homogenized and stereotypically represented by those outside of the group who 

misrepresent or employ culture-specific elements without the cultural context that gives them 

meaning. Alternately, narratives created by, for and about a group move away from exhibiting 

cultural practices as unexpected, different and foreign. Instead, as done in Vida, each group and 

their culture can be depicted as engaging in established social behaviors and practices. Who is 

involved in storytelling matters as does having a network to support them.  

Lack of numerical parity, diversity, and inclusion of marginalized voices has contributed 

to the exotification and ‘othering’ of some groups for the benefit of different groups. The 

‘othering’ of some groups contributes to an unequal power distribution, which impacts the ways 

certain identities are depicted, and how often these appear or are allowed to participate in 

storytelling. Moreover, when the complexities of intersectional identities and experiences are 

ignored, group formations, identities, representations and narratives are overgeneralized and 

homogenized. These, too, contribute to unequal power distribution, over-, under- and 

misrepresentation, prejudices and unearned privileges. Normalizing identity variance in 

storytelling makes it difficult to engage in ‘othering’ someone or referring to anyone as 

universal. 

Secondly, critical retellings and progressive narratives must challenge the social logic 

that justifies heteronormative and ethnocentric ideologies. Without this second step, the 

naturalness and presumed universality of dominant social models go unchallenged, leaving intact 

the norms that justify ‘othering’ certain groups while centering different ones. This praxis is 

crucial because, unexpectedly or not, some narratives that purposefully take steps to counter 

certain problematic elements in traditional storytelling end up reinforcing the same, related 
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and/or underlying ideologies. The point is to avoid buttressing an unequal power structure when 

attempting to dislodge one of its pegs.  

Lastly, critical storytelling must offer new and original imaginaries in which 

marginalized individuals see their identities depicted in diverse possible futures. It is not enough 

to increase the representation, narratives and participation of marginalized individuals in 

storytelling. It is not enough to point out restrictive narratives, problematic representations and 

their systems of unequal power. It is not enough to be tolerated because being allowed to exist is 

a bar far too low and out of sync with basic human rights including the right to live free of 

discrimination, free of inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, and free of attacks upon 

one’s honor and reputation (United Nations). Marginalized identities and excluded experiences 

also need validation; these groups need visibility. Individuals that have been bombarded with 

Eurocentric and heteronormative ideologies, and indoctrinated into social systems in which their 

humanity, culture and possibly their existence is denied, need to see themselves in imaginaries 

that show where and how they can thrive. The show Vida provides an imaginary that does 

exactly that.  

 

New Imaginaries in Critical Storytelling By, For and About Various Groups 

 Vida’s show creator and its network made many important subversive and intentional 

narrative and cinematographic choices, these include: the selection of actors and staff, camera 

movements, framing of the action, providing narrative context, depicting complicated characters, 

making Latinxs the focus of new imaginaries, and instructing the audience in the use of counter-

discursive tools. Misinterpretations, exotification, and processes of othering were prevented 

because relevant content and cultural settings make sense for the storyline. A seemingly obvious 
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solution to problematic homogenization and simplification of groups is demonstrated by the 

show, i.e. depict Latinxs as complex subjects with intersectional identities. In Vida, the tensions 

between characters’ multiple identities are exposed, as is their dexterous maneuvering between 

and through overlapping cultures. Individual experiences and intersectional particularities add to 

a heterogeneous group identity. Also, the show presents a critical evaluation of normalized 

narratives and teaches the audience ways to resist, challenge and change oppressive social 

structures. The techniques include local activism, deconstructing or ‘queering’ social logic, 

rewriting narratives, self-representation and employing differential consciousness.  

The intentional modifications to traditional and stereotypical representations in the show 

contribute to deconstructing heteronormative and Eurocentric structures while constructing a 

new imaginary that promotes the flourishing of Latinx, women and queer individuals. One 

element of Vida’s imaginary presents individual, familial and social relationships as fellowships 

that empower marginalized individuals. Fellowships between marginalized characters are 

supportive and varied without binding them to a single heteronormal model. For instance, in 

traditional narratives, solidarity between women is used as a tool to socialize individuals into 

dominant group ideologies, but it can also be used to resist various forms of oppression. 

Solidarity building amongst women and/or queer individuals in Vida facilitates dialogues that 

lead to the deconstruction of restrictive social constructs. One such discussion occurs between 

the unlikely enemies turned allies, Emma and Marisol. In jail, the women help each other 

dismantle tenets of prejudicial social logic that put them at odds. The scene demonstrates that 

slut-shaming and heteronormal gender expressions are ways to control individuals. These forms 

of gender policing help maintain binary gender roles that place limits on women’s sexuality 
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while making allowances for men to explore theirs. These critical skills permit audiences to 

dismantle ideologies and norms found elsewhere.   

The series depicts support systems composed of selected, non-nuclear family units and 

other fellowships between women in ways that challenge dominant social norms. The formation 

of selective families occurs through what JL Austin calls speech-acts instead of biological 

reproduction. As pointed out by Saracho following Episode Six in “Behind the Lens,” the sisters 

choose to be Edy’s family. When Lyn tells nurses that Edy is her stepmother, the statement 

validates her mother’s queer relationship and same-sex partner as it formalizes a familial bond 

between Edy and the Hernández sisters. A similar forging of family ties occurs in Emma’s own 

speech-act when she refers to Edy as “[my mother’s] broken wife” (Episode Six). In these 

utterances, Emma and Lyn form familial bonds with a woman who is not their blood relation. 

Families that are created through selection and spoken into being challenge the presumed 

naturalness and authority of biologically established family units and the patriarchal social 

system. Vida demonstrates family members are not fixed by heterosexual breeding but can be 

chosen, empowering queer communities and other marginalized individuals to form support 

systems based on alternative criteria. 

The power and authority reserved for certain spiritual and healing practices are 

questioned in Vida. Following the death of Vidalia in Episode One, community members attempt 

to indoctrinate her mourning daughters and wife into Latinx customs and Catholic rituals from 

which they are estranged. Efforts to pull the marginalized women into the dominant 

heteronormative fold are depicted as practices of women’s solidarity. However, the support 

offered to the mourners is conditional, requiring adherence to behaviors and expressions that are 

heteronormative and prescriptive. Counter to these traditional praxes, the show depicts alternate 
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practices of solidarity that are free of restrictive norms. In one scene, Edy’s queer friends hold a 

separate vigil where they validate each others’ feelings without attempting to adhere to 

prescribed cultural notions. These mourners gather without a pre-planned itinerary to share their 

sorrows, laugh, cry and sing. A different scene shows women sharing resources and practicing 

curanderismo or folk healing rooted in indigenous praxes. The juxtaposition of dominant 

Catholic customs with secular gatherings and folk rituals does not produce a hierarchy of beliefs. 

Instead, Vida’s narrative places indigenous worship, laic events and women’s knowledge on par 

with patriarchal and institutionalized religion. These supportive women’s relationships produce 

alternate ways of knowing and challenge the singular authority attributed to dominant institutions 

and authority figures. By not dismissing or infantilizing these forms of solidarity, knowledge and 

customs, their depiction contributes to the work of deconstructing norms that place limits on 

power, authority and agency.  

These imaginaries suppose a future in which women and queer Latinxs can exist, and be 

validated whether they adhere in whole or part to dominant social norms or buck them entirely to 

redefine their place in the world and themselves. Even with Vida’s many contributions, it is only 

one show. Diversifying and increasing the number of new Latinx imaginaries in the media is 

necessary to impact the representation of these groups and counter traditional socializing in the 

media. In its first season, Vida overcame numerous biases depicted in the media, but as with all 

shows, there is room to expand Latinx representation with indigenous, Black, differently-abled, 

and varied Latinx bodies and experiences.       

Likewise, my current study of the intersection of gender, race, sexuality, and Latinx 

ethnicities supports future studies of intersectional identities. Due to the increase in White 

supremacist terrorism in the U.S., I believe studies concerning the intersectional identities of 
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Arab, Black and Asian groups are particularly pressing. Besides issues related to racial histories, 

these groups are currently forced to contend with prejudicial stereotypes linked to terrorism, 

crime, and COVID-19, respectively. With the increased use and spread of digital and social 

media, future investigations would do well to expand the study of intersectional identities and 

prejudicial media representation to new and emerging platforms. Studies of these media will 

benefit from reader-responses published within the media platform and data mining programs to 

gather and analyze large amounts of data and connected archives. As with my own research, the 

difficulty lies in similar projects is limiting discussions to relevant and manageable topics that 

will further current scholarship. 

 A distinct but relevant area that will benefit from additional research involves identity 

terms. Although only meant to provide clarity for the reader about the terms used in the project, 

the “Introduction: Storytelling and Nomenclature” summarized opposing views related to 

identity terms and the complex nature of categorizing oneself and others. As I took pains to 

summarize, modify and restate some terms, the messy nature of identity and naming became 

evident. Some decisions seemed logical and obvious such as my capitalization of the words 

Black and White when identifying ethnic groups with some shared cultural elements and 

experiences in an ethnocentric world. Other decisions regarding the use of compound ethnic and 

racial terms (e.g. Afro-negro, Afro-negra, Afro-negrx and Latinegrx) were less clear and 

highlighted the power in and the role of scholarship in naming. It became obvious that the power 

inherent in naming is an important part of nomenclature as are the ever-evolving struggles to 

control nomenclature. I believe some fruitful studies would come out of an exploration of the 

strife between established linguistic, social and institutional authorities that attempt to keep 

identities stagnant and those groups that work to transform and transcend identity terms. 
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Conflicts and the evolution of terms seem clearly related to struggles between some institutional 

and dominant groups, working to keep their power over marginalized groups, and those working 

to reclaim power over themselves and how they are represented. The act of naming, like 

representation, assigns power and value unequally; thus, both identity categories and storytelling 

have much to gain from being reworked.  
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Appendix A 
 

OBITEL Statistics reported in One Decade of Television Fiction in Ibero-America. Analysis of 

Ten Years of Obitel (2007-2016) 

 

 

(One Decade 45) 
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(One Decade 48) 
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(One Decade 49) 
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(One Decade 117) 
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Appendix B 

Lyrics for Release the Hounds by Jarina de Marco (2016) 

  

You always lying 

For over 500 years 

You keep on thieving 

Proceeded to violate every treaty 

That land you stealing 

From people who were here before us 

  

We gonna take it back, we gonna take it back, 

We, we, we gonna take it back 

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 

  

500 hundred years, 500 hundred years 

We gonna, we gonna take it back, we gonna take it back, 

We, we, we gonna take it back 

500 hundred years, 500 hundred years 

We gonna, we gonna take it back, we gonna take it back, 
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We, we, we gonna take it back 

  

You always cheating 

For over 500 years 

Keep on deceiving 

Proceeded to violate every treaty 

It’s time you retreated 

From people who were here before us 

  

We gonna, we gonna take it back, we gonna take it back, 

We, we, we gonna take it back 

We gonna, we gonna take it back, we gonna take it back, 

We, we, we gonna take it back 

  

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 

So release the hounds, 

Release the hounds on us, eh 
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500 hundred years, 500 hundred years 

We gonna, we gonna take it back, we gonna take it back, 

We, we, we gonna take it back 

  

Protests are being lead by this country’s original environmentalists, Native Americans. 
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